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DATA ON A SANCTUARY BELONGING TO STARČEVO-CRIŞ CULTURE,
DISCOVERED AT CRISTIAN III, SIBIU COUNTY

Sabin Adrian LUCA*
Adrian GEORGESCU**
Florentina MARŢIŞ***
Adrian LUCA****

Abstract: Cristian III is an archaeological site with a complex stratigraphy and findings from early Neolithic,
from Noua culture (Late Bronze Age) and old Hallstatt. Inside the fortress was found a dwelling with special
character, belonging Starčevo-Criş culture, surrounded by stelae made of polished stone.
Keywords: Early Neolithic, Starčevo-Criş culture sanctuary built in a inhabited fortress, Southwestern
Transylvania, Romania
Rezumat: Cristian III este un sit arheologic cu stratigrafie complexă, cu descoperiri din neoliticul timpuriu,
cultura Noua (epoca târzie a bronzului) şi Hallstattul vechi. În interiorul fortificaţiei s-a descoperit o
locuinţă cu caracter special, aparţinând culturii Starčevo-Criş, înconjurată cu stele realizare din piatră
şlefuită.
Cuvinte cheie: neolitic timpuriu, cultura Starčevo-Criş, sanctuar construit într-o fortificaţie locuită,
Transilvania de sud-vest, România
The preventive archaeological research carried out
on Orăştie-Sibiu motorway, section 4, European
corridor IV, led to the discovery of three
prehistoric sites of great value in documenting
human habitation on the territory of Cristian, Sibiu
County (Luca 2012). Until the preventive research
tool place, Cristian village area was little known
from the archaeological point of view, the
archaeological repertoire of the county consisting
only in a couple of brief mentions with low historic
significance (Luca et al., 2003, 90-91). Some
newer alerts can be retained in a paper on Roman
age (Munteanu 2010, 464) or others, more general,
in the internal documents of the Brukenthal
National Museum ("Report on the results of field
research conducted for drawing up the
archeological diagnosis for highway route Orăştie
– Sibiu (Corridor IV) in the county of Sibiu").
This article aims to analyze one of the great
discoveries of the site that we called Site no III
(Luca 2012, 129-148). The archaeological site is
located on the route of the highway between km
74+50-74+600, on the first unflooded terrace, at

the foot of the hill, between 1.65 to 2.1 km west of
Cristian, Sibiu County and 300 m north of DN 1-7
duct (Plan 1).
The main findings of this section are a double
palisade fortified settlement, dated Starčevo-Criş
culture (Plan 1/1), a settlement belonging to Noua
culture (Plan 1/1) and another fortification with a
massive wave, core made of stone and a defensive
ditch belonging – perhaps – to the same culture
(Plan 1/2).
Inside the fortress belonging to Starčevo-Criş
culture the habitation was intense, since we
documented an unexpected differentiation of
interior
architecture
through
a
simple
palisade/Fence, of oval shape on the east side and,
quadrilateral on the western side. The outer
fortification, slightly oval, has access roads and a
doubling of the palisade to create round roads on
the ridge of the palisade (usually in the area of the
gates) and a doubling/strengthening it on the east –
north-east side, possibly harder to be defended. We
estimate that we have investigated more than 30%
of the fortified area.
On the eastern-northeast side of Plan 2 it is noticed
the presence of a very large complex whose
detailed plan is found below (Plan 3).
We note, first, that this archaeological complex of
sanctuary type is – in our opinion – very large
(about 18/16 m). The pit contained a significant
amount of archaeological material, but we do not
aim – in this moment – to look very deep

*
„Lucian
Blaga”
University
Sibiu,
România,
sabinadrian.luca@ulbsibiu.ro; Brukenthal National Museum,
Sibiu, România, sabin.luca@brukenthalmuseum.ro
** Brukenthal National Museum, Sibiu, România,
adigeomnb@gmail.com
*** „Lucian Blaga” University Sibiu, România,
tina.martis@yahoo.com
****Brukenthal National Museum „Lucian Blaga” University
Sibiu, România, luca_adrian_sibiu@yahoo.com
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categories (pottery, tools, bone, horns) brought to
light on this occasion. We are interested in this
moment in its special character. We must mention
that this type of architecture (large residential
spaces formed by joining several pit houses or
semi-deepened) is common in the case of the
recent years researches at Cristian I (Luca et al.
2014), Miercurea Sibiului-Petriş (Luca et al. 2007
7-24; Luca et al. 2008, 7-46) or Miercurea Sibiului
II (the archaeological finds from this site are still
processing. research team: Cosmin Ioan Suciu –
head of the archaeological team, Tina Marţiş and
Sabin Adrian Luca – members of the
archaeological team). The construction from
Cristian III appears to be composed of four huts
joined together and another construction that looks
like what a porch that surrounds them.
The interest of this article is – however – to draw
attention to the fact that this "home" is – rather – a
special character building (sanctuary, dwelling
house of a shaman or of a military chief of the
fortification).

levels of stone to the lower limit of the second row
of stones, was 40-45 cm.
As an observation on the archaeological site we
must mention the in situ unnatural position of
pottery and fireplace, which means that they were
torn / broken and turned upside down on purpose.
If we add to this the discovery of a stelae of
approximate rectangular shape (L=52 cm, l=40
cm) with two semispherical depressions in the
middle and on both sides (each having a diameter
of 13 cm and a depth of 2 cm, one with a diameter
of 10 cm and depth 1.6 cm) situated in the vicinity
of the fireplace remains at about 1.5 m east of it,
and also the presence of a polished axe fragment,
perforated transversely broken in half probably
deliberately on the maximum diameter of the bore
line grip and thrown on the hearth, we can think
that these are perhaps the remnants of a ritual
materials.
The archaeological inventory consists of pots of
different sizes and ceramic fragments of handmade
pottery, undecorated or characteristic to an
advanced phase Starčevo-Criş culture, probably
IIIA (organized barbotine, incisions, alveoli
impressions made by pressing with finger nail,
horizontal and vertical pinching, buttons), made of
a fine paste, chalky appearance (semifine and
rough ceramics are also present on the
archaeological site), with a composition of sand,
silt, crushed and broken hulls, in a diversity of
colors, from red to brown. The ceramic material
reach has a slip or a burgundy slip (dark in shade,
matte), brown (light and dark), orange or brick
colors. Vessel forms are quite a few, but specific to
this culture – cups, bowls and terrines of round or
– rarely – biconical shape.

Remarks on the archaeological site
C583 complex, found in the second excavation
campaign (2013), was of rectangular shape, with
rounded corners and straight sides (we can detect
at least three holes-pits). It had numerous holes and
alveolus on the bottom, beginning in the first level
of digging, from 0.10-0.20 m and it was outlined at
1.90 m depth. There were noticed numerous
architectural
elements
related
so
the
organization/ordering interior space but also
elements related to the form and its way of
construction: roof support pillar holes, pillar holes
for walls, "banks" or clay "tables”, made by
sparing parts of walls or complex content, hearths.
We note in this context the discovery of three
fireplaces, one located to the north-east, close to
the center (close to it, about 1 m south-southwest
was found a stone stelae of large dimensions,
irregularly shaped, slightly dished in the middle on
both sides), another one exactly at the center of
the southern side oriented inward, and a third one
being placed at the far west side of the
construction. The latter was placed on a double
stone river area (between the two rows of stones,
there was a mixture of pottery mixed with sandy
soil, brown and yellow-gray-brown), of relatively
circular shape (diameter 2.90X3.00 m). On the
upper level of the first row of river stones were
found shards, burned adobe, few small flint blades,
a lot of red pigment, charcoal, ashes and fragments
of hearth course, generally with the yellowishwhite facings downwards. The thickness of this
arrangement, from the stones detected in the first

It was discovered a significant amount of lithic raw
material (unlike the other complexes of the site),
composed of quartzite rock variants of which
probably made different types of gear. Also, there
were found fragments of zoomorphic and
anthropomorphic idols.
Fragments of burned clay, river stone and animal
bone remains are also present, although to a minor
extent.
Among the archaeological material found in this
complex we must note the fossilized wood
fragment (broken into two pieces), most likely
coming from the bottom of a vessel made – as a
form – in the style of the era.
The archaeological complex has a maximum depth
of 1.20 m (3.10 m from the current surface soil)
and the dimensions of 15.60X13.40 m.
8
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The filling consists of a mixture of yellow-brown
with black-brown ground, loamy, gritty, with
pigments, river stones, pottery and, sometimes,
with remains of animal bones and charcoal.

- The existence of three statues / menhir in
three distinct zones (North, East – in conjunction
with round hearth – and West;
- The existence of a vessel made of fossil wood at
the center of the construction.

Directly, as an extension, elongated north of this
complex, binds the archaeological complex C392,
discovered during the first excavation campaigns
(2011-2012) and initially considered as semideepened housing with straight sides, built in steps.
It was outlined at the depth of 1.60 m, and inside
were caught as architectural elements related to its
mode of organization/planning, and elements
related to the form and manner of construction. We
note in this context the stelae irregularly shaped
(or approximately triangular shape both in plan and
in section), of large dimensions, that was laid
almost in the center of this complex, with the
smooth side up, which contoured two
semispherical depressions, front/back (the most
well preserved, with a diameter of 10 cm and a
depth of 3.25 cm).

About the statues / stelae / menhirs
1. On the eastern corner in association with a round
hearth, there is a statue/menhir made of a large
river rock with blatant anthropomorphic
characteristics (Plan 3 right; Photo 1).
As can be easily seen, it is about the rendering with
the necessary details, of a human figure with the
head visible and the body covered with small holes
intentionally placed by the neck, sides and on the
sides themselves and polished areas which
emphasize either specific features of the head, or
the hands (most obvious in Photo 1, top right). I
note also the thorough polishing of the sides, and
of the pedestal. This final polishing seems to have
been made to ensure the stability of the piece,
thought that it leads to the possibility of exposure
on a pedestal (photo 1, middle left). We note that
the right side (if we look at the character from the
"front", see Photo 1, top right) is cracked or
unfinished. We must also note that the middle area
of the piece – on both sides – there is an alveola,
similar to one traceable on a mill (?).

Fragments of clay, river stone and animal bone
remains are also present, although to a minor
extent.
Maximum depth to the archeological complex was
of 1.10 m (2.70 m from the current ground surface)
and the size of 9X6.80 m (we should mention that
in the report of the excavation that was published
in 2012 (Luca 2012, 129-148), I estimated that
they were not the real dimensions of the complex,
as it was continued in the southern and western
surface profiles of the surface. The research that
took place in 2013 confirmed this opinion, the
construction being practically the eccentric
extension to the north of complex C583). Important
to note is that there were underlined traces of
burning / coal very strong in the middle of the
complex, where we found a large cluster of
archaeological material, in this case pottery, many
of the ceramic fragments with traces of secondary
burning, river stones and animal bone remains. The
stone that was described above lied in the northeast side of the agglomeration; filling is the same
as that of the complex C583.

The anthropomorphic characteristics of the piece
are more than obvious. Eyes, mouth, breasts, right
hand, adorning from the neck or even tails, long,
braided, highlighted on the back by a mixed
technique, a blending between carved and polished
recesses. This statue is the least stylized, and – it
seems – the most important sanctuary.
2. In the western area of the complex, by the
middle, on its side, there is another statue/menhir,
with anthropomorphic features. Unlike the first one,
the sides are more poorly preserved, as well as one
of the "faces" (Plan 3, left; Photo 2, top-right,
middle-right and bottom). The lateral side,
standing on the pedestal (Photo 2, middle-left) and
a "face" (Photo 2, top-left) is well preserved. We
must note again that the artifact, its essential
features is/are highlighted through both "hollowed
out" points on the surface of the stone, and by
"highlighting" them by polishing process. Again
the central alveola appears both on the front and
back of the sculpture.

For this assumption leads the positioning –
somewhat isolated of the building, in the vicinity
of the outer northeast palisade, but also the
doubling or its excessive strengthening, even if we
are not beside the entry. Other arguments for the
special character of the building are:
- The existence of a circular hearth in the centraleastern part of the complex and the other,
quadrilaterals, in the exterior area;

Item number 2 is – in our opinion –
anthropomorphic, but stylized. Human features
(eyes, mouth) are visible in Photo 2, top-right.
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3. In the north side of the complex there is a third
piece different from the first two (anthropomorphic)
with zoomorphic features, this time – in our
opinion (Plan 3, above; Photo 3). The artifact was
based on a "chin" (now broken). The horns are
obvious – even though stylized. Again, the artifact
has two major and obvious alveolas front and back
and some small grouped ones. There are polished
areas, but their "meaning" it is no longer just as
obvious as in the case of the other two described
above. We note that the river rock was not all that
well processed.

Neolithic?). The same questions might be asked
now, that the stratigraphic conditions and cultural
framing of the pieces of stone (stelae / menhir)
from Cristian III are clear and date from StarčevoCriş culture, and not very early stage!
In the complex analyzed from Cristian III were
found two fragments of a bowl made of fossil
wood – in our opinion. They are the bottom of a
vessel very similar to that found at Grădinile by
Marin Nica (Nica 1981, 5-12). Its dating –
36.700±800 BP (Poz-25.226) – (Luca et al. 2011,
11, fig. 7) gives us reason to think in terms of raw
material and its source. The wooden vessel from
Cristian III can lead us to an attractive theory. If it
turns out that is made from fossil wood and will be
dated close to the one from Grădinile we are left to
think about the possibility of a workshop in which
wood fossilized was process for making pots.
These, with a special meaning and use, circulated
for hundreds of years for the rituals Starčevo-Criş
culture bearers.

According to archaeological analysis methodology
we should resort to stylistic typological analogies.
The uniqueness of the discovery and the very clear
context make us have problems. First, the items
made of stone are associated – until now – to
Mesolithic civilizations (eg Lepenski Vir-Schela
Cladovei). Analogies can be found in the making
of the alveolae, placed in the center of the artifacts
from Lepenski Vir (Srejović 1972; X X X 1979, 78, 14, 15 (House 24) Boroneanţ 2012, Fig. 38/4),
Cuina Turcului (Lazarovici, Lazarovici 2006, 39,
Fig. I.39; Boroneanţ 2012, Fig. 38/1), Velesnica
(Antonović 2008, Fig. 6/8; 8; Boroneanţ 2012, Fig.
38/3), Padina II (Jovanović 1968, Fig. IV/10;
Boroneanţ 2012, Fig. 38/5), Alibeg (Boroneanţ
2012, Fig. 38/6) Schela Cladovei (Boroneanţ 2012,
Fig. 38/7), Răzvrata (Boroneanţ 2012, Fig. 38/8),
Veterani-Terasă (Lazarovici, Lazarovici 2006, 39,
Fig. I.40) and Ostrovu Banului (Boroneanţ 2012,
Fig. 82). We note the fact that these parts can be
grinders, their alveola being much more obvious
than the menhir artifacts from Cristian III.

The archaeological materials that were discovered
here (ceramics) belong to Starčevo-Criş, Phase III.
For this cultural horizon we have numerous carbon
dating, synthesized above:
The only item of this kind (can also be a grinder)
or somehow similar to the stelae/menhirs from
Cristian III was found in house 24 (X X X 1979, 78, 14, 15) from Lepenski Vir. It is relatively dated
in Ie layer and in terms of absolute dating in 5.1004.690 cal BC (Srejović 1981; Lazarovici,
Lazarovici 2006, 44, fig. I.46). This complex it is
considered by its finders as a sanctuary. Recently
there were published more absolute data from
these complexes belonging to Ie layer, as follows
(Bonsall 2008, 246-251):

In the Neolithic settlement at Gura Baciului were
found such pieces (Vlassa 1976, 231-251, Fig. 3839, 43), which raised questions about the relative
chronology of the pieces of this type (Mesolithic or
Contexts
Material
Lab. No.
House 27 (Id-e)
Charcoal
KN-406
House 47 (LV IdCharcoal
UCLA-1407
e)
House 16 (LV Ie)
Charcoal
BLN-576
House 32 (LV Ie)
Charcoal
P-1598
House 51 (LV Ie)
Charcoal
Bln-652

BP
7210 ± 200
6970 ± 60

cal BC (2σ)
6445-5720
5983-5735

6820 ± 100
6814 ± 69
6620 ± 100

5972-5554
5867-5571
5718-5376

approximately, to the following Starčevo-Criş
sequences (data for Banat, Serbia, Transilvania,
Oltenia):

IPCTE RADIO database has over 114 data that
belong to Starčevo-Criş culture (Luca et al. 2011).
In 2008 there were added the data of CANEW
project (Reingruber, Thissen 2005) that has as
purpose the gathering of all carbon data from the
south region of Balcanic Peninsula.

Phase IIB-IIIB – between 6650 and 6450/6400 BP;
Phase IV – between 6450/6400 and 6350 BP.
Starčevo-Criş IIIA. It is characterized by
ceramics of a good facture in all species, the
polished red slip being still present; monochrome

According to the chronological system of
Gheorghe Lazarovici, the BP data correspond,
10
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pottery has a wide variety of shades. The rough
species still used chaff as a degreaser and the semifine (as well as the fine one), uses sand or sand
mixed with chaff. Burning is generally good, but
not very strong, and smoothing is very good,
especially inside the vessels. The forms of pots
diversify, bowl become high evolving towards
tureens, decorative motifs multiply, barbotine
diversify, fingernail impressions are organized –
rarely occurring – incisions. This is the moment
when the ornament of frequent pinches appears;
also must be mentioned the use of plastic
ornaments and of embossed straps. Black is the
predominant painting color, but painting in white
also appears, black dots being associated with
black curved ornaments, straps under the rim
(Lazarovici 1984, 49-104). For this phase are
characteristic of Dubova-Peştera lui Maovăţ,
Gornea (Lazarovici 1979, 47-48), Ostrovu Golu,
Cârcea (Draşovean 1981, 33-44), Gura Baciului G8,
Platform PV (Lazarovici, Maxim 1995, 95-97) and
Miercurea Sibiului-Pustia (Luca et al. 2004, 101).

white disappears) and painting with dark colors in
rectilinear motifs is still preserved. The incised
decorations multiply, and ornaments in relief occur,
in growing quantity (Lazarovici 1984, 66-88).
Archaeological sites that are dated in this period
are: Dubova-Cuina Turcului II, Gornea-Locurile
Lungi, Lepenski Vir IIIb, Leţ (Lazarovici 1979, 4950) and Gura Baciului P5a, G14, Platform P21a
(Lazarovici, Maxim 1995, 97-100; Lazarovici
1984, 64-68; Draşovean 1981, 33-44). In the
relative system of George Lazarovici, StarčevoCris IIIB is contemporary with Vinča A1.
Unfortunately we have no radiocarbon analysis for
the first Vinča wave to Liubcova or Gornea but
statistical analysis and analogies, allow us to
determine two moments Starčevo-Criş IIIB1 and
IIIB2, with IIIB2 longer time. Through the
observations from Liubcova-Orniţa have a
Starčevo-Criş IIIB1 moment when Vinča
communities have not reached the Danube Gorge
and a Starčevo-Criş IIIB2 time when Vinča A1
communities deployed some prior Starčevo-Criş
communities (Luca 1998, 99).

Starčevo-Criş IIIB (Luca et al. 2011).

The natural conclusion after this statement, is the
one that the horizon Lepenski Vir housing is
ending not latter than Starčevo-Criş IB-IIA,
because in this archaeological site there is a
Starčevo-Criş period of habitation that overlaps the
Mesolithic findings and the settlement from
Cristian III is dated in a later stage. How long this
stage will be revealed by the 14C analysis. The fact
is that the statues/menhirs/stelae from Cristian III
have an older origin, but they are not an exception
in Transylvania, showing in an evolved form the
mental and customs connections with older
Mesolithic communities.

At this level it is observed the first Vinča
influences (Luca 1988-1991, 1-12). This stage is
characterized by two important phenomena: part of
the settlements suffer from retardation, others are
influenced by new impetus southern Vinča
population that constitute the first wave. Some
settlements continues its ongoing evolution, such
as the settlement of Giulvăz, other ends their
suddenly their developments – Gornea-Locurile
Lungi, Liubcova. The facture of ceramics is
slightly different depending on these two situations;
thus, in the case of locally made ceramics sand is
used as degreasing more, cooking is more strong,
piercing the vessel wall, the rough appearance
determining the polishing and smoothing the
interior of the vessels; if the case of the ceramic of
southern influenced, quality is very good. Chaff
used as a degreaser is gradually replaced by sand,
and later with sand and pebbles, under the
influence of the Vinča culture. Polished red pottery
becomes rarer, brown slip appears but will develop
further in Starčevo-Criş IV. Predominant forms of
pots and cups are biconical bowls decorated with
incisions and paintings. The pot with stand appears;
painting is realized with spiral motifs (painting in

This work was possible with the financial support
of European Social Fund, Operational Programme
Human Resources Development 2007 - 2013,
Priority no. 1 "Education and training in support
for growth and development of the knowledge
society", Key Area of Intervention 1.5 "Doctoral
and post-doctoral research support" Title:
"MINERVA - Cooperation for elite career in
PhD and post doctoral research", ID POSDRU
159/1.5/S/137832.
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Plan 1. Cristian III, Sibiu County. Romania. Overlapping of the topographical plan of Sibiu-Orăştie
motorway, sector IV, km 74+150 – 74+600, with the settlement belonging to Starčevo-Criş culture (1), with
Noua culture settlement and fortification (Hallstatt period ?) (2) / Plan 1. Cristian III, judeţul Sibiu. România.
Suprapunere plan topografic al autostrăzii Sibiu-Orăştie, lot IV, km 74+150 – 74+600, cu marcarea aşezării
întărite de tip Starčevo-Criş (1), aşezării deschise a culturii Noua şi a fortificaţiei Noua (hallstattiene ?) (2).
Plan 2. Cristian III, Sibiu County. Romania. Marked with red: archaeological complexes belonging to
Starčevo-Criş; with black: palisades belonging to Starčevo-Criş culture. To the right side, the archaeological
complex analysed in this article / Plan 2. Cristian III, judeţul Sibiu. România. Cu roşu: complexele
arheologice Starčevo-Criş; cu negru: palisadele culturii Starčevo-Criş; cu verde. În dreapta, complexul
analizat în prezentul articol.
Plan 3. Cristian III, Sibiu County. Romania. With brown: pillars; with orange: hearts and with black: 3
statues (menhirs) made of stone. / Plan 3. Cristian III, judeţul Sibiu. România. Cu maron: gropi de stâlpi; cu
portocaliu: vetre şi cu negru: trei statui (menhiri) din piatră.
Photo 1. Cristian III, Sibiu County. Romania. Statue/menhir no. 1 / Foto 1. Cristian III, judeţul Sibiu.
România. Statuia/menhir nr. 1.
Photo 2. Cristian III, Sibiu County. Romania. Statue/menhir no. 2 / Foto 2. Cristian III, judeţul Sibiu.
România. Statuia/menhir nr. 2.
Photo 3. Cristian III, Sibiu County. Romania. Statue/menhir no. 3 / Foto 3. Cristian III, judeţul Sibiu.
România. Statuia/menhir nr. 3.
Photo 4. Cristian III, Sibiu County. Romania. Fragment of the fossilized wood vessel / Foto 4. Cristian III,
judeţul Sibiu. România. Fragmente din vasul realizat din lemn.
Fig. 1. The coorespondences between the carbon data from IPCTE RADIO database for Starčevo-Criş
culture, with the dating on cultural sequences adapted to Gheorghe Lazarovici chronological system.
Horizontally: the length of different Starčevo-Criş sequences (pink – IA, orange – IB-IC, green – IB-IIA,
purple – IIB, blue – IIB-IIIB, grey – IV). Vertically: the sequences with black ceramics – Dudeşti, Karanovo,
Can Hasan, Vinča A1 etc.(in yellow) and the beginning of Vinča A2 (brown) (Suciu 2009, Fig. 23) / Fig. 1.
Corespondenţele datelor din baza de date IPCTE RADIO pentru cultura Starčevo-Criş, cu datările pe
secvenţele culturale adaptate cronologiei Lazarovici. Orizontal avem lungimea diferitelor secvenţe StarčevoCriş (roz – IA, orange – IB-IC, verde – IB-IIA, mov – IIB, albastru – IIB-IIIB, gri – IV), iar vertical avem
secvenţele orizontului cu ceramică neagră (Dudeşti, Karanovo, Can Hasan, Vinča A1 etc., cu galben) şi
începutul fazei Vinča A2 (maro) (Suciu 2009, fig. 23).
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Plan 1. Cristian III, Sibiu County. Romania. Overlapping of the topographical plan of Sibiu-Orăştie
motorway, sector IV, km 74+150 – 74+600, with the settlement belonging to Starčevo-Criş culture (1),
with Noua culture settlement and fortification (Hallstatt period ?) (2).

Plan 2. Cristian III, Sibiu County. Romania. Marked with red: archaeological complexes belonging to
Starčevo-Criş; with black: palisades belonging to Starčevo-Criş culture. To the right side, the
archaeological complex analysed in this article.
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Plan 3. Cristian III, Sibiu County. Romania. With brown: pillars; with orange: hearts and with black: 3
statues (menhirs) made of stone.

Photo 1. Cristian III, Sibiu County. Romania. Statue/menhir no. 1.
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Photo 2. Cristian III, Sibiu County. Romania. Statue/menhir no. 2.

Photo 3. Cristian III, Sibiu County. Romania. Statue/menhir no. 3.
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Photo 4. Cristian III, Sibiu County. Romania. Fragment of the fossilized wood vessel.

Fig. 1. The coorespondences between the carbon data from IPCTE RADIO database for Starčevo-Criş
culture, with the dating on cultural sequences adapted to Gheorghe Lazarovici chronological system.
Horizontally: the length of different Starčevo-Criş sequences (pink – IA, orange – IB-IC, green – IB-IIA,
purple – IIB, blue – IIB-IIIB, grey – IV). Vertically: the sequences with black ceramics – Dudeşti,
Karanovo, Can Hasan, Vinča A1 etc.(in yellow) and the beginning of Vinča A2 (brown) (Suciu 2009, Fig.
23).
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A FEW CONSIDERATIONS ON SOME OF THE CERAMIC VESSELS DECORATED WITH
STYLIZED ANTHROPOMORPHIC REPRESENTATIONS,
FROM PRECUCUTENI-TRIPOLYE A AREA

Constantin-Emil URSU*
Constantin APARASCHIVEI**

Abstract: Following the study of some of the vessels uncovered during the archaeological excavations
at Baia-În Muchie (Suceava County), vessels which, in fact, are similar to others that have been
recovered from Precucuteni-Tripolye A area, and which are also decorated with stylised
anthropomorphic representations, it can be argued that the spiritual life of those communities was full
of significant rituals, which can even be regarded as “myths”. The use of these pots as cult objects is
suggested by the way in which their decorum and symbolic elements were organized, but also by their
liquid volumes, which are always multiple of 0,5. The approach of symbols in relation to the history of
religion, suggests that those communities lived in a world believing in lunar cults, which, in fact, is a
common belief in the 5th millennium BC.
Key words: Precucuteni-Tripolye A, Baia-În Muchie, anthropomorphic representations, symbolism
Rezumat: Pornind de la studierea unor fragmente de vesselă descoperită la Baia – În Muchie (jud.
Suceava), veselă similară cu cea descoperită în arealul culturii Precucuteni – Tripolye decorată cu
reprezentări antropomorfe, se poate spune că viaţa spirituală a acelor comunităţi era plină de
ritualuri, ăputând fi privită ca „mit”. Folosirea acestor vase ca obiecte de cult poate fi observată prin
modul în care acestea erau decorate dar şi prin organizarea elementelor simbolice. Abordarea
simbolurilor în relaţie cu istoria religiilor sugerează că aceste comunităţi credeau în cultul lunii, o
practică comună în mileniul al 5-lea A.C.
Cuvinte cheie: Precucuteni-Tripolye A, Baia-În Muchie, reprezentări antropomorfe, simbolism
The analysis of the anthropomorphic-shaped
ceramic vessels or of the vessels decorated with
stylized anthropomorphic representations, from
Precucuteni-Tripolye A area, proves that they
are relatively rare, with much of the discoveries
dating from phase III in the culture’s evolution
(selectively and chronologically: MarinescuBîlcu 1974a: Fig. 84:3,6; Бурдо 2004: 388;
Збенович 1989: Fig. 51:12, 63:2, Fig. 70:9;
Vulpe 1957: 107, Fig.. 79:5; Черниш 1959:
Table. 7:10, 13; Бибиков 1953: Fig.7:26, Table
47:a, 57, 59:z, 73:a; Маркевич, 1970, Fig.14:1;
Бурдо 1989: Fig.4:11, 5:10, 8:27; MarinescuBîlcu 1981: Fig. 90:7-9, 120:1a-b, 2a-b, 3a-b;
Ursulescu et.al.. 2005: Fig.10:a-d; Бурдо,
Вiдейко 1985: Fig. 3:12, 17)1. In most cases,
the anthropomorphism is depicted either

through portraying a human figure on the
surface of the vessel, or by adding other clay
elements in order to create a human silhouette;
it is only at Ruseștii Noi I, that a few different
ceramic vessels were discovered, the difference
being that, unlike most cases, the
anthropomorphic figures were created through
the design of the decorum itself.
In 1994, after researching two of the ceramic
pots discovered at Slobodka Zapadnaia and
Timkovo, Dmitri Ia. Teleghin identifies a new
type of anthropomorphic decorum – stylized
representations of “a goddess with the face of a
snake...guardian of the Trilopyan vessels for
storing grain”. The author also mentions a
similar clay pot, which was discovered at
Traian-Dealul Viei (Dumitrescu, Dumitrescu
1968: Fig. 11, 12), pointing out that this
particular vessel is much more stylized that the
other two (Телегин 1994: 74). Throughout our
research, we identified some other ceramic
fragments depicting stylized goddess at

*Bucovina Museum Complex, contact@muzeul-bucovina.ro
** Bucovina Museum Complex, contact@muzeul-bucovina.ro
1 Boghian 2012, identifies another type of ceramic ware
from this phase of the culture, which, supposedly, depict
anthropomorphic representations with breasts and
omphaloi, identification with which we don’t agree
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As to the archaeological discoveries at Baia-În
Muchie, it must be mentioned that, with the
exception of one ceramic fragment (found in
Complex no. 3/20123), all the finds were
excavated from four dwellings: four whole and
broken ceramic pots and twelve fragments,
discovered in Dwelling no. 1/20124, one
ceramic pot found in Dwelling no. 2/2012, and
two ceramic fragments and one broken vessel,
excavated from Dwelling no. 3/20135. In
dwelling no. 1/2012, most of the artefacts were
found on the north and north-west sides (a large
number of broken grinding stones were also
discovered on the north side); there is one case,
however, of an artefact being found close to the
centre, next to the hearth. The pot discovered in
Dwelling no. 2/2012 was laying on the house’s
eastern side. The ceramic vessel found in
Dwelling no.3/2013 was positioned next to one
of the inner hearths6 (see Fig. 6- the spread of
the archaeological finds).

Trudești-Ghigoiești – Fig. 5:2 (MarinescuBîlcu 1974a: Fig. 39:9), Alexandrovka – Fig.
5:4 (Burdo 2011: Fig. 5:4) and at Slobodka
Zapadnaia – Fig. 5:3 (Burdo 2011: Fig. 5:1).
In 2012 and 20132, during the archaeological
evaluation research at Baia-În Muchie (Suceava
County), a large number of whole and broken
ceramic vessels and ceramic fragments, similar
to those studied by Dmitri Ia. Teleghin, were
excavated. The study of the context of their
discovery, combined with a detailed analysis of
those vessels, revealed new information on
what the purpose of this type of archaeological
objects might have been, as well as on the
spiritual life of Precucuteni-Tripolye A
communities.
Nevertheless, there is one aspect which we must
point out to begin with, namely the fact that our
study showed that these particular depictions do
not represent snake-goddesses, which is why,
henceforth, we will refer to them (i.e. the
depictions) as stylized anthropomorphic
representations, depicted on ceramic vessels.

Site/Dating

Figure

Baia,Suceava
1:1
County, Romania
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
1:2
County, Romania
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A

The table below presents some excavation
details and objects dimensions, as well as a few
observations on secondary firing:

Position

Height

D1/2012,
Sq.2/□3

-0,55m

D1/2012,
Sq.2/□3

-0,55m

3

Dimensions
(cm)
H=10,5;
MD=12,4;
DM=7; DB=5,7;
TW=0,5
H=34;
MD=37,5;
DM=25,5;
DB=14,5;
TW=0,8

Observations
Secondary firing

Secondary firing

Layers upon layers of fragmentary pottery; It’s also
here that a fragment from the vessel in Fig. 4:1 was
found, although the pot itself was located in
D1/2012
4
It is possible that some of the fragments might
form a single vessel, namely the fragments in Fig.
4:3, 4 and probably, 7. But only the most relevant of
fragments (which are part of the same vessel) were
drawn.
5
The ceramic material discovered in 2013 is still
being researched, which is why we are only using
one of the objects discovered in the 2013,
nonetheless relevant to our study
6
This large dwelling was partially excavated during
the 2013 archaeological campaign

2 In 2012, two sections (SI- SII/2012) and two squares
(Sq. 1- 2/2012) were excavated, and in 2013, three
sections (SIII-SVI/2013) and four squares (Sq. 4-6/2013).
In 2013, Stanislav Țerna (Chisinau) joined the research
team.
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Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of

2:1

D2/2012,
SI/2012/□1516

-0,55m

Deformed due to
secondary firing

-0,55m

H=48,5;
MD=51;
DM=30,5;
DB=19,5;
TW=0,8-1,05
TW=0,7

2:2

D1/2012,
Sq.2/□2

3:1

D1/2012,
SISII/2012/□13

-0,60m

TW=0,9

Secondary firing;
Not deformed

3:2

D3/2013,
Sq.6/□4

-0,340,38m

TW=0,8

Broken, complete
vessel, to be restored;
scondary firing

4:1

D1/2012
SII/□9,
SII/□13- wall
near
sq.
2/2012
SI/ □11, la
SII/□12, wall
near
sq.
2/2012

– 0,450,62 m

TW=0,7-0,9

– 0,500,55 m

TW=0,9

4:3

D1/2012,
Sq.2/□4

-0,60m

TW=1,2

Deformed due to
secondary firing

4:4

D1/2012,
Sq. 2/□4

-0,60m

TW=1,3

Deformed due to
secondary firing

4:5

D1/2012,
Sq.2/□2-3

-0,60m

TW=0,6

Heavily damaged by
secondary firing

4:6

Complex no.
3/2012,
SII/2012/□9

-0,65m

TW=0,7-0,8

4:7

D1/2012,
Sq.2/□4

-0,60m

TW=1,9-2

4:2
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Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A

4:8

D1/2012,
Sq.2/□4

-0,60m

TW=1,2

Secondary firing

4:9

D1/2012,
Sq.2/□4

-0,60m

TW=1,1

Secondary firing

4:10

D1/2012,
Sq.2/□4

-0,60m

TW=1,4

Secondary firing

4:11

D1/2012,
Sq.2/□5

-0,55m

TW=0,9

4:12

D1/2012,
SII/□12

– 0,550,67 m

TW=0,8-1,2

4:13

D1/2012,
Sq. 2/□4

– 0,530,67 m

TW=0,9

4:14

D3/2013
SII/2012,
□21-22

–0,28 m

TW=0,6-1

Discovered at the
periphery of the
dwelling

4:15

D3/2013
SII/2012,
□21-22

–0,28 m

TW=1-1,2

Discovered at the
periphery of the
dwelling

Secondary firing

The clay body of the vessels and of the other ceramic fragments excavated at Baia-În Muchie has the
following characteristics:
Figure
Fig. 1:1

Description
The clay body of the object, hand shaped and engobed, is made out of a good quality clay,
mixed with fine sand and grog7 to obtain a porous, coarse paste. The pot was fired in an

7

As for adding various degreasers as temper to the unfired clay, it is obvious that some of them were used in
excess, particularly the grog (perhaps a technological vice or a practical necessity), thus transforming the interior
structure of the pottery into a porous, heterogeneous one; it is this heterogeneous structure that gave the ceramic
ware a minimum of physical resistance, causing wearing to some of the broken fragments, while they were lying
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Fig. 1:2

Fig. 2:1

Fig. 2:2

Fig. 3:1

Fig. 3:2

Fig. 4:1

Fig. 4:2

Fig. 4:3
Fig. 4:4

oxidizing atmosphere, thus affecting the appearance of the ware, which turned reddishbrown in colour; because of the fire which destroyed the archaeological complex, the pot
suffered a secondary firing, which caused the deterioration of the ware’s surface, namely
local exfoliations of the engobe coating, irregular colouring, bloating of particles in the
clay body (in a small degree, most likely), bloating which subsequently caused the
appearance of white marks.
The clay body of the object, hand shaped and engobed prior to decorating it, is made out of
clay mixed with fine sand, grit and grog to obtain a compacted, coarse paste. The ware was
fired in a semi-reductive atmosphere, resulting in irregular colouring, ranging from black
to grey; but the secondary firing, caused by the fire that burned down the dwelling,
produced reddish-brown marks on the surface of the pot.
The clay body of the object, hand shaped and engobed, is made out of clay mixed with fine
sand, gravel and grog to obtain a compacted, gritty paste. The pot was fired in an oxidizing
atmosphere, thus affecting the appearance of the ware, which turned reddish-brown in
colour; but the secondary firing, due to the fire which burned down the dwelling, caused
the appearance of black and ashy-grey marks and the extreme deformation of some of the
ceramic fragments.
The clay body of the object, hand shaped and engobed after the decoration was applied, is
made out of clay mixed with fine sand and grog to obtain a porous, smooth paste, which
has a combined, fine and gritty, texture. The pot was fired in an incomplete oxidizing
atmosphere, thus resulting an irregular colouring, ranging from reddish-brown to grey. The
ceramic ware also retains traces of secondary firing, but this did not affect the overall
shape and structure of the object.
The clay body of the object, hand shaped and engobed prior to decorating it, is made out of
clay mixed with fine sand, gravel and grog to obtain a compacted paste, of a gritty texture.
The pot was fired in an incomplete oxidizing atmosphere, thus resulting an irregular,
greyish-brown colouring.
The clay body of the object, hand shaped and engobed after the decoration was applied, is
made out of clay mixed with fine sand and grog to obtain compacted paste, fine in texture.
The ware was fired in an incomplete oxidizing atmosphere, thus resulting an irregular,
greyish-brown colouring. Moreover, there are traces of secondary firing, which produced
the deformation of some areas on the surface of the ware, and which might also explain the
presence of deposits of black burn inside the vessel.
The clay body of the object, hand shaped and coated in engobe on the exterior after the
decoration was applied, is made out of a good quality clay mixed with fine sand, gravel
and grog, to obtain a porous paste, with a gritty texture on the exterior as well as on the
interior. The pot was fired in an oxidizing atmosphere, thus resulting an irregular
colouring, yellow-brown and ashy-grey on the exterior, and ashy-grey alone on the
interior.
The clay body of the object, hand shaped and coated in engobe on the exterior after the
decoration was applied, is made out of a good quality clay mixed with fine sand and grog,
to obtain a porous paste, with a gritty texture on the outside and a fine one on the inside.
The pot was fired in a reducing atmosphere, which produced a reddish-brown colour on
the entire surface of the surviving fragments; but due to the fire that destroyed the
archaeological complex, a secondary firing occurred, which, in turn, caused the
degradation of the surface of the pottery, an irregular colouring and the bloating of
particles in the clay body (in a small degree, most likely), which subsequently triggered the
appearance of white marks.
The clay body of the fragments was made out of clay mixed with fine sand and grog, in
order to obtain a compacted paste, of fine texture on the exterior, and gritty on the interior.
The clay body was hand shaped and coated in engobe after the decoration was applied. The

in the ground. These are some of the characteristics which define almost all the ceramic fragments and all of the
whole, broken vessels that this study is concerned with.
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vessel was fired in an oxidizing atmosphere, which produced an uneven reddish-brown
colour. The fragments also retain traced of secondary firing, which, consequently, caused
their deformation.
The clay body of the fragment was made out of clay mixed with grog, added as temper, in
order to obtain a compacted paste, of fine texture on the exterior as well as on the interior.
The clay body was hand shaped and coated in engobe after the decoration was applied. The
ware was fired in an oxidizing atmosphere, which produced a reddish-brownish colour; but
the fragment also suffered a secondary firing, which, consequently, caused its deformation,
as the paste bloated and the colour transformed from reddish-brown to a dark-grey.
The clay body of the fragment was made out of clay mixed with fine sand in order to
obtain a compacted paste, of a gritty texture on the exterior and fine on the interior. The
clay body was hand shaped and coated in engobe after the decoration was applied. The
ware was fired in an incomplete oxidizing atmosphere, which produced an uneven colour
ranging from reddish-brown to grey.
The clay body of the fragment was made out of clay mixed with fine sand and grog in
order to obtain a compacted paste, of a gritty texture on the exterior as well as on the
interior. The clay body was hand shaped and coated in engobe after the decoration was
applied. The vessel was fired in an oxidizing atmosphere, which produced a uniform
reddish-brown colour. The fragment also retains traced of secondary firing, which,
consequently, caused its deformation (bloating).
The clay body of the fragment was made out of clay mixed with fine sand and grog in
order to obtain a porous paste, of gritty texture on the exterior and fine on the interior. The
clay body was hand shaped and coated in engobe after the decoration was applied. The
ware was fired in an incomplete oxidizing atmosphere, which produced an uneven reddishyellow colour on the exterior, and grey on the interior. The fragment also retains traced of
secondary firing.
The clay body of the fragments was made out of clay mixed with fine sand and grog, in
order to obtain a compacted paste, of fine texture on the interior, and gritty on the exterior.
The clay body was hand shaped and coated in engobe after the decoration was applied. The
vessel was fired in an incomplete oxidizing atmosphere, which produced an uneven
reddish-brown and grey colour. The fragments also retain traced of secondary firing,
which, consequently, caused their deformation.
The clay body of the fragment was made out of clay mixed with fine sand and grog in
order to obtain a porous paste, of gritty texture on the exterior and fine on the interior. The
clay body was hand shaped and coated in engobe after the decoration was applied. The
vessel was fired in an incomplete oxidizing atmosphere, which produced an uneven
reddish-yellow colour.
The clay body of the object, hand shaped and coated in engobe on the exterior, is made out
of a good quality clay mixed with fine sand and grog, to obtain a porous paste, of a fine
texture both on the outside and on the inside. The ware was fired in an oxidizing
atmosphere, thus affecting the colour of the entire surface of the vessel, which turned
reddish-brown; but the pot suffered a secondary firing, caused by the fire that destroyed
the archaeological complex.
The clay body of the object, hand shaped and coated in engobe on the exterior after the
decoration was applied, is made out of a good quality clay mixed with fine sand and grog,
to obtain a porous paste, of a gritty texture both on the outside and on the inside. The
ceramic ware was fired in an incomplete oxidizing atmosphere, producing an uneven
reddish-brown colour on the entire surface.
The clay body of the object, hand shaped and coated in engobe on the exterior after the
decoration was applied, is made out of clay mixed with gravel and grog, to obtain a
compacted paste, of a gritty texture on the exterior and fine on the interior. The ware was
fired in a reducing atmosphere, producing an uneven greyish-brown colour on the entire
surface of the remaining ceramic fragment.
The clay body of the object was made out of good quality clay mixed with fine sand and
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grog, in order to obtain a porous paste, of gritty texture on the interior, as well as on the
exterior. The clay body was hand shaped and coated in engobe on the exterior. The ware
was fired in an oxidizing atmosphere, which produced a reddish-brown colour on the entire
surface of the remaining fragment; however, the fragment also retains traced of secondary
firing, caused by the fire which burned down the dwelling, and which, consequently,
caused its deformation (bloating).

As to the shape of the researched objects8, our
study proved that they all fall under the
category of jars (according to the typological
classification proposed by Silvia Marinescu
Bîlcu in 1974), a type of ceramic vessels rarely
produced in Precucuteni - Tripolye A area. As
for their decorum, it was arranged in a tectonic
structure, in three (just one object) and four
longitudinal metopes. For a better identification
of the decoration elements, common to, or
different from one object to another, we decided
to analyse separately the ceramic pieces 9
(mouth, shoulder, body); we followed the same
pattern when analysing the anthropomorphic
“figures”.
The mouth of the ceramic vessel
Site/Dating
Fig
Decorum
Traian-Dealul Viei,
Without
5:1 decoration
Neamț County,
Romania
Precucuteni I
Baia,Suceava
Without
County, Romania
1:1 decoration
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
1:2 Groups of
County, Romania
vertical, short,
End of Precucuteni
excised lines
I -Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
2:1 Without
County, Romania
decoration
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A

Drawing

8

Our research is based on studying whole, broken
jars, and ceramic fragments which still retain the
ware’s original shape
9
The ceramic vessels in Fig. 2:2 and 3:2 are not
studied in full, as they are currently being restored,
and since the data we have gathered so far proves
that they are largely similar to the other described
objects
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Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A
Timkovo,
Odesskaya oblast,
Kodimskij raion,
Ukraine/Tripolie A
III/1-Precucuteni
III
SlobodkaZapadnaia, Odessa
oblast,
Aleksandrovka
raion,
Ukraine/Tripolie
AIII/1-Precucuteni
III
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A

2:1

Without
decoration

5:6

Without
decoration

5:5

Without
decoration

2:2

Groups
of
vertical, short,
excised lines

3:1

Groups
of
vertical, short,
excised lines

Baia,Suceava
3:2
County, Romania
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A

Without
decoration
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Site/Dating
Traian-Dealul
Viei, Neamț
County, Romania
Precucuteni I

Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A

Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A

Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A

10

Decorum
-angular apexes, with
short lines and triangles
-ends of meanders with
apexes
-two isolated ends of
meanders,
which
represent, seemingly,
two cups with handles,
emphasised by lines
with triangular points,
and a menorah type
foot
-triangular
apexes,
outlined in excised dots
-loops
of
circular
meanders
-a meander point with
triangular apexes
-four
prominences,
artistically represented
- ends of meanders with
excised
triangular
apexes, depicted by
lines
- isolated ends of
meanders with apexes,
which represent cups
with
handles,
delineated by lines with
triangular points, and a
menorah type foot
-linear
decorum,
depicting
either
a
zoomorphic
representation, or two
interrelated couples of
dancers or interrelated
ploughs10, or even a
head accessory
- ends of meanders with
excised
triangular
apexes, emphasized by
lines
- isolated ends of
meanders with apexes,
which represent cups
with
handles,
delineated by lines with
triangular points, and a
menorah type foot

Drawing

See Черныш 1982: 233, Fig. 18.
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Timkovo,
Odesskaya oblast,
Kodimskij raion,
Ukraine/Tripolie
A III/1Precucuteni III
SlobodkaZapadnaia, Odessa
oblast,
Aleksandrovka
raion,
Ukraine/Tripolie
AIII/1-Precucuteni
III
Baia,Suceava
County, Romania
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A

-linear
decorum,
bordering a spiral coil,
or even a geometrical
angular
decorum,
suggesting either a head
decoration,
or
a
zoomorphic
representation, or two
interrelated couples of
dancers,
or
two
interrelated ploughs11
-angular
decorum,
probably depicting a
head accessory
- ends of meanders,
with apexes
linear
decorum,
suggesting perhaps a
head accessory
-prominences,
artistically depicted
- ends of meanders,
with apexes
prominences,
artistically depicted
-angular
decorum,
bordering a rhombus,
perhaps
even
suggesting a
head
accessory
- ends of meanders with
excised
triangular
apexes, delineated by
lines
-isolated
ends
of
meanders, depicting a
menorah type cup
-linear
decorum,
covering
two
concentric semi-circles,
suggesting perhaps a
head accessory

The body of the ceramic vessel
Site/Dating
Traian-Dealul
Viei, Neamţ
County,
Romania
Precucuteni I

11

Decorum
Four registers:
-four stylized anthropomorphic
representations
-the arms are emphasized by
angular groups of lines,
sometimes bordered by apexes

Drawing

See Черныш 1982: 233, Fig. 18.
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-two angular meanders, with
apexes emphasising the
terminations and angles; the
lower looping termination of
one of the meanders wraps
around the end of the other one
Baia,Suceava
County,
Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A

Baia,Suceava
County,
Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A

Baia,Suceava
County,
Romania
End of
Precucuteni I Tripolye A

Four registers:
-four stylized anthropomorphic
representations
-the arms are emphasised by
lines, grouped in twos and
threes
- two angular meanders, the
lower looping termination of
one of them wrapping around
the end of the other one
Three registers:
-three stylized
anthropomorphic
representations (only one
representation is complete)
- four lines outline the arms,
one of which (possibly the
right one), is depicted with an
open hand
- two angular meanders, the
lower looping termination of
one of them wrapping around
the end of the other one; each
of the meanders is created by
incised triangular, combined,
apexes, arranged in spiral
endpoints and angles
-a decorated register,
positioned near the lower end
of the anthropomorphic figure,
outlined by four parallel lines,
suggests (probably) a piece of
clothing (a dress with a train?)
Four registers:
-four stylized anthropomorphic
representations
- the arms are depicted by
lines, grouped in threes and
fours
- two angular meanders, the
lower looping termination of
one of them wrapping around
the end of the other one
- decorated registers are
represented near the lower end
of three of the
anthropomorphic figures;
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groups of two and four parallel
lines cover the registers,
suggesting, possibly, a piece
of clothing (dress with train?)
Timkovo,
Four registers:
Odesskaya
-four stylized anthropomorphic
oblast,
representations, each arm of
Kodimskij
each figure being traced in
raion,
three or four lines
Ukraine/Tripol - two angular meanders, one of
ie A III/1which is emphasised by angles
Precucuteni III decorated with apexes
-a decorated register is
bordering the lower end of one
of the anthropomorphic
representations; four parallel
lines outline the register,
suggesting (possibly) a piece
of clothing (dress with train?)
SlobodkaFour registers:
Zapadnaia,
-four stylized anthropomorphic
Odessa oblast, representations
Aleksandrovka - three lines outline each arm
raion,
-two angular meanders, with
Ukraine/Tripol three apexes, the lower
ie AIII/1looping termination of one of
Precucuteni III them wrapping around the end
of the other one
-an angular decoration is
bordering the lower end of one
of the anthropomorphic
representations, probably
suggesting a piece of clothing
(dress with train?)
Baia,Suceava
-the arms of the surviving
County,
anthropomorphic figures are
Romania
rendered by two, respectively
End of
three lines
Precucuteni I - -two angular meanders,
Tripolye A
without apexes, each
delineated by four parallel
lines
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The analysis of the stylized anthropomorphic representations
Site
Traian-Dealul
Viei, Neamţ
County, Romania
Precucuteni I

Analysis

Head
Body

Arms

Possible
accessories

12

R112
R2
R3
R4
-R1and R2 are rendered by two triangles: R3 and R4 are rendered by three
triangles
R1, R2- elongated silhouettes, decorated entirely with short, horizontal
lines
R3- elongated silhouette, completely decorated with short lines; near its
lower end, a register covered in angular lines is depicted
R4- elongated silhouette; the upper part is decorated with triangles, their
basis adjoining the outline of the figure; the lower part is decorated with
short lines
R1-rendered by three, sometimes four, angular lines; the arms are depicted
in an “arms behind the back” position
R2- rendered by four, sometimes five,
angular lines; just one of the elbows
is marked out by an apex; one arm is
pointing up, the other one down
R3- rendered by five, sometimes six, angular lines, with apexes outlining
the elbow; both arms are pointing downwards
R4- rendered by three, sometimes four, angular lines, with apexes
outlining the elbow; the arms are depicted in an “arms behind the back”
position
The apexes covering the right side of the elbow might depict either
bindings or embellishments
The extremities of the arms of R2 and R3 might suggest large sleeves
The angular decoration arranged near the lower end of R3, might depict a
garment (a dress?)
R4-the horizontal line joining the lower contours of the silhouette might
depict a piece of jewellery (a necklace?)

R = stylized anthropomorphic representation
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Site
Baia,
Suceava
County, Romania
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A

Analysis

R1
Head
Body

Arms

Possible
accessories

R2
R3
R4
R1, R4- rendered by groups of two triangles; R3 is rendered by three
triangles
R1- elongated silhouette, decorated on its upper part (neck?) with a
group of three parallel lines, which creates a triangle pointing
upwards, followed by an oblique line, slanting to the right, and by a
second triangle, outlined by three oblique lines, slanting to the left
R2- elongated silhouette, decorated with a group of three angular lines,
pointing downwards; on the lower part, two excised triangles outline
the silhouette
R3- elongated silhouette, decorated with three groups of three parallel
lines each, arranged from top to bottom: the first and the third group
point upwards, the second points downwards; the decoration might
depict a rhombus (?)
R4- elongated silhouette, decorated on the upper part (neck?) with an
oblique line, slanting to the left
Every anthropomorphic representation has one longer arm, rendered
by parallel lines (perhaps suggesting that the hand is at the back of the
head), while the other arm, shorter, might suggest that the hand is
either behind the back, or resting on the hip; for every silhouette, the
central angles depict (possibly) the arms’ elbows
R1-the group of three angular lines which cover the silhouette on its
upper part, might depict a piece of jewellery
R2, R3-the incised groups of angular lines which decorate the upper
part of the silhouette, i.e. the breast, might depict an accessory or a
garment embellishment
R3- the groups of angular lines which decorate the lower part of the
silhouette might depict a garment accessory (perhaps for a dress?); the
oblique line which starts from one point of the triangle (arranged in
the middle of the head) and which outlines the silhouette, might depict
an accessory
R4- the short, oblique line drawn on the upper part of the silhouette,
might depict an accessory
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Site
Baia,
Suceava
County, Romania
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A

Analysis

R1
Head
Body

Arms

Possible
accessories

R2

R3

R2-rendered by two concentric, oval semicircles; two triangles outline
the outer semicircle, depicted by split endpoints
R1- elongated silhouette, decorated on its lower part with groups of
parallel, slightly arched lines; the first group is formed by four lines,
the second one by three; the groups of curved lines, their ends
pointing inwards, are positioned opposite each other
R2- elongated silhouette, decorated on its upper part (neck) with two
groups of parallel, slightly arched lines, their ends pointing upwards;
on the next, lower part of the figure, a group of four parallel lines,
slanting to the right, is represented, followed by two groups of
parallel, slightly arched lines, the first group formed by five, the
second by four lines, opposite each other, their ends pointing inwards
R2 is the only complete, surviving anthropomorphic representation.
One of its arms is depicted by four parallel, angular lines, and by two
triangular dots which probably mark a fifth line; the depiction
suggests that the hand is either placed behind the back, or resting on
the hip. The other arm, depicted by four angular lines, probably in
order to illustrate the elbow, endpoints in an open, five fingered hand;
the position of the fingers of the left hand sets forth the hypothesis that
the “character” was depicted facing outwards. The left shoulder is
outlined by two lines and two triangular, intercalated dots.
R1-a group of four lines drawn on the lower part, bordering the
silhouette, might depict a piece of clothing (the train of a dress?)
R2-the group of two arched lines, placed on the upper part, might
depict an accessory (necklace?); the way the lines which mark out the
left arm are lengthened downwards, might depict a piece of clothing
(the train of a dress?). One of the lines which depict the left arm ends
in an angle, probably outlining a sleeve.
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Site
Baia,
Suceava
County, Romania
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A

Analysis

R1

Head

Body

Arms

R2

R3

R4

R1-renderd by three short lines, on top of which two other lines,
arranged in an angle, are placed; under the register, three parallel
lines were arranged so that they would form two arcs of a circle,
endpoints upwards, probably outlining the face and neck
R3- is incomplete, the surviving fragments depicting a
decoration similar to R1, except that the arcs of a circle
are represented by only two lines, and not three
R4-rendered by three lines with split endpoints; a group of two
outspread arcs of a circle, outlined by four lines, is depicted below
R1- elongated silhouette, decorated with groups of lines; the groups
are organized, from top to bottom, as follows: four lines, arranged to
the right, circle-wise; four lines, arranged circle-wise, endpoints
downwards; lines, arranged obliquely, to the right
R2- elongated, fragmentary silhouette; only groups of parallel lines
survived; the groups are organized, from top to bottom, as follows:
one oblique line, slanting to the right; four lines, arranged circle-wise,
endpoints downwards; three lines, arranged circle-wise, endpoints
upwards; three parallel lines, orientated to the right
R3- elongated silhouette, decorated with groups of parallel lines,
organized, from top to bottom, as follows: four lines, arranged circlewise, endpoints downwards; the oval-shaped decorum, perhaps
depicting an omphalos (?), is bordered by four lines, arranged circlewise, endpoints downwards, and by three circularly arranged lines,
ends pointing upwards; three obliquely arranged lines, slanting to the
right; three slightly circular, parallel lines, ends pointing downwards
R4- elongated silhouette, decorated with groups of parallel lines,
organized, from top to bottom, as follows: four lines, arranged circlewise, endpoints downwards; three lines arranged angularly, pointing
to the left; five oblique lines, slanting to the right, and four circular
ones, ends pointing down; four circular lines, ends pointing up; four
oblique lines, slanting to the right
R1-one of the arms is depicted by four prallel lines, arranged
angularly, endpoints touching the body, thus forming inner spaces,
one of which filled with a linear, angular and simple decorum. The
other arm is depicted by three parallel lines, arranged in the same way,
probably to mark out the elbow
R3-one of the arms is depicted by three parallel, angular lines, and by
a fourth line, represented by a small angle; one line, outlined in
between the group of three lines and the silhuette, probably marks out
a fifth stripe; the other arm is depicted by three parallel lines, arranged
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Possible
accessories

in the same manner, probably in order to mark out the elbw
R4- one arm is depicted by four prallel lines, arranged angularly,
endpoints touching the body, thus forming inner spaces, one of which
filled with a linear, angular and simple decorum; the other arm is
outlined in three parallel, angular lines
R2-R4-a group of two or four lines, placed on the lower part of the
silhouette, might depict a piece of clothing (the train of a dress?)
R1, R3, R4- groups of two, up to four arched lines, positioned near the
neck, might depict jewellery (necklaces?). The decorum, almost
similar to R1, R2, R3, might depict the same type of clothing; we
argue, however, that because R4 is rendered slightly differently, then
that suggest that it depicts a character with a different rank than the
other ones
R1, R3, R4-the four lines which compose the linear decorum around
the arms, might also depict vestment accessories

Site
Timkovo,
Odesskaya oblast,
Kodimskij raion,
Ukraine/Tripolie A
III/1-Precucuteni III

Analysis

Head

Body

Arms

Possible
accessories

R1
R2
R1, R2-rendered by two semicircles, ends pointing up, each of them
ending in two dots. Three parallel lines which form two arcs of a
circle, endpoints up, probably marking out the neck, were arranged
below the aforementioned composition
R1- elongated silhouette, decorated with groups of lines, organized,
from top to bottom, as follows: six lines, arranged circle-wise, ends
up; twelve horizontal lines, arranged near the base of the silhouette
R2- elongated silhouette, decorated with groups of lines, organized,
from top to bottom, as follows: six lines, arranged circle-wise, ends
up; twelve horizontal lines (probably), arranged near the base of the
silhouette
R1-one arm (the left one?) is rendered by four parallel, angular lines,
ends touching the body
R2-one arm (the right one?) is rendered by three angular, parallel
lines; a posible second arm is depicted near the body, continuing
upwards, with a fourth line added to the composition
R1- a group of four lines, near the lower part of the silhouette, might
depict a clothing piece (the train of a dress?)
R1, R2- groups of three arched lines, near the neck, might depict
jewellery (necklaces?).
R1, R2-groups of six lines, placed approximately near the waist line
of the silhouette, might depict belts
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Site
SlobodkaZapadnaia, Odessa
oblast,
Aleksandrovka
raion,
Ukraine/Tripolie
AIII/1-Precucuteni
III

Analysis

Head

Body

Arms
Possible
accessories

R1
R2
R1-rendered by two semicircles, endpoints up, each of them
terminating in a bordering dot; inside each semicircle, the dot probably
marks out the eyes, perhaps suggesting that the anthropomorphic
representation was rendered facing outwards. The two semicircles are
bordered near the base by a line with two loops, their endpoints also
represented by dots
R2-rendered similarly, except for the “eyes”, each endpoint of the
circular lines terminating in a dot
R1- elongated silhouette, decorated with groups of singular and
parallel lines, organized, from top to bottom, as follows: three short,
horizontal lines, positioned inside the angle outlined by the contours
of the silhouette while adjoining a simple line; an oblique line,
pointing to the left; three parallel lines, with unequal spacers between
them, arranged obliquely, slanting to the left; one line parallel to the
ones described above, continuing, however, circularly and then
slanting to the right, bordering a decorum of five short, slightly
circular, lines, positioned above the resulted semicircle, and another
angular line, underneath.
R2- elongated silhouette, with a linear decorum; three oblique lines,
slanting to the right, are bordered, on both sides, by groups of ten
parallel, horizontal lines; near the base, a horizontal line outlines the
decorum. The lower end of the silhouette is decorated with two
angular lines, resting on a third, longer one, slanting to the left
R1, R2-are represented by groups of three angular lines, probably in
order to mark out the elbows
R1-the simple line, ending in a group of three oblique, parallel lines,
depicts a bag
R2-a group of three oblique lines rendered on the right arm, might
depict a clothing accessory
R2-the oblique and horizontal lines drawn in the middle of the
silhouette, might depict a piece of clothing (resembling a fota –
traditional hand woven apron)
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Site
Baia, Suceava
County, Romania
End of Precucuteni
I -Tripolye A

Analysis

Head
Body

Arms

Possible
accessories

R1
R2
R1, R2-rendered by groups of lines terminated in excised angles, which
border two semi-ovals, their endpoints up
R1- elongated silhouette, decorated on the upper part with a group of
three parallel, horizontal lines
R2- not surviving
R1- one arm is depicted by two angular lines, ending in small triangles,
while the other arm is rendered in the same way, but by three, not two,
angular lines
R2- only fragments of one arm survived; the other arm is depicted by
two angular lines
-not surviving
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The volumes of the whole ceramic vessels,
measured in liters, for liquids, and in kilograms,
for wheat (14% moisture content- optimum
storage), are measured as follows13:
Site/Dating

Figure

Liquid
volume
(liters)

Volume-numbers
of wheat grains
ratio
(volume/0,37kg)

25

Wheat
volume,
14%
moisture
content
(kg)
18,75

Traian-Dl. Viei, Neamţ County,
Romania
Precucuteni I
Baia, Suceava County, Romania
Precucuteni I final-Tripolye A
Baia, Suceava County, Romania
Precucuteni I final-Tripolye A
Baia, Suceava County, Romania
Precucuteni I final-Tripolye A
Timkovo, Odesskaya oblast, Kodimskij
raion, Ukraine/Tripolie A III/1Precucuteni III
Slobodka-Zapadnaia, Odessa oblast,
Aleksandrovka raion, Ukraine/Tripolie
AIII/1-Precucuteni III

Fig. 5:1

Fig. 1:1

0,5

0,37

1

Fir. 1:2

15

11,25

30,405

Fig. 2:1

32

24

64,864

Fig. 5:6

75

56,25

152,027

Fig. 5:5

80

60

162,162

The following analysis, corroborated with studies
of religious beliefs (history of religion), reveals
several general conclusions. To start with, we
point out that, of all the sources that we examined,
Mircea Eliade’s studies on the history of religions
are, perhaps, the most complex ones; the large
number of papers written after he published his
works confirmed the validity of his theses14. On
the other hand,

50,675

we also agree with René Guénon, who argues that
“there are symbols which are common for the
most different and most distant traditions, and not
because they are <loaned>, which is impossible in
most cases, but because these symbols actually
belong to a primordial
tradition, from which every traditional
manifestation originated, directly or indirectly”
(Guenon 2008: 40); this theory is also enunciated
by Mircea Eliade – "myths become damaged,
symbols turn profane, but they never
disappear…Symbols and myths come a long way:
they are part of the human psyche and thus it is
impossible for us not to meet them in every
existential aspect of the modern man in Cosmos"
(Eliade 1994: 31-32; same theory in Herea 2013:
31). In fact, more and more researchers claim that
a series of divinities of Classic Greece and
Mesopotamia, as well as a series of Greek and/or
Anatolian mythological themes, all originate in
the Balkan Neo-Eneolithic era (Lévêque 1972:
145-179; Marinescu-Bîlcu 1977: 42; Monah 1997:
27-28, 212-215; Ursulescu, Batariuc 1987: 309312; Ursulescu, Tencariu 2006: 59; Ursulescu
2011: 199, 211; Monah 2012: 35, 242; Zugravu
2013: 68-70 and passim). We also subscribe to
Moshe Idel’s theory, who, when discussing the

13 We would like to thank Mr Adrian Sabin Luca for his
suggestions and Mr Petru Palamar who took the pictures, as
well as our colleague, Eng. Tiberiu Polocoșeriu, for his
support with calculating the vessels’ volumes
14
In a recently published study, Nelu Zugravu claims that
”we can’t not agree with the rightful opinions of those
specialists
who noticed <severe
methodological>
deficiencies, impossible to combat, regarding the Romanian
history of religions - <the arbitrary and simplifying options>,
applied to <the religious documents>, <a relative study of
sources>, <erroneous references>, the absence of a
constructive, analytical criticism, and <the complete
indifference for the historic and ethnographic contexts> - all
of which have negative consequences for the study of
religious phenomena - <abusive generalizations>,
<questionable
interpretations>
and
<a
subjective
hermeneutics>”(Zugravu 2013: 64 și nota 11); without going
any deeper, and pointing out that we agree with most of the
opinions voiced by the researcher from Iassy, we
recommend, nonetheless, the reviews of two of the studies
quoted above: : Berzovan 2009: 503-407and Gheorghiu
2003: 28-29.
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within the “myth” (Niculescu 2011: 35-36)15; our
analysis did not reveal any snake representations
(Телегин 1994: 74).
The head of the silhouettes is always rendered
similarly, by using semicircles, triangles and dots,
which can only suggest the fact that there can only
be one “character”, who is depicted in a different,
new position every time. We are not ruling out
Dmitri Ia. Teleghin’s theory regarding the
character’s age, either (Телегин 1994: 74). The
heads of some of the anthropomorphic
representations discovered at Tell Azmak –
Karanovo I, for example, were rendered in a more
or less similar way, (Garfinkel 2003: 212, fig.
10.18:b-c), which might indicate a southern
“provenance” of the pre-Cucutenian deities
(Boghian 2012: 115); the same theory, i.e. of a
southern influence, can also be applied when
studying the “hora”-type vessels (Nițu 1970: 95;
Marinescu-Bîlcu 1974: 176). As a matter of fact,
it has been often argued that the origin of some of
the elements in anthropomorphic representations
can be traced to the Starčevo culture (Bader 1968:
387-388; Székely 1971: 129-130, 132; Збенович,
1980: 137; Popușoi 2008: 19). Last, but not least,
we must point out the discovery of
anthropomorphic representations on “mushroomtype” ceramic vessels belonging to Szakálhát,
Tisa and early Lengyel cultures (Barna 2014: 1921, 24-25, fig. 3-4).
The silhouettes are rendered facing the viewer
(the hand position of the character in Fig. 1:2 or
the eyes of the one in Fig. 5:5 prove so); apart
from suggesting a dancing figure, the silhouette’s
position might also imply the fact that the
character acts as the guardian of whatever the
ceramic pots contain (Телегин 1994: 74). But if
we subscribe to the theory that a hand depiction is
directly connected to the concept of fertility, then
the two above mentioned examples are just as
suggestive (Marinescu-Bîlcu 1967:56).
The silhouettes are probably depicted while
performing a dance, one hand behind the back,
and one either pointing up, or resting on the hip
[in prehistoric Anatolia, there are representations
of anthropomorphic figures depicted with the
arms in similar positions (Garfinkel 2003: 28-29,
fig. 2.1, D1-2 and H type); in Cucuteni – Tripolye
culture, anthropomorphic figures continue to be

subject, claims that “religion” is “a conglomerate
of ideas, cosmologies, beliefs, institutions,
hierarchies, elites and rites, all varying in time",
the available methodologies only taking into
consideration “one or two of these various
aspects, thus limiting the complexity of religion to
a rather oversimplified unity”(Idel 2008: 9).
The analysing of the ceramic vessels depicting
stylized anthropomorphic representations, based
on the above mentioned theories, allowed us to
draw the following conclusions:
1.
The tectonic disposition of the decorum
might denote a “mythical” distribution of two
worlds – one with an htonic character and one
having a Uranian character. Another remarkable
aspect is the shape of the ceramic vessels
depicting
stylized
anthropomorphic
representations, which is always the same. The
two elements, together with the decorations
themselves, lead us to believe that the ceramic
pots in question are cult vessels, their adornments
describing one of the pre-Cucutenian “myths”,
probably a fertility one (bearing in mind the
various aspects of the notion). “The periodical
<salvation> of mankind is deeply connected to a
guaranteed food supply for the following year
(harvest consecration). For the archaic man, life is
an absolute reality and, as such, it is a sacred
one.” (Eliade 2008: 63; same theory, Eliade 1978:
41-42, 50; Eliade 2008a: 265). Within this
context, we must mention the frequent burials in
ritual ceramic jars, spread throughout the Balkan
Neo-Eneolithic area, which, if we are to view the
womb as the container of life, might suggest the
act of creation, thus acknowledging the direct
connection between tomb and death –burial/grains
- fertility/renewal (Bacvarov 2004: 152; Bacvarov
2004a: 47; Bacvarov 2006: 102; Eliade 2003: 27;
Eliade 2008a: 357-359). We also mention Goce
Naumov’s theory about the clay models of houses,
the author arguing that “the capacity of ceramic
vessels to retain and to contain matter triggered a
comparison to a woman’s physical capacity to
feed and regenerate” (Naumov 2008: 99).
2.
Every “silhouette” is adorned in a similar
way, “wearing” the same garments and holding
the same position, thus emphasising their cultic
role (Garfinkel 2003: 99); but there is always a
silhouette that stands out, either because it has a
few extra decorative elements, or because of an
adornment depicted above its head (positioned on
the vessel’s shoulder), an adornment which, in our
opinion, doesn’t necessarily represent an ordinary
head embellishment, but on the contrary, it
emphasises the character’s “role” and “position”

15

One such representation of the role of a particular
character within a myth is illustrated on the model of a
house belonging to a Chief of the Haida Native
American tribe (19th century) Gombrich 2012: 49, Fig.
26.
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painted on vessels towards its final phases
(Бурдо, 2010a: fig.2:16)]. We feel that the
sacredness of the dance should not be discussed in
this context, as it is part of every cult, in all eras,
up until today; Mircea Eliade pointed out that
“every dance was a sacred dance originally
…dances always imitate an archetypal gesture or
commemorate a mythical moment…” Eliade
2008: 33; Garfinkel 2003: 86-87, as well as
passim, for a complete analysis of the dance). In
ancient, predynastic Egypt, the dancing scenes
always depicted deities, as dancing was associated
with fertility cults [Baumgärtel 1960:144-148,
apud Garfinkel 2003: 93, who argues,
unjustifiably, in our opinion, that “every
anthropomorphic figure represented ordinary
people, not human beings with supernatural
powers”, and that representations of mythological
scenes appeared later, in the 4th millennium, in
Mesopotamia; we do not believe that so early in
the history of mankind, people created art for art’s
sake; therefore, we agree with Mircea Eliade: “the
archaic man tends to life in the Sacred or around
objects long ago consecrated” because the sacred
equals “power and, eventually, reality” (Eliade
2007: 14]. When discussing the central-Anatolian
Chalcolithic era, Burcin Erdogu also claims that
decorated pottery offers a lasting, symbolic
medium, created in order to construct and
maintain social connections through ritual
activities (Erdogu 2009: 135). Without going into
details, we argue that it is possible for the “hora”type pottery to bear similar symbols, since it first
appear in Precucuteni II-Tripolye A (Larga Jijia –
Marinescu-Bîlcu 1974a: Fig. 86/3), probably via
Petrești A, and become extremely frequent during
Cucuteni A phase (Monah 2012: 182). Anton Nițu
categorizes the characters depicted on “hora”-type
ceramic ware either as ancestors, or as goddesses,
associated with four or six spatial directions (Nițu
1970: 94-95); while analysing the same
archaeological objects, Silvia Marinescu-Bîlcu,
argues that “ritual dances [were] performed in the
course of offering ceremonies, probably offering
products of the first harvests and baby animals”
(Marinescu-Bîlcu 1974: 177). Pierre Lévȇque
argues that the dance is a “fundamental spiritual
ceremony”, common to all archaic communities
(apud Monah 2012: 187).
3.
The number of lines that mark out the
silhouettes’ arms might also suggest a chaining, a
physical connections between the characters, and
even their transfiguration throughout the “myth”,
to the point of completely returning to an initial
state, to an illo tempore; “the man can but repeat

the act of Creation; throughout one year, the
religious calendar commemorates all the
cosmological phases which took place ab origine"
(Eliade 2008: 28; same theory, Eliade 1978: 19;
Eliade 1994: 88; Eliade 2008a: 353). At the same
time, the number and order in which the lines
depicting the arms were arranged, might also
suggest physical bounding and knots (Eliade
1994: 137, 140; Eliade 1995: 180)
4.
All characters wear long garments and/or
a “train”; this particular detail seems to prove the
fact that the statuettes wearing garments might
represent images of a different “myth”, one which
differs from that in which the characters seem to
be naked- symbol of a pre-existing, archetypal
character, that time forgot (Eliade 2003: 28;
Eliade 2007: 103; Monah 2012: 232). In our
opinion, every representation is a feminine one
(Eliade 2003: 18); apart from depicting garments,
the rhombus representations (Fig. 1/1c; 4/7, 9)
[which is the symbol of purity (Eliade 2008a: 96),
of the vulva (Eliade 2008a: 180, 182)], or of the
omphalos (Fig.1/2c; 2/1c) [the rhombus can also
be viewed as the centre of the world, while
fertility represents just one of the many aspects of
the centre (Eliade 2008a: 243-245)], substantiates
the theory.
5.
Just about every anthropomorphic figure
seems to wear necklaces, which also gives the
characters a particular status; this type of neck
ornament is rarely depicted in the PrecucuteniTripolye A ornamentation16. An interesting aspect
is the analogy with Ishtar’s entrance in the
Inferno, from whom, while passing through the
seven gates, at the express command of the “The
Queen of the After World”, the following
accessories and garments were taken away: her
crown, her earrings, her collar of pearls, her breast
adornments, her hip belt, with the birth stone
attached to it, her arms and legs bracelets, and,
eventually the garments covering her from the
waist down; when she stepped out, all her
accessories were given back to her, but in reverse
order (Daniel, Acsan 2008: 70-71, 73-74).
6.
The arrangement of the meanders, which
seems not to take into consideration the tectonic
decorum, and which join each other on the body
16

There are only a few feminine statuettes with
jewellery decorations in Precucuteni-Tripolye A area:
Bernashevca (Збенович 1980: Fig. 80), Poduri – three
painted figures that are part of the “The Covenant of
the Goddesses” (Monah et al. 2003: 107), Isacova II
(Sorokin 2000: fig.2:12), Bernovo Luka (Pogoševa
1985: no. 124, 142, 144), Luka Vrublevetskaia
(Pogoševa 1985: no. 261).
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of the vessel, might represent a joining of two
worlds - one with a htonic character and one
having a Uranian one – and a Hierogamy between
Earth and Sky which resulted in a Cosmic
Creation (Eliade 2008: 290; Eliade 2008a: 254),
“the divine union [facilitates] the terrestrial
fecundation. The world regenerates each time
Hierogamy is imitated” (Eliade 2008: 31); the
meander endpoint which is always depicted as a
“menorah” type cup, positioned on the vessel’s
shoulder, might suggest a continuous fertilization,
different from one season to another, a cycle
“from beginning to end”. As for the triangular
apexes, it is possible that they symbolize the
“seed”, which comes in different shapes – the
rain, the seminal fluid, or the death-rebirth cycle.
(Eliade 2003: 27; Eliade 2008a: 357-358). At the
same time, the arrangement of the meanders
symbolizes the labyrinth (sometimes defined as
Mother Earth’s body cf. Eliade 2008b: 178), “the
place for an earlier test [which] can only indicate
the way to initiation and, at the same time, the
obstacle which prevents the <unqualified>
profane man to even come close to this place”
(Guénon 2008: 246), a labyrinth which can also
signify the ladder (Eliade 1994: 61-63) – an
ascension ladder (Eliade 2008a: 119-120; apud
Guénon 2008: 402 – the ladder is an “axial”
symbol) and/or a cosmic tree – symbol of life
(Eliade 2008a: 279, 291) - which transforms the
goddess into an “endless source of cosmic
fecundation” (Eliade 2008a: 292). The cup, as
well as the vessel itself, is also a symbolic one – it
signifies the abundance cup (Dictionary, 2009:
315) and the heart (Guénon 2008: 23), the two
symbols being complementary. Extremely
relevant for our study is the fact that a recent Xray radiography of a Cucutenian statuette
discovered at Ruginoasa, showed that the heart
was deliberately marked out by a pebble added in
the clay body (Pavel et al. 2013: 326, fig. 8);
moreover, in ancient Egypt, the heart was
represent by a cup-shaped hieroglyph Guénon
2008: 110, note 17). On the other hand, the “filled
cup” is always connected to the “the Plant of
Life” (Eliade 2008a: 294); in archaic Greece, the
grains, as well as the dead, were laid in clay
vessels (Eliade 2008a: 359). The pot also
represents a union of clay and water, fundamental
elements of genesis (Boghian 2012: 117 and note
59); the cup is often interpreted as the archetypal
feminine symbol, the interior of the female
representing her central symbolism17 (Neumann
17

1974: 39-40). Also interesting is the arrangement
of the decorum on the shoulder of the ceramic
vessel discovered at Traian-Dl. Viei: two meander
endpoints are continued by one and by two lines
into a “menorah” type cup, while two other lines
are broken: the “independent” cups are arranged,
probably deliberately, between the one
“silhouette” with a decorum above its head, and
the next two (the head of each silhouette is
rendered by three triangles, and their body
decorations depict different garments). Could a
cycle be symbolized? Or the “way” to the “full
cup” and to the Sky-Earth Hierogamy? All of
these symbols are complementary. Just as well,
one of the objects associated with Persephone is
the jug (Ferrari 2003: 656). In some cultures, the
left shoulder is associated with the funerary ritual
(Eliade 2008a: 355) [in most cases, if we are to
accept the fact that the “menorah” type cups are
facing the viewer, it becomes obvious that the
cups are placed on the characters’ left side].
7.
The decorative elements on the vessels’
shoulders. The linear decorum on top of the
“silhouette” in Fig. 1:2a-c, might depict either a
zoomorphic representation, or two interconnected
couples of dancers, or two interrelated ploughs 18;
we believe that the third interpretation is the most
truthful one, considering that the plough is
actually a masculine principle (Eliade 2008a:
268), and implicitly a Uranian one. As for the
“silhouettes” in Fig. 2:1a-c, the decorum is much
more complex. Compositions of spiral volutes
bordered by linear elements were created above
three of the characters (perhaps suggesting
interrelated ploughs, too?) as well as a third,
geometric, linear decorative register. The spiral, a
polyvalent symbol of the moon, as well as a
representation of the shell (Eliade 1994: 176-178),
is also associated with fertility and may indicate a
Light-Darkness (Eliade 2008a: 173-174, 203) or
Birth-Life cycle (Eliade 1994:178), thus gaining a
cyclical evaluative aspect, somewhat labyrinthical
(Dictionary 2009: 853). Noteworthy is the fact
that the three spiral volutes are composed
differently, all of them probably bearing various
aspects of the “myths” (moon phases? seasons?
ages? moments within a cycle?). The decorum on
top of the fourth “silhouette” depicts stacking
rhombuses (rhombuses of decreasing sizes place
one inside the other) which might symbolize the
pregnancy; this particular symbol is also rendered
on the vessel discovered at la Slobodka Zapadnaia
equation woman=body=vessel=world (Neumann 1974: 43).
18
See the antler plough - Черныш 1982: 233, Fig. 18.

The American researcher comes up with the symbolic
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(fig. 5:5); nonetheless, it is certain that the
decorum itself points out the character’s
distinctive “function”. The decoration on the
shoulder of one of the fragmentary vessels (Fig.
3:1) is rendered by two concentric semicircles,
endpoints down, with four vertical lines
positioned above them; the entire composition is
bordered by marginal lines; positioned near the
base of the shoulder, both the marginal lines as
well as the semicircles were covered in excised
triangles; in this case, we are talking about a
possible representation of the omphalos, perceived
as the centre (Eliade 2008a: 296). We cannot
know if the decoration on the vessel in Fig. 1:1a-c
is a complete one, or if its maker intended only to
mark out the “roles” of the depicted characters; it
is certain, however, that there are only two
“silhouettes” which still retain their original
bordering lines, rendered differently -their
endpoints rounded on the exterior- (the third
surviving silhouette had no decoration above its
head). The vessel discovered at Timkovo (Fig.
5:6) deals with the same situation – a decoration
of four vertical, slightly curved, lines, orientated,
in groups of two, towards the exterior. Only the
vessel discovered at Traian-Dl. Viei is in a unique
position: the decorum depicts just one “silhouette”
with an ornament (four oblique lines) above its
head – i.e. the silhouette with one arm pointing up
and the other one down. The decorum on the
shoulder of the vessel discovered at Slobodka
Zapadnaia (Fig. 5:5) resembles the rhombus and
is, therefore, associated with its symbols.
8.
The data resulted after calculating the
volumes of the studied ceramic vessels is also
extremely interesting (Fig. 7), considering their
geographical spread (they might indicate a
spiritual practice of the Precucuteni-Tripolye A
communities; Ursulescu 2011:198; Niculescu
2011: 37). As the volumes are always multiple of
0,5l, we argue that the ceramic vessels might have
been used as sacred units of measurement.
9.
The vessels depict, almost always, a
constant number of four “silhouettes”, hence the
hypothesis that the figures are connected with a
lunar cult, the Moon (known to have four phases)
-“universal measuring instrument ” (Eliade 2008a:
172)- being, unquestionably, “the celestial body
for the rhythm of life” which governs the water,
rain, vegetation and fertility (Eliade 2008a: 171),
just the same as it “experiences death as repose
and regeneration, but never as the ending” (Eliade
2008: 179, 186-189). In ancient Greece, the
Horae, daughters of Zeus and Themis, goddesses
of the seasons, were three or four (their number
differs from one source to another), usually

portrayed bearing seasonal fruits (Ferrari 2003:
439-440). Just as well, Celeus, the king of Eleusis,
had three (according to Paus.I.38.3) or four
(according to Homer, To Demeter I.110-111)
daughters, all of them meeting Demeter near the
Fountain of the Girls.
All these possible interpretations, together with
the anthropomorphic representations themselves,
mostly feminine ones, lead us to believe that the
Neo-Eneolithic communities only celebrated the
lunar cults. The solar elements, rarely present, are
associated with the feminine cults, and, implicitly,
to fertility (Eliade 2008a: 108; Ursulescu 2011:
199); in fact, the cults addressed directly to
Uranus become more and more independent
when, apart from being the fecundators, they also
develop into “guarantees of the universal order,
keepers of canons and embodiments of the Law”
(Eliade 2008a: 110). We believe that, ever since
the Palaeolithic (Chirica 2004: 103 and passim;
Chirica et al. 2012: 50-52) and continuing up the
transition era to the Bronze Age, the feminine
“pantheon”, under different shapes, dominated the
believes of communities throughout Asia Minor,
Anatolia and south-east Europe (Fedele 2008: 46),
“the earth’s fertility, [being] sympathetic to the
feminine fecundity”, perhaps as a result of the
mystery surrounding the vegetation cycle, leading
to the death and then the rebirth of the seed
(Eliade 2008a: 172; Eliade 2011: 52-53; Mitrevski
2001: 91; Boghian 2012: 116); the breakage
produced once the first Indo-Europeans arrived,
together with their large herds, horses, and,
evidently, with a different social system
(Gimbutas 1989: 117; Eliade, Culianu 1993: 186,
243; Ries 2000: 107), who, later on, brought with
them the metallurgy –directly associated with fire
and, implicitly, with a celestial sacrality (Eliade
2008c: 23-24)- and the violent conflicts; once
these transformations start, two mythical systems
occur (Fedele 2008: 47), the Neo-Eneolithic one
being influenced by the Aegean culture (Platon
1988: III, 151-157; Eliade, Culianu 1993: 159;
Ries 2000: 107), by the Eleusinian Mysteries
(Briant 2009: 50 and passim) which last for a long
time (Ries 2000: 109), or by the Sumerian and
then the Babylonian worlds (Ries 2000: 156;
Zugravu 2013: 71-72, nota 54). Out of the NeoEneolithic sublayer, only one deity survive, The
Great Mother, Gaea, Goddess of the Earth –
daughter of Chaos, ”powerful goddess, birth
giver to all that lives and grows out of her body”
(Kun n.d.: 7; Eliade 2008a: 252), whose
importance, nonetheless, will soon diminish [her
place will then be taken by Rhea (Ferrari 2003:
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1953: 206-209; Пассек 1953: 49; Пассек 1961:
50; Зиньковская 1976: 162; Погожева 1983:
115-116), most likely a legacy from the Linear
Pottery culture (Höckmann 1987: 90-91), a ritual
which is often interpreted as a possible
prefiguration
of
the
doctrine
of
the
transsubstantiation (Monah 2012: 236); it is an
association made up until the end of Cucuteni A
(Monah 2012: 74). As for the large number of
objects discovered at Baia-În Muchie, a few other
aspects must be pointed out: until now, only one
anthropomorphic statuette, in a fragmentary state,
was found (above Dwelling no. 2/2012); the
amount of bones that was discovered is
insignificant; a large number of grinding stones
were found within the houses; at the end of two
archaeological excavation campaigns, on a
researched surface of 374, 37 m2, not one midden
was discovered.

717), then Demeter (Eliade 2008a: 272), whose
origins, it is believed, can be traced in the
Neolithic era (Larson 2007: 69)] in favour of solar
deities [particularly after the Dorians’ arrival
(Ries 2000: 108)]; in Near East, the Great Mother
is represented ever since the 4th millennium by
Inanna/Ishtar (Groneberg 2007: 319 ff.;
Westenholz 2007: 333ff..; Constantin, Acsan
2008: 35 and note 1; Zugravu 2013: 71-72, note
54), Gatumdu (Ries 2000: 156), Ki (Kernbach
1978: 23; Kernbach 1983: 337; Leick 2003: 104)
or Baba (Leick 2010: 29). However, the
“feminine” cults, of greater or less importance,
continue to be extremely popular up until the
emergence of Christianity; but even more
interesting, apart from a series of agricultural
rituals which are still practiced today (Eliade
2011: 62), are the “roles” the goddesses in the
popular cults act [ielele – mythical Romanian
creatures- the fairies, the she-bears, the saints of
the days of the week, the fairy godmothers, babele
– the old women- etc. (Taloș 2001: 15, 71, 178179; 190-192; Ghinoiu 2001: 12, 89-90, 200-202,
214)], which can probably be traced in the NeoEneolithic sublayer as well.
The ceramic vessels decorated with stylised
anthropomorphic
representations,
from
Precucuteni-Tripolye A, are standardized objects
and, implicitly, ritual items, associated with
fertility and fecundity, probably elements of a
lunar cult19. A series of rituals that might have
been practiced within the community (Garfinkel
2003: 92; Erdogu 2009: 136) at a given time, were
illustrated on these vessels; if so, then it is
possible that these illustrations depict goddesses,
united in mystical dances, who guard special,
sacred grains (Телегин 1994: 74) either in the
cold season, or during an agricultural cycle;
furthermore, just as important is the fact that all
the vessels discovered at Baia-În Muchie, except
for one, (Fig. 4:6) were found inside the
dwellings20. Yet the association of feminine
deities with grain is also evident in the case of
anthropomorphic
statuettes;
at
Luca
Vrublevetskaia, grains and/or flour were found in
the clay body of a series of figurines (Бибиков
19

We believe that the „theory of repetition”, formulated by
Laia Orphanidis when discussing the anthropomorphic
representations from Thessaloniki (Orphanidis 2011: 56), can
also be applied to the vessels depicting stylized
anthropomorphic representations from Precucuteni-Tripolye
A.
20
It is possible that this fragment was discovered in D1/2012,
same as the other fragments of the broken vessel in Fig. 4/1.
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Fig.1: Baia-În Muchie. 1-2, D1/2012.
Fig.2: Baia-În Muchie. 1, D2/2012; 2, D1/2012.
Fig.3: Baia-În Muchie. 1, D1/2012; 2, D3/2013.
Fig.4: Baia-În Muchie. 1, Complex no. 3 and D1/2012; 2-5, 7-13, D1/2012; 6, Complex no.3/2012; 14-15,
D3/2013.
Fig.5: 1a-b, Traian-Dl. Viei; 2, Trudeşti-Ghigoieşti; 3, 5, Slobodka-Zapadnaia; 4, Alexandrovka, 6,
Timkovo. 1, after Черныш 1982: tab. LIV:18; 2, after Marinescu-Bîlcu, 1974: fig.39:9 ; 3-4, after Burdo
2011: fig. 5: 1, 4; 5-6, after Бурдо 1989: fig. 5: 10, 11.
Fig.6: Baia-În Muchie. The distribution of ceramic objects decorated with stylised anthropomorphic
representations within the complexes.
Fig.7: The spread of vessels decorated with stylized anthropomorphic representations. 1, Traian-Dl. Viei; 2,
Baia-În Muchie; 3, Ghigoieşti-Trudeşti; 4, Alexandrovka; 5, Slobodka Zapadnaia; 6, Timkovo.
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A NEW ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE AT CISNĂDIE-FERMĂ SEVIŞ
(CISNĂDIE CITY, SIBIU COUNTY)

Raluca-Maria TEODORESCU*
Abstract: The article will introduce in the archaeological literature a new archaeological site, located
approximately 2 km from the city on Sibiu towards Cisnădie city, next to the Seviş Factory. The
archaeological material (lithic and ceramic) belongs to a large period of time from Prehistory to Medieval
times as follows: two Petreşti culture and Coţofeni culture, Late Roman period and medieval period.
Key words: Eneolithic, Petreşti culture, Coţofeni culture, Roman period, Medieval period, Sibiu County
Rezumat: Articolul are drept scop introducerea în circuitul ştiinţific a unui nou punct arheologic, localizat
la aproximativ 2 km de Sibiu spre Cisnădie, în apropierea fabricii Seviş. Materialul arheologic, litic şi
ceramic, aparţine unei largi perioade de timp, din preistorie până în evul mediu după cum urmează: cultura
Petreşti, cultura Coţofeni, epoca romană, perioada medievală.
Cuvinte cheie: Eneolitic, cultura Petreşti, cultura Coţofeni, perioada romană, perioada medievală, judeţul
Sibiu
A couple of months ago there were brought to our
attention a lot of ceramic and lithic archaeological
materials that were accidentally discovered next to
Seviş river, approximately 2 km from Sibiu city,
near Seviş Factory1. It is important to mention that
the location of the discovery is on the bend of what
we consider to be the former Seviş River,
aproximately 200 m from the actual course of the
river mentioned above. After a careful analysis of
the materials (including statistical-mathematical
analysis), it was clear that the ceramic lot indicates
a new site that will be added to the archaeological
repertoire of Sibiu County.

abrupt but accessible area penetrated by narrow
valleys (Badea et alii 1971, 56).
History of research
Although in theory this is a good region of
habitation, this statement it is not proved by the
situation of archaeological findings in the area of
Sibiu Depression, which are quite few and
scattered and, most of them, are discovered
accidentally. We considered that this situation is
simply due to the lack of archaeological research
and with certainty new archaeological studies will
have to add to the archaeological repertoire of
Sibiu County. Considering this statement, we must
mention that the earliest dating discovery in the
above mentioned region of research is the
Paleolithic stone blade discovered accidentally on
one of the terraces of Seviş River in Şelimbăr
commune (Paul 1973, 21-25). Next is another
accidental discovery, a fragment of a Neolithic
stone axe found in Răşinari commune, south of the
road that leads to Păltiniş (Luca et alii 2003, 177).
Eneolithic and Bronze Age artifacts are reported in
Cisnădie, where it is mentioned an Eneolithic
settlement belonging to Coţofeni culture (Luca et
alii 2003, 82) and in Răşinari, where it was
discovered a small bronze depot, containing a celt,
one sward and two sickles (Luca et alii 2003, 177178). The situation is slightly different in what
concerns artifacts belonging to Antiquity and
medieval periods. In Cisnadie near Götzenberg hill
there are mentioned at the same time a treasury of
Greek coins and, east of the Götzenberg hill, a

Geographical context
The archaeological site is located in the region of
Sibiu Depression, which is a called „contact
depression”, with an asymmetrical character (Map
1), and drainage through the river Olt, towards the
mountains (Luca et alii 2003, 18). The large spread
of rivers (with terraces) made this region a good
region for habitation since prehistory to modern
times. The Depression of Sibiu functions as a
geographical unit of convergence, linking all the
surrounding regions. The entire depression appears
to be dominant from the South, because of an
1

I would like to thank dr. Claudiu Munteanu for
alowing me to study the archaeological materials that
are the subject of this paper.
* Brukenthal National Museum
raluca.teodorescu@brukenthalmuseum.ro
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citadel dating to the medieval period (Luca et alii
2003, 82). Also, in the region of Răşinari
commune, there is recorded a medieval citadel on
the archaeological point La Gânza (Luca et alii
2003, 177). In the actual territory of Şelimbăr
county there are recorded a roman grinder and a
catillus (Popa 2002, 188), medieval tools and an
Aquamanilla (Pinter 1999, 130). If we refer to the
archaeological discoveries in Sibiu city, beside
accidental discoveries (scraper - Kalmar 1999, p.
183; stone axes – Luca et alii 2003, 191) there are
registered systematic archaeological researches, at
Primăria
Veche
(archaeological
materials
belonging to Petreşti, Coţofeni, Wietenberg, Noua
cultures - Beşliu 1997, 39-58), at Piaţa Huet
(Coţofeni culture – Luca et alii 2003, 192), Piaţa
Mică (Coţofeni culture: Avram-Bucur 1999, 61).
In the inventory of the Brukenthal National
Museum, there are registered as being found in the
surroundings of Sibiu city, some archaeological
materials, without the exact origin of the findings,
dating to a large period of time from Neolithic to
Middle Ages (Luca et alii 2003, 192-194).

this lot of archaeological materials belongs to the
Eneolithic period, probably to Petreşti culture.
The second lot of ceramic materials (Fig. 2, 3/1-3)
is more numerous than the first one, being
composed of coarse pottery of a relatively
homogenous composition of sand, small stones,
mica, sometimes ochre. The color of the ceramics
is generally brick, light brown or coffee color,
suggesting an oxidant burning of the vessels. The
exterior surface of the ceramics it is not especially
treated but we must note some decorated fragments
(incisions, impressions, channels). Due to the fact
that the archaeological materials are very
fragmented, we cannot comment on the specific
types of vessels. Still, it is possible to comment on
the time framing of the second lot of ceramics. The
most probable dating of the second lot of ceramic
artifacts, based on the composition of the ceramics
and on the partial analogies of the ornaments, is
Coţofeni culture.
The third ceramics lot is composed of just a few
fragments of pottery of grey color and a
composition consisting of sand and mica or fine
sand. The burning is very good. The ceramic
fragments were all made using the potter’ wheel.
Based on the shapes and the composition of this lot,
we believe that these ceramic fragments can be
attributed to Late Roman period.
The fourth and last category of ceramics coming
from Cisnădie-Seviş Factory is composed of only
one ceramic fragment that can be attributed to
medieval times.

Description of the archaeological materials
The archaeological material discovered in the area
of Seviş Factory (see Map 2) is composed of both
lithic and ceramic artifacts, representing several
historical periods, from Eneolithic to Modern
period, proving the importance of this region as a
passage way since earlier times in the history of
Transylvania.
a. Lithic material is composed of both tools and
debris, from flint and quartz most of them of local
provenience (Fig. 1/2-3; 5-11). In two cases, the
provenience of the raw material is not local (Fig.
1/1; Fig. 1/4). We consider that the lithic material
can be related to the ceramic materials belonging
to the Eneolithic period.

Conclusions
Due to the fact that the archaeological materials we
presented above are fragmented and of poor
facture, it depends on future researches to bring
new arguments in order to prove the cultural
affiliation of the populations living on the terraces
of Seviş river since prehistoric to medieval times.
If future archaeological researches will prove it,
than this will be the first Petreşti culture settlement
ever found in the depression of Sibiu. With regards
to the Coţofeni culture and medieval possible
settlements, they are not a novelty in the area as
reflected in the above mentioned history of
research. Having in mind that the purpose of this
article is just to introduce in the literature a new
archaeological site, certainly not the only one that
was inhabited for a very long period of time, we
are eager to find out how the archaeological map
of Sibiu county will develop and improve in the
next decades of time.

b. Ceramic materials belong to different stages of
human evolution, from Eneolithic to medieval
times.
The first lot of ceramic fragments is composed of 4
shards of semi-fine type, with a homogeneous
composition of sand, mud and mica, of brick color
both interior and exterior and very good burning.
The exterior surface of the ceramic fragments is
smoothed and there is no evidence of painting (Fig.
3/4-5).
We consider, based on the facture of ceramics,
their composition and the shapes of the vessels that
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Map 1 - Localisation of the archaeological site in the frame of Sibiu Depression on the map of
Transylvanian Plateau / Localizarea sitului arheologic în cadrul despresiunii Sibiului, pe harta Podişului
Transilvaniei
Map 2 - Area with archaeological material near Seviş Factory / zona cu materialul arheologic în apropierea
Fabricii Seviş
Fig. 1 – Lithic materials from Cisnădie-Fermă Seviş
1. Gratoir (Banat source) / Gratoir (sursă bănăţeană)
2. Retouched blade made of flint-fragmentary / Lamă de silex, fragmentară
3. Splint / Aşchie de silex
4. Multipolar flint core / Nucleu de silex multipolar
5. Leveling splint / Aşchie de nivelare
6. Flint core with 6 plans of knocking / Nucleu de silex cu 6 planuri de lovire
7. Debris from opal / Aşchie din opal
8. Splint / Aşchie
9. Retouched blade made of flint-fragmentary / Lamă retuşată de silex, fragmentară
10. Splint / Aşchie
11. Core made of quartz / Nucleu de cuarţ
Fig. 2 – Ceramic fragments belonging to Coţofeni culture from Cisnădie –Fermă Seviş
1. Ceramic fragment, rim, brown interior and exterior color, good reductive burning, composition of sand,
small stones, mica, smoothed exterior surface / Fragment ceramic, buză, culoare brun interior şi exterior,
ardere bună reductantă, nisip, pietricele şi mica, netezită la exterior.
2. Ceramic fragment, rim, coffee color exterior, brick color interior, good oxidant burning, sand, very small
stones, ochre in composition, rough exterior surface, with impression ornament right above the rim /
Fragment ceramic, buză, cafeniu exterior, cărămiziu interior, ardere bună oxidantă, nisip cu bobul mare şi
ocru în compoziţie, aspră la exterior, cu ornament realizat prin impresiune cu unghia.
3. Ceramic fragment, brick color interior and exterior, good oxidant burning, sand, small pebble, small traces
of ochre in composition, rough exterior surface, ornament made by impression / Fragment ceramic,
cărămiziu interior şi exterior, ardere bună oxidantă, nisip cu bobul mare, pietricele şi ocru în compoziţie,
aspru la exterior, ornament realizat prin impresiune.
4. Ceramic fragment, rim, brown interior and exterior color, good reductive burning, composition of sand
and ochre, smoothed exterior surface / Fragment ceramic, buză, culoare brun interior şi exterior, ardere bună
reductantă, nisip şi ocru în compoziţie, netezită la exterior.
5. Ceramic fragment, rim, coffee color exterior, dark grey interior, poor reductive burning, sand, small stones,
ochre in composition, rough exterior surface rim / Fragment ceramic, buză, cafeniu exterior, cenuşiu închis
interior, ardere proastă reductantă, nisip cu bobul mare şi ocru în compoziţie, aspră la exterior.
6. Ceramic fragment, rim, coffee color exterior and interior, good oxidant burning, sand, very small stones,
ochre in composition, rough exterior surface, with impression ornament right above the rim / Fragment
ceramic, buză, cafeniu exterior şi interior, ardere bună oxidantă, nisip cu bobul mare şi ocru în compoziţie,
aspră la exterior, cu ornament reprezentat prin 2 impresiuni cu unghia.
7. Ceramic fragment, rim, brown color exterior, dark grey interior, poor reductive burning, sand, very small
stones, ochre in composition, rough exterior surface, with impression ornament right above the rim /
Fragment ceramic, buză, brun exterior, cenuşiu închis interior, ardere proastră reductantă, nisip cu bobul
mare şi ocru în compoziţie, aspră la exterior, ornament prin impresiune sub buză.
8. Ceramic fragment, button, brick color exterior, grey color interior, poor reductive burning, sand and
pebbles, fragments of small ceramics (or ochre?), rough on the outside / Fragment ceramic, buton, cărămiziu
exterior, cenuşiu interior, ardere proastă reductantă, nisip, pietricele şi foarte mici fragmente ceramice (sau
ocru?) în compoziţie, aspru la exterior.
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9. Fragment ceramic, light brown interior and exterior, very poor burning, sand, pebble and mica in
composition, rough exterior, ornaments by channelings / fragment ceramic brun deschis interior şi exterior,
ardere proastă reductantă, suprafaţă aspră la exterior, ornament realizat prin caneluri.
10. Ceramic fragment, grey exterior color, brick color interior, sand, small stones and small ceramic
fragments in composition, poor oxidant burning, rough exterior surface, ornament with vertical parallel
incisions / fragment ceramic, culoare cenusie exterior, cărămizie la interior, cu nisip, pietricele mici si
fragmente ceramice în compoziţie, ardere slabă oxidantă, suprafaţă aspră, ornament cu incizii verticale
paralele
11.Ceramic fragment, brick color exterior, coffee color interior, good oxidant burning, sand, small stones and
ceramic fragments in composition, ornament made of parallel channels / fragment ceramic, cărămiziu la
exterior, cafeniu la interior, ardere bună oxidantă, nisip, pietricele şi fragmente ceramice mici în compoziţie,
ornament realizat din caneluri paralele.
Fig. 3 Ceramic fragments belonging to Coţofeni culture (1-3) and Petreşti culture (4-5) from CisnădieFabrica Seviş
1. Ceramic fragment, bottom, brick exterior color, dark grey interior color, sand and ochre in composition,
poor reductive burning, smoothed exterior surface / fragment ceramic, fund de vas, cărămiziu la exterior şi
cenuşiu închis la interior, cu nisip şi ocru în compoziţie, ardere slabă reductantă, suprafaţă netezită la exterior.
2. Ceramic fragment, bottom, brick exterior color, dark grey interior color, sand, mica and ochre in
composition, poor reductive burning, rough exterior surface / fragment ceramic, fund de vas, cărămiziu la
exterior şi cenuşiu închis la interior, cu nisip, mică şi ocru în compoziţie, ardere slabă reductantă, suprafaţă
aspră la exterior.
3. Ceramic fragment, bottom, dark grey exterior color, brick color interior, poor reductive burning, sand,
ochre and mica in composition, smoothed exterior surface/ fragment ceramic, fund de vas, negru cenuşiu la
exterior şi cărămiziu la interior, ardere slabă reductantă, cu nisip, ocru şi mica în compoziţie, suprafaţa
netezită la exterior.
4. Ceramic fragment, bottom, brick interior and exterior color, with sand and mud in composition, very good
oxidant burning, smoothed exterior surface / fragment ceramic, fund de vas, cărămiziu interior şi exterior, cu
nisip şi mâl ca degresanţi, ardere foarte buna oxidantă, suprafaţa netezită.
5. Ceramic fragment, bottom, brick interior and exterior color, with sand and mud in composition, very good
oxidant burning, smoothed exterior surface / fragment ceramic, fund de vas, cărămiziu interior şi exterior, cu
nisip şi mâl ca degresanţi, ardere foarte buna oxidantă, suprafaţa netezită.
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Map 1. Localisation of the archaeological site on the map of Transylvanian Plateau
(Apud Badea et al 1971)
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Map 2. Area with archaeological material near Seviş Factory
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Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2
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Fig. 3
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A FUNERARY MONUMENT FROM MIERCUREA SIBIULUI IV (SIBIU COUNTY)

Ioan PISO*,
Gheorghe NATEA**,
Vasile PALAGHIE***,

Abstract: In the archaeological site from Miercurea Sibiului IV (Sibiu county), it was discovered a funerary
monument dating from the beginning of the second century AD. The monument has been broken and
reutilized during the construction of an early medieval stone stove.
Key Words: Miercurea Sibiului IV, Roman period, funerary monument
Rezumat: În situl arheologic de la Miercurea Sibiului IV, jud. Sibiu a fost descoperită o stelă funerară de
epoca romană, datată la jumătatea secolului 2 A.D. Piesa a fost spartă şi refolosită la construcţia unui
pietrar de perioadă medieval timpurie.
Cuvinte cheie: Miercurea Sibiului IV, epocă romană, monument funerar.
A funerary stele (fig. 1) was discovered in 2012
during preventive excavations conducted by
archaeologists from Brukenthal National Museum
from Sibiu on the highway Orăştie - Sibiu1 The
discovery place is situated between kilometers
51+050 – 52+000, about 1 km N-E from the
Miercurea Sibiului (Reussmarkt) village and close
to the Secaș River. The excavations highlighted
cultural finds from the Bronze Age, La Tène,
migration period and early middle age. The
epigraphic find was made in a context named
C343. We are dealing with a trapezoid-shaped
house, 5,50 m long and 4,60 m wide. In the northeastern part of the house there was a furnace made
from river rocks, Roman brick fragments and
fragments of a Roman funerary stele, broken on
the spot. In the same context Roman ceramics and
early medieval ceramics were discovered. Because
of the latter, the house was dated in the early
medieval period, i. e in the XIth – XIIth centuries.
The funerary stele seems to originate from the
cemetery of a Roman settlement about 100 m away
from the axis of the highway, in the area km

51+200 – 51+300. The piece was taken to the
Brukenthal Museum, restored and put on display.
Six fragments were recovered from the stele. It
belongs to the category of steles with round
medallion (Florescu 1930, 96-97, 103-104;
Ţeposu-Marinescu 1982, 21-22, 116 sqq; Bianchi
1985, p. 59 sqq; Ciongradi 2007, p. 54 sqq., tab.
42-50- the architectonic stelae, type VII-VIII).
Only the lower left side is preserved from the
medallion. We can distinguish only a child’s bust;
probably behind it there were the busts of the
parents. The epigraphic field is framed by two half
columns decorated with grape vine, supported by
two small altars and surmounted by vegetal
capitals. They must have been the basis for an arch
that included the medallion. Dimensions: 87 x 85
x 20, 5 cm. The writing is mediocre; letters: l. 1 =
9 cm ; l. 2-5 = 8 cm; separating points. In l. 3 the
shape of the letter F is taken from the cursive
writing and the final S is only 3 cm in size. In l. 5
k(arissimo) is written with a K and not a C, which
might be considered an archaism. There was no
difficulty in reading the text (fig. 2):
D(is) [M(anibus)]
Ḷ(ucius) Vaḷẹrius
L(ucii) f(ilius) Masc(u)lus
vet(eranus) le[g(ionis)] XIII Ge(minae)
5
an(norum) LXX p(atri) k(arissimo) p(ro)
p(ietate)(?)
h(ic) s(itus) ẹ(st).

*
Babeş-Bolyai
University,
Cluj
Napoca;
piso_ioan@yahoo.com
**Brukenthal
National
Museum,
Sibiu
gheorghenatea@gmail.com
***
Brukenthal
National
Museum,
Sibiu
geminarom@yahoo.com
1
The excavation was conducted between March-August 2012
by a group of specialists coordinated by Prof. Dr. S. A. Luca,
to whom we are grateful for offering us the important
epigraphic find and the archaeological information. The
excavation was realized by the archaeologists Adrian
Georgescu, Cosmin Suciu and Sebastian Corneanu, to whom
we also express our gratitude.

Translation: To the gods Manes (spirits of the
dead)! Lucius Valerius Masculus, son of Lucius,
veteran of the legion XIII Gemina, (deceased) at
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the age of 70. For the most beloved father, as a
token of piety. He lies here.
We are dealing with a family of Lucii Valerii, with
both the nomen and the praenomen invariable. In
the cognomen Masculus of the deceased, very
common in the Celtic provinces (Kajanto 1965,
307 - for Masculus (Masclus); Lőrincz 2000, 63),
we notice however the frequent syncope of u
(Mihăescu 1978, p. 181-182). L. Valerius Masclus
passed away at 70 years of age. He served in the
legion XIII Gemina from Apulum and could have
received the honesta missioaround the age of 45,
after 25 years of military service. It could have
been either a missio agraria or a missio nummaria,
allowing him to obtain some land in southern
Transylvania, not very far from Apulum. The
monument was set up by one or several of his
children. The inscription ends with the
formulah(ic) s(itus) e(st), that, at least in Dacia, is
rare after the middle of the 2nd century A.D.
Judging also by the narrowness of some of the
letters and by the type of the monument 2, we might
date the stele beginning from the middle of the 2nd
century A.D. till the end of the century.

2

See I. Piso, ad IDR III/5, 232, 609, a funerary stele with the
same half columns decorated with grape vines, dated around
154 A.D.
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Fig. 1. Funerary monument from Miercurea IV. Drawing / Monumentul funerar de la Miercurea IV.
Desen
Fig. 2. Funerary monument from Miercurea IV. Photo / Monumentul funerar de la Miercurea IV.
Fotografie
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PRICK SPURS AND A BRONZE BRACELET FROM THE MEDIEVAL SETTLEMENT OF
MIERCUREA SIBIULUI IV.
PREMISES FOR A CHRONOLOGICAL FRAMING.
Sebastian CORNEANU*
Gheorghe Vasile NATEA**
Adrian LUCA***

Abstract: During the preventive archaeological research, determined by the construction of the OrăştieSibiu highway, the archaeologists have found and identified the remains of a medieval settlement, in the
proximity of the Miercurea Sibiului town. The subject of our study is to present some special archeological
materials (four prick spurs and one bracelet), discovered in situ, at Miercurea Sibiului IV. The
contextualization of these objects and their analysis are arguments for a chronological framing of the
settlement.
Keywords: Miercurea Sibiului IV, archaeology, prick spurs, bracelet, chronology, middle ages
Rezumat: Cercetarea arheologică preventivă determinată de construirea autostrăzii Orăştie-Sibiu a avut ca
rezultat identificare unei aşezări medievale în proximitatea localităţii Miercurea Sibiului. Subiectul studiului
de faţă este prezentarea unor materiale arheologice speciale (patru pinteni şi o brăţară), descoperite în
cadrul sitului de la Miercurea Sibiului IV, a căror analiză contribuie la încadrarea cronologică a aşezării.
Cuvinte cheie: Miercurea Sibiului IV, arheologie, pinteni, brăţară, cronologie, evul mediu

The preventive archeological research of the
archeology site nearby the city of Miercurea
Sibiului, Sibiu County, began in March 2012. The
research activities where determined by the
construction of the Orăştie-Sibiu highway, lot 3,
between the localities of Cunţa and Sălişte. The
investigated area was between km 51+050 –
52+000.

complexes is of a circle curve, south oriented and
seems to have a circular shape, which widens
lightly to the north. As the archeological research
was limited for the future road surface, our opinion
is that the settlement is spreading more towards
north than south, while the highway route is
cutting its’ south side.
The entire surface was affected by agricultural
works, so only the inferior side was found intact
for all of the in situ archeological complexes
steeped in living soil. The dwellings are
rectangular and circular shaped, most of them have
a stonemason, placed in most cases in the north
side of the cottage. The dwellings also have, in
most cases, external circular hearths and many
holes with specific functions.

On the west side of the archeological site the
research revealed a medieval settlement, sectioned
by the route of the highway. The overall length of
archeological group that make up the settlement is
approximately 380 meters on the east-west axis
(PL. I/fig. 1). The settlement spreads south towards
the Secaş valley. In the west side the layout of the
*“Lucian Blaga” University, Sibiu; ulbscorneanu@yahoo.com
**
Brukenthal
National
Muzeul,
Sibiu
gheorghenatea@gmail.com
*** Brukenthal National Muzeul, Sibiu; “Lucian Blaga”
University, Sibiu; adrian.luca@brukenthalmuseum.ro
This work was possible with the financial support of European
Social Fund, Operational Programme Human Resources
Development 2007 - 2013, Priority no. 1 "Education and
training in support for growth and development of the
knowledge society", Key Area of Intervention 1.5 "Doctoral
and post-doctoral research support" Title: "MINERVA Cooperation for elite career in PhD and post doctoral
research", ID POSDRU 159/1.5/S/137832.

The remaining of four cultural horizons was
discovered at this point. The first is related to the
Middle Bronze Age, the Wietenberg and Noua
culture. The second belongs to the second age of
Iron, Middle and Late La Téne culture. The third
wave is related to the Migrations period and the
last one is Early Middle Ages (Luca et alii 2013,
59). In this paper we will make some remarks
related to some discoveries of prick spurs and
bracelet that are dated to the Early Middle Ages
period. The archaeological material is uniformly
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distributed on the surface, being the typical
medieval coarse pottery, decorated or not, and
objects of iron and even bronze. The diversity of
the ceramic material imposes the development of a
repertory to include the forms and decorations,
which makes it hard to establish the chronological
framing of the entire settlement. We know that
there was more than one level of habitation due to
the overlapping complexes that were found. The
analysis of this special material found on the upper
layer of the site could help us establish the upper
chronological limit of the medieval settlement,
even though we are aware that for this we must
take into consideration all the information that is
available to us. Considering this aspect there is still
room for further discussion regarding the
chronological timeframe.

finished in a round terminal of 19,60 mm, with a
hole of 8,65 mm. The right side is broken from the
ancient times and is 54,92 mm long and has around
the same thickness, while the terminal was not
found. The only analogy that we can find for this
piece is possible due to the shape of the prick and
the side. After its form and typology the prick spur
falls in the Central European context of the period
between the second half of the XIIth century and
the first half of the XIIIth century, in types B2 - B3
(Pl. II / Fig. 1), as classified by Alexander Ruttkay
(Ruttkai 1976, 347). The same timeline, but
referred to the Slavic geographical area is revealed
in his classification A.N. Kirpičnikov, the prick
spur from 201A complex fits in type IV (Pl. II /
Fig. 2) after the shape and circular connector of the
sides (Kirpičnikov 1986, 113).

Prick spurs from the archeological complexes
number 201A and 204
In the south – east limit of the settlement, the
archeological research revealed a semi – deepened
house, which overlaps an earlier habitation. The
archeological complex named 201A (PL. I/fig. 2),
began to take shape at a depth of -0,90 m in
relation to the current walking level, had a
rectangular shape, and was 6,20 m long and 3,40 m
wide. The entire complex seems to represent the
remaining of a deepened house, till -0,25/-0,30 m
from the contour level. Stretched from east to west,
on the east side of the dwelling, two hearths were
found, one of which was only fragmentary kept. A
pole pit reinforced with stones was found in the
south side.

2.
Prick spur, Brukenthal National Museum –
History Museum – Altemberger House, inv. no. A
11306.
The second prick spur, iron made, no pattern is
visible, from the complex, was found at a depth of
-0,30 m and only half of it remained intact, one
side is almost completely broken and is in a poor
condition from the conservation point of view (PL.
II/fig. 3). The total length of the prick spur is 139
mm, from which the neck is 19,74 mm that holds
the 22,5 mm long and 15 mm thick goad, in the
shape of an elongated quadrangular pyramid, that
ends in an intact pick. The semicircular shape of
the heel band is similar to the previous one. The
left side was broken from ancient times and is only
15,5 mm long, while the right side is 108,5 mm
long, 7,55 mm thick and it ends in a square plate
with two oblong mounting orifices terminal,
suggesting that the boot was attached to the prick
spur via leather straps which was passed through
the two ears of the terminal.

The archeological material is highly represented by
ceramics, with and without decoration, the great
majority of which is medieval, and also animal
bones scattered. In the same complex three prick
spurs were found, on the bottom of the dwelling, at
a depth of -0,25/-0,30 m, which we will further
discuss in this paper.

The second prick spur in terms of shape fall in type
B2 (Pl. II / Fig. 1), as classified by Alexander
Ruttkay (Ruttkai 1976, 347), at the same time in
type IVA (Pl. II / Fig. 2) after the grading system
of A.N. Kirpičnikov (Kirpičnikov 1986, 113).

1.
Prick spur, Brukenthal National Museum
– History Museum – Altemberger House, inv. no.
A 11305.

3.
Prick spur, Brukenthal National Museum –
History Museum – Altemberger House.

The first piece from the archeological complex is a
prick spur, iron made, no pattern is visible, which
has half of its right side broken, and is in a poor
condition from the conservation point of view (PL.
I/fig. 3). The heel band of the spur is circular
shaped and has a thickness of 15 mm. The total
length of the spur is 115 mm, with a 12 mm long
neck and a goad of 18,5 mm long and 12 mm thick
in the shape of an elongated quadrangular pyramid,
with a broken pick. The length of the left side is
109,5 mm, with a thickness of 3,66 mm and is

The third prick spur from the complex is also iron
made, with no visible pattern but in an advanced
state of degradation. The piece was found near the
other two. The shapes of the sides, which in this
case are attached on the heel band in the form of an
angle (Pl. II / Fig. 4) and not of a circular arc,
suggest a different typology. The length of the
prick spur is 100 mm and a width of 90 mm. The
length of the left side is 102,77 mm and 4,88 mm
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thick. The length of the right side is almost the
same, 100,56 mm, but neither one of the sides have
any visible terminals. This spur seems to have a
simple prick, 6,11 mm long, without the goad, but
belonging to the same geographical areas and
chronological framing period. We can see
significant differences in shape, this prick spur fits
in type A7 (Pl. II / Fig. 1), as classified by
Alexander Ruttkay (Ruttkai 1976, 347) at the same
time in type I or IA (Pl. II / fig. 2) according to the
classification system of A.N. Kirpičnikov
(Kirpičnikov 1986, 113). However, this prick spur
can also be placed chronologically in the period
between the second half of the XII-th century and
the first half of the XIII-th century (Ruttkay 1976,
347; Kirpičnikov 1986, 113).

second half of the XII-th century and the first half
of the XIII-th century. An additional argument for
this chronological framing is represented by the
existence of another four prick spurs discovered in
the medieval settlement of Brateiu number 2, Sibiu
County (Niţoi 2008, 207-208, 213), their shapes
are very similar to those coming from Miercurea
Sibiului IV. The distribution of these prick spurs in
the area of Central Tranislvaniei is certified by the
presence of a similar piece, from the typological
point of view, located in the former collection of
the Ancient and Medieval History Department of
the Faculty of History and Heritage "Nicolae
Lupu", University "Lucian Blaga" Sibiu (Urduzia
2005, 96).
5.
Bronze bracelet, Brukenthal National
Museum – History Museum – Altemberger House,
from the archeological complex number 224.

4.
Prick spur, Brukenthal National Museum
– History Museum – Altemberger House.
At a distance of about three meters from the
dwelling where the three pricks spurs where found,
a supplies hole has been revealed, of which
inventory another prick spur took part. The
archeological complex was named number 204.
The pit has a circular shape with a diameter of 1.80
m and a depth of -0.40 m (Pl. III / Fig. 1). From the
contents point of view, the bottom is burned and
the burning layer had a thickness of 0.05 m while
the filler was composed of ceramic pieces. The
prick spur was found broken into four fragments at
the bottom of the complex, and it was preserved in
a poor state of conservation. The spur is also iron
made, with no visible pattern but in a very
advanced state of degradation. The prick spur has a
total length of 71,72 mm, from which the right side
is 42,51 mm, with a thickness of 5,5 mm, the neck
is 9,06 mm and the goad is 20,15 mm long and
10,44 mm thick. The length of the fragments is as
it follows: the first one is 67,44 mm long; the
second is 46,2 mm long while the third is 28 mm
long. |After the form of the goad, which has a
pyramidal profile, a worn-out pick, (Pl. III / Fig. 2)
and of the heel band in the shape of a circular arc,
this prick spur falls within the typology of the ones
from the archeological complex number 201A,
namely the first two described above (Pl. I / fig. 3;
PL. II / fig. 3). Moreover, the identical stratigraphy
of the complexes 201A, and 204, their contouring
at the same depth, and consistency of the filling
earth, advocates a common feature, highlighted by
typological association of the prick spurs described
above.

In the northern boundary of the studied area, a
semi – deepened house was found, with the shape
of an approximately square with the sides of 4.30
X 3.70 m and a depth of -0.40 m (Pl. IV / Fig. 1).
The particular feature of this complex is its
somewhat irregular shape, with its unequal sides.
In northwest quarter of the complex an oven was
found, of which just a corner was still visible. In
the southern half of the dwelling the remains of a
hearth were found, raised above the floor level,
which had two adjacent pits, facing east. The
inventory of the dwelling includes the usual bones
and pottery fragments, but also a bronze bracelet,
found near the hearth on the floor.
The bracelet that we refer to is a whole piece and is
in a good state of conservation. It consists of four
bronze wires, twisted from left to right, ending in
the terminals with eyelets (Pl. IV / Fig. 2). The size
of the bracelet is 67x64 mm, 4,6 mm thickness,
and has a opening of its sides of 40,70 mm. As a
working technique of the bracelet appears to be
made up of two bronze wires, each bent in the
middle to form a lifting loops, one loop is
complete, only keeping the curvature of one of the
wires. Each loop is placed at one end of the
bracelet, the four resulted bronze wires are twisted,
in the opposite direction around their own axes,
each end consisting of a loop and two wires. The
execution technique of this type of bracelet is
found in the medieval ambience of Transylvania
and Banat, with a series of similar objects, but also
in areas north of the Danube, discovered in
necropolis (Oţa 2010, 418-419).

The presence of these prick spurs pleads for
chronological consideration of the settlement from
Miercurea Sibiului IV in the period between the

The bracelet discovered at Miercurea Sibiului IV
thus fall in a much larger chronological
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framework, the shape of the grip recalls of the loop
system formed in one side, the other side of the
loop is somewhat narrower, but without forming a
hook. From the shape point of view, this kind of
bracelet are similar with those found in Alba Iulia
or Blandiana (Oţa 2006, 256), a much higher
concentration of graves that had in their inventory
such pieces can be found in the Banat mountains
(Oţa 2006, 257-262). From the chronological
framework point of view, this kind of bracelets can
be found between the 9th and 13th century, from the
style point of view it fits in what Oţa Silviu defined
as type number I (PL. IV/fig. 3) (Oţa 2006, 258259).

are belonging to the same chronological horizon,
and symptomatic is their distribution as well on the
surface of the site. The two dwellings are
approximately 30 m apart and are located on the
same walking level, more precisely the last in
chronological order. Based on these archaeological
materials we can place with approximation the
upper chronological limit of the entire settlements
during the decades between the mid-12th century
and mid-13th century. The analysis of the other
materials from the archeological site, especially
ceramics, will give us additional arguments to
place the ending of the settlement in the correct
period of time.

Returning to the context of the entire settlement
from Miercurea Sibiului IV, it can be seen that the
objects discussed above (prick spurs and bracelet),
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THE MEDIEVAL SPURS DISCOVERED AT MIERCUREA BĂI – CUNŢA (MS I)
DURING THE RESEARCHES CARRIED OUT ON THE HIGHWAY ORĂŞTIE – SIBIU

Claudia URDUZIA*
Abstract: The present paper is concerned with the spurs discovered during 2012 in a medieval settlement
located in the area Miercurea Băi – Cunţa (Sibiu County). The research was determined by the construction
of the highway Orăştie-Sibiu. The spurs discovered in a few remote structures provide an accurate dating
element for the whole medieval settlement. All the spurs have curved heel bands and short pricks with square
/ spherical protuberance or ended in a pyramidal goad.
Keywords: medieval prick spurs, Sibiu County, 12th Century
Rezumat: Lucrarea de mai jos are ca obiect pintenii descoperiţi în anul 2012 într-o aşezare medievală
localizată în zona Miercurea Băi – Cunţa (jud. Sibiu). Cercetarea din zonă a fost determinată de construcţia
autostrăzii Orăştie-Sibiu. Cei zece pineni descoperiţi în câteva complexe separate furnizează un important
element de datare pentru întreaga aşezare. Toţi pintenii au braţe curbate şi spin scurt cu protuberanţă
pătrată / sferică sau terminat într-o piramidă patrulateră.
Cuvinte cheie: pinteni medievali cu spin, judeţul Sibiu, secolul XII
During the ample preventive research carried out
on the future highway Orăştie – Sibiu in 2012, five
sites were investigated in the vicinity of the
locality Miercurea Sibiului (Sibiu County). Most
of them included features from several historical
periods. One of this sites is the one situated
between Miercurea Băi and Cunţa (conventionally
designated as Miercurea Sibiului I – MS I), on a
natural terrace only partially affected by the
construction of the highway (Map 1). The
researches focused only on the affected areas of the
terrace and offered a variety of features from
Hallstatt graves and pits, to roman structures and to
a medieval village with houses and pottery
workshops. In several of these medieval features
prick spurs were found.

Seven whole or fragmentary prick spurs where
found in a feature of uncertain initial use (cx 113),
reused as a refuse (garbage) pit. It had an
approximately square plan and ran at least 2 meters
deep. The filling showed a lot of layers and lens
with burning traces and coals, numerous pottery
shards, animal bones, roman construction materials
(bricks, roof tiles), stones and a the above
mentioned prick spurs. They have either round or
square double eyelets (terminals), curved heel
bands and pricks either ended in a pyramid or with
a spherical or square goad.
A single prick spur was found in another square
sunken house (cx 135), together with a lot of
pottery fragments, worked on the fast turning
wheel and ornamented with incisions and also with
a blade of a small knife. The spur found here has a
rectangular double eyelet (terminal), a curved heel
band and a short slightly curved prick with a
square goad.

The first item was discovered in the remains of a
sunken house (cx 108) with a square plan (6 x 6
m). The pit was filled with dark brown soil with
small coal fragments, fragments of roman bricks, a
lot of pottery shards, animal bones (both worked
and unworked) and a prick. On the north-east
corner of the house a fire place / oven was found.
The spur found in this feature (cx 108) has a
simple rectangular eyelet (a terminal pierced with a
vertical slot), a curved heel band (side) and a prick
ended in quadrilateral pyramid.1

One last prick spur was found nearby one of the
walls of the Roman structure from MS I. The spur
has the interior eyelet (terminal) of a circular
shape, the exterior eyelet (terminal) rectangular
and ends in a prick with a square goad. It was worn
on the left heel.
In the description of these pricks one can observe
general similar treats: round or simple / double
rectangular eyelets (terminals), curved heel bands,
short pricks ended in a pyramid or with spherical /

* Brukenthal National Museum; claudiaurduzia@yahoo.com
1
For English terminology see Ellis 1991, 54-55 and Ellis
2002, 1.
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square goad, which can suggest similar dating for
all these items.

Kirpičnikov includes such items from Russia in the
types IV and IVa of his typology and dates them in
the 12th and 13th Centuries. (Kirpičnikov 1986,
113) Identical spurs can be found today in many
museums all over Slovakia, many with unknown
origins. Alexander Ruttkay includes such spurs
from the museums in Slovakia in group B, types 2,
3 and 4 and dates them in the second half of the 12
Century and in the first half of the 13 Century.
(Ruttkay 1975; Ruttkay 1976, 350). More recent
studies of the topic do not change much of this
dating. (Koóšová 2003, 540)

For dating these spurs, the dimension of the prick
is usually the first element to observe. Such spurs
could belong only to a light armoured or no
armoured warrior, who was able to move easily on
the horse. The shape of the prick, of the heel band
(branches / sides) and of the eyelets (terminals), all
serve as important elements for dating.
In Romania the reported number of such spurs is
starting to increase, although many still lay
unknown in museums collections. Still we can
name a few similar items here: spurs from Reci –
Covasna County (Székely 1977, 69), Dăbâca –
Cluj County (Iambor 2005, 220), Sighişoara
Dealul Viilor (Harhoiu, Baltag 2007, 364, 378),
Sibiu (Niţoi 2008, Urduzia 2005, 96), Hunedoara
(Niţoi 2008), Bratei – Sibiu County (Ioniţă 2009,
35), Dridu – Ialomiţa County and Copăceni –
Vâlcea County (Ioniţă 2005, 96), all of them dated
in the 12th -early 13th Century. In one case from
Bratei such spurs (curved heel bands, oval or
rectangular eyelets, pricks with square goads or
ended in quadrilateral pyramid) were discovered in
a sunken house with an oven on the north-east
corner (Ioniţă 2009, 111, pl. 130), like in the case
of the spur from cx 108 from MS I. The house
from Bratei, together with the entire settlement was
dated in the 12th Century, at the latest in the
beginning of the 13th Century. (Ioniţă 2009, 51)

Besides spurs discovered during archaeological
excavations or preserved in collections, we can
find similar items in graphical representations from
different areas of Europe, such as one
representation from the Oxford Codex. (Pinter
1999, 233, pl. 7) As the Oxford Codex is dated at
the middle of the 13th Century, it also dates the
using of this type of spurs before or during that
period of time.
As the literature of the topic is quite unitary in
dating this type of spurs, we can also date the items
from Miercurea Băi - Cunţa in the second half of
the 12th Century, at the latest in the first half of the
13th Century. Through their number and spatial
dispersal the ten prick spurs discovered in the
medieval settlement from Miercurea Băi – Cunţa
offer a reliable point for the dating of the entire
medieval settlement. The analysis of the other
items discovered in the settlement (horseshoes,
reaping hooks / sickles, knife blades, buckles,
combs and large quantities of pottery) will
probably help in the future to tone this dating.

Outside the Romanian borders such items are well
known and widely spread all over Europe, from its
extreme west (Ellis 1991, 62; Ellis 2002) to the
extreme east (Kirpičnikov 1986). We can refer
here to a spur discovered in 1964 at Karataš
(Serbia) in a religious structure (martyrium)
together with XII Century pottery (Jancović 1983,
58, pl. IV-9). That item seemed to be the
intermediary shape between spurs ending in
quadrilateral pyramid - type B1 after Ruttkay
(Ruttkay 1976, 347), IV after Kirpičnikov
(Kirpičnikov 1986, 113) and those with a square
based goad. A similar item with the spur
discovered in the house cx 108 and similar
discovery conditions we have in a case from
Presov (Slovakia) where such a spur was
discovered in a sunken house clearly dated in the
second half of the 12th Century or in the first half
of the 13th Century. (Ruttkay 1975, 171)

APPENDIX
The catalogue of the spurs
Miercurea Sibiului I (Cunţa) – MS I - 113
Inventory: 1. Iron prick spur 11 cm long. The
curved heel bands are 0.7 cm wide and 0.4 cm
thick. The eyelets (terminals) were not preserved.
The short prick (2.7 cm long) has a round section
neck and a flat square protuberance one cm away
from the today tip. (Luca et alii 2013) On one of
the heel bands on its upper side oblique lines (2
mm away one from another) are observable on
almost half of the preserved length of the heel
band. (Pl. 1 a-b)
2. Iron prick spur 12 cm long. The curved heel
bands are 0.7 cm wide and 0.3 cm thick. The
interior eyelet is vertical and circular. The exterior
eyelet is a long oval of horizontal plan. The short
prick (2.7 cm long) has a round section and ends in
a long pyramidal goad (2 cm). Considering the

Exact similarities for the shape of the goads, heel
bands (sides) and eyelets (terminals) can be found
in all Europe. But although used on such vast
areas, they where not used for a very long time.
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orientation of the eyelets the spur was worn on the
right heel. (Luca et alii 2013) (Pl. 2 a)
3. Iron prick spur 11.5 cm long. One of the curved
heel bands is missing. The other is 0.7 cm wide
and 0.3 cm thick. Both eyelets are missing. The
short prick (2.2 cm long) has a round section and
spherical protuberance (goad) 0.4 cm away from
the today tip. (Pl. 2 b)

preserved eyelet the spur was worn on the right
heel. (Luca et alii 2013) (Pl. 3 c)
Miercurea Sibiului I (Cunţa) – MS I - 135
Inventory: 1. Iron prick spur 11.8 cm long. One of
the curved heel bands is missing. The other is 0.75
cm wide and 0.35 cm thick and ends probably in a
rectangular double eyelet (some parts are missing).
The short prick (2,5 cm long) has an approximately
square section and a square protuberance (goad)
1.1 cm away from the preserved tip. The tip is
slightly curved. (Pl. 3 d)

4. Iron prick spur 11.3 cm long. One of the curved
heel bands is partially missing. The other is off and
is 0.6 cm wide and 0.5 cm thick. None of the
eyelets are preserved. The short prick (2.5 cm
long) has an almost round section and a square
protuberance 0.7 cm away from the preserved tip.
(Pl. 2 c)

Passim
Close to wall (Z) III of the Roman
structure
Inventory: 1. Iron prick spur 11.2 cm long. The
curved heel bands are 0.7 cm wide and 0.3 cm
thick. The exterior band is slightly deformed. The
interior terminal (eyelet) is vertical and circular.
The exterior terminal (eyelet) is a rectangle of
horizontal plan. The short prick (3.2 cm long) has
an approximately oval section and a square
protuberance 1.6 cm away from the tip.
Considering the orientation of the eyelets the spur
was worn on the left heel. (Pl. 3 e)

5. Iron prick spur 10.6 cm long. One of the curved
heel bands is missing. The other is off and it is 0.7
cm wide and 0.4 cm thick. It ends in a rectangular
double eyelet (terminal). The short prick (3.6 cm
long) has a round section and ends in a pyramidal
goad (2 cm long). (Pl. 2 d)
6. Curved heel band 9.3 cm long from an iron prick
spur. It is 0.65 cm wide and 0.3 cm thick and ends
in a circular eyelet (terminal). (Pl. 3 a)
7. Curved heel band 9 cm long from an iron prick
spur. It is 0.7 cm wide and 0.4 cm thick. The eyelet
(terminal) was not preserved. (Pl. 3 b)

This work was possible with the financial support
of European Social Fund, Operational Programme
Human Resources Development 2007 - 2013,
Priority no. 1 "Education and training in support
for growth and development of the knowledge
society", Key Area of Intervention 1.5 "Doctoral
and post-doctoral research support" Title:
"MINERVA - Cooperation for elite career in
PhD and post doctoral research", ID POSDRU
159/1.5/S/137832.

Miercurea Sibiului I (Cunţa) – MS I - 108
Inventory: 1. Iron prick spur 11.7 cm long. The
curved heel bands are 0.7 cm wide and 0.4 cm
thick. One of the heel bands is partially missing.
The other ends in a rectangular eyelet (a terminal
pierced with a vertical slot). The short prick (3 cm
long) has a round section and ends in a long
quadrilateral pyramidal goad, 1.7 cm long (the tip
is missing). Considering the orientation of the
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AN ASSUMPTION REGARDING THE OWNERSHIP OF THE RING WITH MONGOLIAN
INSCRIPTION FOUND IN ST. NICHOLAS CHURCH OF RĂDĂUŢI

Radu CÂRCIUMARU*

Abstract: St. Nicholas Church of Rădăuţi was among the first where systematic archaeological excavations
were made throughout the 1970’s of the last century. They resulted in determining the age of the religious
assemblage and the overlapping of two constructions, an older wooden one and a newer brick one, erected
during the last quarter of the 14th century. Three voivodal graves were identified in the old church plan and
in one of them, namely the M₈₅ grave, a ring of massive gold with a Mongolian inscription on it was found,
being initially attributed to the founder of the Moldavian state, voivode Bogdan I. DNA analyses conducted
on osteological remains taken from the narthex graves revealed that, in fact, Bogdan’s son, Laţcu,
Moldavia’s second voivode, is buried in the above-mentioned tomb. Faced with this reversal, in terms of the
grave attribution revealed by Palaeogenetics, we shall try to prove that the ring belonged, nevertheless, to
Bogdan I, a personage with connections in the Mongolian world, who passed it to Laţcu that chose to wear it
in death as well.
Key-words: church, archaeological research, ring, DNA, voivode.
Rezumat: Biserica Sfântul Nicolae din localitatea Rădăuţi a beneficiat de primele săpături arheologice
sistematice în anii 70' ai secolului trecut. Ele au putut determina vechimea ansamblului religios şi
suprapunerea a două construcţii, una, mai veche, din lemn şi una, mai nouă, din zid ridicată în ultimul sfert
al veacului al XIV-lea. În planul bisericii vechi au fost identificate trei morminte voievodale, iar într-unul
dintre acestea, mormantul M₈₅, a fost descoperit un inel masiv din aur cu inscripţie mongolă ce a fost
atribuit, în primă fază, fondatorului Moldovei ca stat, voievodul Bogdan I. Analizele ADN efectuate pe
rămăşiţele osteologice prelevate din mormintele aflate în pronaos au dezvăluit faptul că în mormântul
amintit mai sus se află în realitate Laţcu, fiul lui Bogdan şi al doilea voievod al Moldovei. În faţa inversării,
la nivelul atribuirii mormintelor, dezvăluită de paleogenetică, încercăm să demonstrăm că inelul a aparţinut
totuşi lui Bogdan I, personaj cu legături în lumea mongolă, el findu-i transmis lui Laţcu ce a ales să-l
poarte şi după încheierea vieţii.
Cuvinte cheie: biserică, cercetări arheologice, inel, ADN, voievod,
The beginnings of the place of worship with St.
Nicholas as the titular saint are lost in the mists of
time. The construction was probably erected by a
knez or a voivode that had established his centre of
power here. The initial building was made of
wood, small-sized (5x5 m) but, in spite of that, it
served as a burial place of the first voivodes of the
Moldavian state. The founder of the new church,
raised integrally in stone, was Moldavia’s third
voivode, Petru I. This was established based on the
specific ceramics, the building material used and
the three Moldavian coins which allowed the
dating of the new assemblage in 1387-1391
(Bătrîna 2012, 68). The second intervention on the
church is connected with the founding of the
episcopacy of Rădăuţi here (DRH 1975, 50),

sometime during the first two decades of the 15th
century, during the reign of Alexandru cel Bun,
when the place of worship received a mural
painting.

* “Valahia” University Târgovişte, Faculty of Humanities,
radu.carciumaru@gmail.com

The first empirical researches at this important
Moldavian place of worship were conducted in the

Towards the end of the 15th century the Prince of
Moldavia, Ştefan cel Mare, would begin
modifications of the exterior in which Gothic
elements were inserted that were in strict
connection with the European style of the age
adopted by the craftsmen of his court as well.
Prince Alexandru Lăpuşneanu’s interventions
followed at the middle of the 16th century and then
those of the bishops of Rădăuţi came during the
first part of the 18th century. All these additions
compose the current image of the monument,
especially through the synthesis of the Roman,
Byzantine and Gothic architectural styles (Fig. 1).
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second half of the 19th century and are due to
bishop Melchisedec Ştefănescu, a servant of the
church with vast historical preoccupations that
primarily aimed at publishing documents and
inscriptions in Slavonic. This passion led to several
study trips such as that made in the 80’s of the 19th
century, in Bukovina, finalised by the appearance
of an extensive work which contains historical and
archaeological data gathered from 48 monasteries
and churches in Moldavia (Melchisedec 1885,
185). It was the first time that the inscriptions on
the tombs of St. Nicholas church of Rădăuţi were
deciphered and thus the first step towards a
complex research was made.

material evidence in identifying political relations
between two completely different civilisations: the
Romanian and Tartar (Bătrîna 1983, 331). The
presence of such an adornment in a tomb currently
attributed to Bogdan I received the full attention of
the Romanian historiography given that the
archaeological evidence on the beginnings of
Moldavia as a state was rather hard to disclose
(Rezachevici 2001, 431).
The authors of this finding formulate three
assumptions on how this jewel came into
possession of Bogdan I, namely a cultural
exchange, war booty or a gift from the former
owner, this last idea implying the existence of
some political relations, perhaps even an alliance
(Bătrîna 1983, 331). Most interpretations,
formulated in the last decades, assign the ring the
significance of a political gesture, a Mongolian
participation, considering the centres of power
nearby (such as that of Orheiul Vechi), which
contributed to the success of the action undertaken
by Bogdan against the Kingdom of Hungary
(Bătrîna 1983, 332; Postică 2006, 191).

Archaeological investigations started in 1966 when
a team led by the archaeologist Mircea D. Matei
initiated a first survey, but the results were not
published. In the church of the first Moldavian
voivodes systematic diggings began only in the
70’s of the last century under the direction of
archaeologists Lia and Adrian Bătrîna. The three
campaigns established that what we have here is a
level of habitation dated roughly between the
second half of the 13th century and the first years of
the 14th. The second significant discovery was the
identification of an initial wooden structure on the
area currently occupied by the brick church
(Bătrîna 1980, 195).

Recent studies have essentially modified the
above-mentioned approach. Moreover, they have
opened up a new chapter in studying the
emergence of Moldavia as a state by combining
several levels of research (history, archaeology and
palaeogenetics). DNA research carried out, over a
decade or so, on osteological remains found at the
voivodal necropolis of Rădăuţi led to interesting
conclusions that overturn many of the assumptions
accepted, so far, by a historical logic and in the
absence of documentary evidence. The novelty of
conclusions prompts us to dwell on the
interpretations formulated, materialised in a book
which also comprises the necessary historical
judgements resulted from human palaeogenetic
analyses.

Stratigraphically and chronologically, of the nine
tombs lying in the narthex, three belong to the first
place of worship and the care shown by the
founder of the brick church proves how important
it might have been ever since the last quarter of the
14th century when the second construction was
erected by order of voivode Petru I (Bătrîna 2012,
66).
In conclusion, the old graves were in no way
interfered with by the walls of the new brick
church and, furthermore, due to Prince Ştefan cel
Mare, slabs were added which were put on high
socles meant to prevent the wear resulted from
their placement on the floor. Of the three tombs
lying in the narthex of the first chapel of Rădăuţi,
tomb M₈₅, attributed until recently to the first
voivode of Moldavia, Bogdan I (Fig. 2), provided a
rich funerary inventory consisting of 63 silver-gilt
buttons and a ring of massive gold which has a
legend that belongs to the Mongolian world. Made,
apparently, by an Italian craftsman, the object
reached the Mongolian world which then had a
fondness for such jewellery. It was on this
occasion that the inscription “Allah” was applied
on it.

An extensive chapter of the work mentioned deals
with the controversial ring with Arabic inscription
which, three decades ago, archaeologists Lia and
Adrian Bătrâna, who are the authors of the new
book as well, attributed to Bogdan I (Bătrîna
2012, 217-233). DNA analyses have established,
however, that it was in fact Laţcu who was
inhumed in the M₈₅ grave, while the manufacturing
technique suggests rather that the jewel originated
in Persia and was not created, as previously
assumed, in a workshop in Pera, Caffa or Cetatea
Albă (Fig. 3). We mention that objects with the
same type of inscription had been discovered also
at Orheiul Vechi, in Basarabia, and a series of
analogies already have been made (Nicolae 2012,
89-90)

It may be used, with certain reservations, as
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Moldavian-Mongol alliance concluded in his age is
doubtful. In our opinion, Laţcu’s possibly wearing
the ring until the end of his life and especially his
being buried with it is an acknowledgement of the
fact that what we deal with is a family heirloom.
Even if we take into consideration the reversal of
tombs established by the DNA analyses, the
relations between the first Moldavian voivode and
the Tartar forces cannot be excluded but only
difficult to prove.

According to the authors listed above, the ring
arrived through a Mongolian channel and Laţcu
was the second owner. Furthermore, three
assumptions are formulated regarding the way
Laţcu came into possession of this adornment
object: a merchant from the Moldavian court
bought it; it was gained as a result of a military
action; or as a result of a possible alliance between
the Moldavian voivode and a personage from the
Mongolian world, namely the Christianised Prince
Dimitrie (Bătrîna 2012, 234).

The appearance of the Moldavian state after
removal the Hungarian forces, at the early 60',
bring the new political formation in close
proximity of tartars area. Historians have pointed
out the political changes occurring within the
Mongol Empire ever since the first decades of the
14th century which also affected, at least indirectly,
the Moldavian territory. It is the split of Ulus of
Jochi into Ak-orda (the White Horde) and Kokorda (the Blue Horde), the first maintaining,
according to historians, its supremacy in southeastern Moldavia until around the seventh decade
of the 14th century (Spinei 1982, 273). Civil Wars
of the Golden Horde caused the emergence of
centers of power between 1360-1380, who tried to
impose their rule on a vast area that includes also
parts of moldavian territory (Grecov, Iacubovschi
1953, 257; Ciocîltan 1998, 203)
The relations of the first Moldavian voivode,
Bogdan, with southern Moldavia, still controlled
by tartar forces, may have taken shape when he
settled east of the Carpathians for good. It is not
impossible that the much disputed presence of
Abdallah, khan of the Horde, at Orheiul Vechi in
1363-1365 (Nicolae 2007, 195-196; Nicolae 2011,
83, 86; Gorovei 1978, 569; Gorodnenco 2008, 84;
Căprăroiu 2010, 145) should have prompted a
military agreement directed against the Kingdom
of Hungary, expected to intervene in the area to
restore its domination by force. With the support of
the powerful emir Mamai whose army amounted to
10,000 men, Abdallah could arbitrate the conflict
between the new state and Hungary.
Another event with strong implications is the
withdrawal of the two emirs of the Horde,
Kutlubuga and Dimitrie, after the defeat of Sinâie
Vodă (in 1362 or 1363) against the lithuanian
Knez, Olgerd, into the extra-Carpathian Romanian
territories, hypothesis that is strongly supported by
the Romanian historiography (Iosipescu 2013, 177178).

As regards the first two assumptions, its purchase
or acquiring it as war loot, they are not accordant,
in our opinion, with the significant meaning the
jewellery received the moment the second voivode
of Moldavia was buried with it. Burial with an
object bearing pagan symbols must have had, in
late 14th century, alongside the material value of
the massive gold ornament, a symbolic one as well
which required its presence in the tomb of a
Christian voivode.
The third assumption concerns Laţcu’s policy of
oscillating between Orthodoxy and Catholicism
(Auner 1913, 143; Moisescu 1942, 79; Pilat 2008,
34-35) which is in contradiction with a possible
collaboration and acceptance of precious gifts from
a Mongol prince that had turned Christian.
Nevertheless, the interpretation of documents leads
us to such judgements as well even if we only
relate the discussion to the 1368 act by which the
sovereign of Hungary Louis I agreed to maintain
commercial relations with the prince of Tartars,
Dimitrie (DRH 1977, 90).
Diplomatic relations developed by Laţcu equally
raise questions on whether he indeed wore the
jewel during his reign. Its being a talisman, a
function revealed by the first researches (Bătrîna
1983, 330), meant to protect its owner from disease
and danger, hinders the idea that the ring was
received by Laţcu while he was the ruler of the
country, when he had to show some closeness to
the “Catholic conglomerate”, the double
Hungarian-Polish crown, reunited under the
sceptre of the powerful Louis I of Anjou (Sykora
1976, 1135-1141).
Thus, to all the assumptions above we may add
another one, namely that this object passed from
his father, Bogdan I, a voivode that must have had
closer relations with the tartar forces neighbouring
the Moldavian state. As the authors of the
discovery very well suspect, given Laţcu’s policy
of oscillation between Orthodoxy and Catholicism
and the close relations with the papacy, a

In this context, Abdallah's departure in the central
regions of the Golden Horde, as a result of
involvement in internal power struggles, cause the
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installation in Orheiul Vechi of another political
authorities. For this period, one should consider the
close relations between Bogdan and Mongol
commander Kutlubuga who, in 1365-1366, was
present, at times, at the centre of power of Orheiul
Vechi, which is proven by coins as well (Nicolae
2003, 173). The “Tartar” solution, whether one of
compromise or not, guaranteed the existence of the
new state. During his short reign, Bogdan needed
an external force in whose shadow he might start
the construction of the new state. Paradoxically or
not, this force could only be the Tartar one. Local
forces were insufficient to face the Hungarian
riposte occurring after the call to crusade of the
ambitious Pope Urban V (1363) and soon after the
peace of Brno (10 February 1364) which put an
end to the war against the Roman-German Charles
of Luxemburg and released the Hungarian armies
massed in central Europe.
The Congress of Cracow, which brought to the
fore a common action against the Turks, did not
divert Hungary from its own crusade aimed at
schismatics and heretics that was taking place on
the Romania extra-Carpathian territory and
Bulgaria.

Luxemburg, is permissive and, therefore, we
cannot exactly assert whether it was an attempt to
banish or to restore the Hungarian power in these
places.
Although the research lacks the documentary
support required, the response of Hungarian troops
in Moldavian territories falls, first of all, within the
coordinates of historical logic and, therefore,
cannot be excluded. It is no less true that, starting
with 1365, the focus was on the eastern sector of
the meridional border where King Louis I was
targeting Wallachia and Vidin Bulgaria. The
alliance with the Tartar forces could have repelled
the rapid Hungarian offensive and saved, in the
context, the medieval state itself, while the ring
might have been seen both by Bogdan and his
rightful successor as an object that guaranteed the
existence of Moldavia.
Consequently, we believe that the entire
international political context seems to support the
existence of political relations between the
Moldavian state and the Tartar power, although
this interpretation has been considered only as the
result of disturbingly exaggerating one single
finding (the ring from Rădăuţi) which now appears
to be misinterpreted. It is precisely why we cannot
move far from the idea according to which this
adornment object belonged to Bogdan and, at his
death, it passed to his rightful successor, Laţcu.
This would only be indirect physical evidence of
the idea of cooperation between the

Indirect news about possible fighting in Moldavia
is given by archaeological researches indicating
that, in 1363-1364, the initial centre of the
Hungarian power east of the Carpathian chain, the
urban settlement of Baia, was set on fire (Neamţu,
Cheptea, 1986, 22-23). Chronological dating,
done based on several coins issued by Charles I of
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SIBIU ARCHAEOLOGICAL REPERTOIRE
Claudiu MUNTEANU*

Abstract: This article presents some finds from the last two centuries, made in different places from Sibiu
district. The finds can be dated from prehistory to modern times. Some informations regarding coin finds
were retrieved from old notes existing in the Brukenthal Library. While some villages were already
mentioned with archaeological discoveries in the existing Repertoire, others are now included for the first
time.
Key-words: Sibiu, prehistory, roman, medieval, pottery.
Rezumat: Articolul prezintă câteva descoperiri efectuate în ultimele două secole în diferite localităţi din
judeţul Sibiu. Descoperirile se dateaza din preistorie şi până în epoca modernă. Câteva informaţii
referitoare la descoperiri monetare au fost recuperate din note vechi, existente în Biblioteca Brukenthal. În
timp ce unele localităţi au fost menţionate deja în Repertoriul existent cu descoperiri arheologice, altele sunt
incluse acum pentru prima dată.
Cuvinte cheie: Sibiu, preistorie, roman, medieval, ceramică.
6. On a terrace situated at about 950 meters east of
the village and at 120 meters north of the road
Apoldu de Jos – Amnaş was recovered pottery
belonging to the Bronze Age and roman era. In the
same place also appear construction materials that
could belong to the roman era (information Gh.
Natea).
7. Before 1964, near this village was found a cist
grave (Câmpineanu 2007, 179).
8. One hellenistic coin and several roman coins,
dated before the roman conquest, were found here
(Branga 1973, 57).
9. At 450 meters east of the village was discovered
a roman clay tessera, made from a tile.

Albi
In this hamlet was found a perforated stone ax
(Popa 2001, 11).
Alma Vii
On the left side of the entrance in the village, in the
place called Resal, roman pottery was found
(Şotropa, Şotropa 2001, 16).
Apoldu de Sus
1. On the hill called Huia existed a Neolithic
settlement (Câmpineanu 2007, 177).
2. One decorated Hallstatt vessel was found in this
village (Câmpineanu 2007, 179).
Apoldu de Jos
1. On the hill called Sub Potcă was found a
Neolithic ash pit (Câmpineanu 2007, 177).
2. Neolithic pottery was found in the place called
Cetatea Veche (Câmpineanu 2007, 177).
3. In the school’s collection are the following
items: a perforated stone hammer (found in 1972),
a stone hand ax (found in 1968) and a spindle
whorl (found in 1979) (Câmpineanu 2007, 178).
4. During archaeological excavations made in 1975
and 1977-1978 in the place called Levejoare or
Livejoare, where a villa rustica was found, pottery
belonging to Petreşti culture and to the Bronze Age
was also unearthed.
5. On a terrace situated at about 720 meters east of
the village and at 215 meters north of the
roadApoldu de Jos – Amnaş was recovered pottery
belonging to the Bronze Age, to Hallstatt and
roman era (information Gh. Natea).

Avrig
1. On the bank of the Olt river was found a silex
nucleous.
2. In a gravel pit on the bank of the Olt river were
found a ceramic celtic vessel and an antler,
possible a votive offering (information Gh. Natea).
Bazna
a) North of this village, on a hill’s top, several
tumuli were observed.
b) Before 1881, a denarius issued by Antoninus
Pius was found here.
Boiţa
Before 1882, a denarius issued by Marcus Aurelius
was found here.
Bradu
A coin hoard was found here before 1884.

* Brukenthal National Museum; munclaiul@gmail.com
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Buia
In a deep ravine (around 30 m) situated in the point
called Cetatea Urieşilor, from where Coţofeni
pottery was recovered (Ciugudean 2000, 66),
people from the village found several decades ago
a horse’s stone head and several profiled pearshaped stone blocks, about 1,6-1,8 meters long.
The blocks had a line around their edges. They
unsuccesfully tried to open them, believing the
blocks were stone coffins. Right after that, a flood
destoyed the ravine and the objects were never
recovered.

bracelet, later donated to MNITR (Dordea 1998,
2).

Caşolţ
According to locals, treasure hunters found in 2007
a hoard of silver objects in one of the tumuli
situated near the village (information D. Popa).

Moşna
1. At about 3 kilometers away from the village, in
the place called Hula Almei, were found several
Neolithic vessels, Hallstatt pottery and some
spindle whorls (Şotropa, Şotropa 2001, 16).
2. In the place called După Hulă were found a
spindle whorl and Hallstatt (?) pottery (Şotropa,
Şotropa 2001, 16).
3. In the place called Coasta Morii were found a
spindle whorl and unidentified pottery (Şotropa,
Şotropa 2001, 16).
4. South of the village, on the right side of the road
to Pelişor, in the places called Ştina and Ştiobor,
were found several bronze axes (celts), spindle
whirls, pottery, slag and handmills (Şotropa,
Şotropa 2001, 17).
5. In the place called Lângă şanţ was found roman
pottery (Şotropa, Şotropa 2001, 16).

Mag
A square-shaped structure situated at 1,2
kilometers north-west from the village may be a
roman castrum.
Micăsasa
In 2012 was found a coin hoard in the bank of the
Târnava river. We assume that the silver coins
were medieval, according to their size description.
The hoard was not recovered.

Chirpăr
A coin issued by Domitianus and one issued for
Faustina Senior were found here.
Cisnădie
A bronze ax and a clay vessel have been
discovered before 2010 in this town.
Cisnădioara
a) A denarius issued by Marcus Aurelius was
found here in the 19th century.
b) A medieval coin („silberdreier”) was found here
in 1882.
Cornăţel
One „barbarian” (probably Dacian) coin was found
here in 1884.

Nocrich
A medieval coin hoards with „silberdreiers” in its
composition was found before 1882.

Cristian
1. A deposit formed of about 15 Bronz Age sickles
with hooks was recently unearthed near this
village.
2. North of the village, between a forest and ICDM
Cristian, three tumuli were observed.

Nou
a) Before 1877, a republican denarius from L. Papi
(79 BC) was found here.
b) Another roman denarius was found here in
1885.

Ghijasa de Jos
In the Nocrich school collection are exhibited the
following items: two perforated stone axes,
prehistoric and roman pottery, an Iron age whirl
spin, a stone weight from an unknown epoch and a
fragment of a roman millstone (meta).
All the items were found during archaeological
excavations at Ghijasa de Jos - Holdele Domnilor
by D. Popa during the 1986-1988 campaigns. In
the same collection are exhibited two medieval
spearheads, probably found in or around the
village.

Ocna Sibiului
1. During diggings made in 1788-1790 on the
Sfântu Gheorghe hill (also known as Papistashegy)
was unearthed a „cellar” with many vessels, lamps,
a wine barrel with petrified staves and roman
imperial coins issued by Antoninus (?), Severus
and Alexander (Popa 2008, 47). The description
corresponds to a roman tomb’s burial chamber.
Local tradition stated that, in this place, a castrum
existed and later a catholic monastery was build on
its place, hence the name of the hill (Popa 2008,
47).
2. Without any evidence, a roman castrum is
supposed to have existed in the place called Lab –
Părăul lui Sângiorgiu (Popa 2008, 230).

Haşag
Near the spring situated in the forest area, called
Şipotul românesc, was found an undated bronze
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3. Used in the medieval and modern times as
landmarks (meta), undated mounds exist in the
following places: Dealu Gorganului (1 – called
Chbinjak), Şesul Icopcerii (1), Şesul Malurilor (1 –
called Movila Taurului), on the hill to Şura Mare
(1), Dealul Rocoteciului (1), Dosul Rocoteciului
(3), near the land belonging to the village of Mag
(4), Pădurea Verescerea (1), Pădurea Rotundă (1),
Pădurea Neagră (1), La Podul Lung (1), Smiţe (1)
and Buchiferdei (1) (Popa 2008, 224-225).

Rutilius Flaccus (77 BC) was found here.
Racoviţa
1. After 1855, in the Florianu priest family
collection existed the following items: bronze and
iron axes, hoes and spear heads, as well as roman
bricks with the XIII Gemina stamp, lamps and
pottery fragments with texts (Lupea 1995, 23).
2. In 1974, a Neolithic stone hammer was found in
the gravel extracted on the bank of river Olt
(Lupea 1995, 23).
2. Two polished stone axes were found on the bank
of the river Olt (information A. Georgescu).

Orlat
1. In the place called Poduri, situated north of the
village, on the left terrace of Cibin river, between
the river and DN1 DN7, were found several stone
perforated axes, a nucleous, clay weights and
pottery belonging to Vinča A, Petreşti, Coţofeni
and Wietenberg cultures (Părean 1999, 31-32).
2. It is unclear if the site where ancient pottery was
found – at the exit of the Orlăţelul stream from the
mountains (Păreanu 2012, 78), is the same with the
one mentioned in the Sibiu Archaeological
Repertoire, no. 3 (Luca et alii 2003, 162).
3. On the hill called La zidu was found Dacian
pottery (Părean 1999, 33).
4. At the beginning of the 20th century was
observed in the wall of the medieval fortress
situated on the hill called La zidu a brick marked
with the year (1)444 (Lupaş 1903, 55).

Răşinari
In the Brukenthal Museum’s numismatic collection
is preserved a hoard formed of 723 silver coins,
dated in the 17th-18th century. Formed of
denominations of VI, VII, 10, XV, XVII and 20
kreuzer, the coins were issued in Hungary,
Transylvania, Niederösterreeich, Silezia, Bohemia,
Tirol, Stiria, Burgundia, Carinthia by Carol VI,
Maria Theresia, Francisc I and Joseph II, as well as
Liegnitz, Württemberg, Bavaria, Brandenburg,
Prusia, Salzburg, Breslau and Olmütz episcopates
by different issuers. The entire value of the hoard
is 12083 kreuzers.
Roşia
1. A hallstattian fortification exists in the village,
on a hill’s top situated on School street, on the
right side of the road. Today, the new school and
the basketball and football fields occupy the
plateau on its top. Satellite imagery and ground
observation revealed that the fortification has 5-6
scarps (the distance between them is variable; their
width is 1,5-3,5 meters) and ditches on the
southeastern side, and at least 2 scarps on the
northeastern side, in an area occupied by a church
and its graveyard. The irregulary-shaped
fortification’s dimensions, related to its upper
scarp, is at least 254 x 81 meters. On this plateau
were found the following items:
- in 1933, during excavation works for the new
school, „ancient objects” were found.
- several decades later, in the same spot, ancient
pottery fragments were found and exhibited in the
same school. They are nowadays lost.
- in 2002, a Hallstatt vessel was found here (Luca
et alii 2003, 182).
- in 2014, on the school’s football field, pottery
belonging to the Coţofeni culture, Bronze Age and
Hallstatt was recovered.
2. At about 500 meters southeast of the village, on
the left side of the road to Cornăţel, on a terrace,
were recovered Bronze Age pottery and flints, as
well as La Tène and Medieval small pottery

Păuca
1. In 1962, a bronze ax (celt) was found in the
place called Grincini (Gândilă, Damian 1997, 32).
2. During archaeological excavations by I. Paul in
the place called Homm, in a Petreşti culture
settlement, was also discovered a fragment of a
medieval limestone relief. This fragment belongs
to a key stone.
Păucea
A coin issued by Trajanus was found here.
Pelişor
A silver coin hoard was found here before 1974.
No other informations are available. This is
definitely a different hoard from the supposed one
with an 13th century Hungarian coin (Pap 2002,
125).
Poiana
a) A Neolithic mace and a stone ax found here are
preserved in the Sebeş Municipal Museum
(Stăncioiu, Fântână 2012, 189).
b) In the first half of the 20th century, in the place
called Valea lui Ipate were found several medieval
colters (Haşeganu 1941, 43).
Proştea
Before 1878, a republican denarius from L.
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(Ştefan cel Mare street), in the Broscărie
neighbourhood.
6. To the east of the Guşteriţa neighbourhood, at
about 100 meters north of the Sibiu bypass
highway, at 9+600 – 9+700 kilometers, a tumulus
was observed.
7. Petreşti, Bronze and Iron Age pottery, as well as
medieval pottery, have been discovered in 2003, at
about 800 meters south of the road exiting Sibiu
(Ştefan cel Mare street) in the Broscărie
neighbourhood, near a powerplant, on the site of
the future Sibiu bypass highway. It is possible the
pottery was brought by Cibin river in this region
after several floods.
8. Behind Dumbrava forest, about half of the
distance between the road to Cisnădie and the road
to Cisnădioara, north of the Seviş stream, was
found Bronze Age pottery.
9. In 2010, in the northwest of the city, between
the Tineretului neighbourhood and the railway to
Copşa Mică, Bronze Age pottery and a millstone
from the same epoch were found (information V.
Palaghie).
10. During construction works in the Săcel street
area was unearthed in 2007 a celtic funerary urn.
11. „Greek-hellenistic” painted pottery fragments
mentioned as being found near the bridge over
Cibin river and to the road to Daia (Avram, Bucur
1999, 61), and preserved in the Brukenthal
Museum’s collection, were actually souvenirs
brought from Greece or Spain (Horedt 1965, 44, n.
19), in the 19th or the 20th century.
12. In the second half of the 19th century, in a
garden, was found a barbarous silver tetradrachm,
imitation of the Macedonian type.
13. In the Turnişor neighbourhood was found,
before 1888, a denarius issued by Gordianus III.
14. Several early medieval pottery fragments (7th8th century) were recovered in the field situated
between the Drumul Ocnei Powerplant and the
Sibiu bypass highway (information A. Georgescu).
15. In the Guşteriţa neighbourhood, on both sides
of the industrial railroad, between Podului street
and the railroad bridge over Cibin river, was found
medieval (10th -11th century) and modern pottery
(information A. Georgescu).
16. A medieval pottery fragment (12th century) was
found on a field on the left side of the road heading
to Cisnădie, in the vicinity of Seviş stream.
17. In 2002, at about 20 meters southwest of the
Turnul Gros, has been discovered a pit containing
several gothic and renascentist limestone door and
window frames, nowadays exhibited in the
Brukenthal Museum.
18. In 2006, in a ditch on Ioan Lupaş street, near
the Friedrich Teutsch Cultural House, a stone

fragments.
Ruja
Before 1881, a gold ducat issued by Sigismund of
Luxembourg was found here.
Sadu
During archaeological excavations in 1973 by DMI
in the pronaos of the orthodox church were
unearthed two graves, one containing a pair of
spurs and a coin issued by Matthias Corvinus
(Hambaşan 1981, 34-35).
Săcel
In one of the lakes’swamp appears the foundation
of a building, orientated north-south, whose left
corner is missing, probably due to the action of the
waterstream. The structure is divided in four
chambers. Its dimensions are approximately 33 x
72 x 55 x 44 meters. Probably the structure belongs
to the Medieval or the Modern period.
Sălişte
1. At the beginning of the 20th century were
published informations regarding the existence of
ancient walls on the hill called Mogoradie (Lupaş
1903, 55).
2. In the Sălişte area were found cemeteries from
the 8th-10th century, which confirms „the presence
of the Romanian autochthonous element” (Grecu
1990, 45).
Sibiel
1. Pottery of the Coţofeni culture was found here
(Moisin 1998, 308).
2. A neolithic hammer and an ax are exhibited in
the village’s museum (Olariu 2012, 114).
Sibiu
1. West of Muvi factory, in the area where
electrical power lines overpass the Sibiu bypass
highway, were discovered Paleolithic flints
(information A. Georgescu).
2. Near the junction of the road to Rusciori with
the Sibiu bypass highway, near a stream, Petreşti
culture pottery, flints and a nucleous were found
(information A. Georgescu).
3. North-west of the city, near the place where the
Sibiu bypass highway intersects the Sibiu – Copşa
Mică railroad and a stream, Petreşti pottery, flints
and some nucleous were discovered (information
A. Georgescu).
4. In the Guşteriţa neighbourhood, in gardens of
the houses situated between Podului street and
Cibin river, Neolithic, Eneolithic, Bronze Age
pottery and flints were recovered, as well as
Roman and Medieval pottery.
5. A flint scrapper was discovered in the gravel
about 200 meters south of the road exiting Sibiu
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masonry appeared, indicating the presence of the
medieval defence wall.
19. In 2006, in a ditch on Rotarilor and C.
Hurmuzachi streets, a linear stone and brick
masonry was uncovered, indicating the presence of
the medieval defence wall.
20. Before 1939, in the cemetery of the church
„Buna Vestire” (or „din Groapă”) was found a
fragmentary white stone with the inscription „1631
- Chenadie of Bălgrad and Stan the founder”. It is
supposed the item was the cornerstone of a church
used at that time by the „măiereni” (DumitrescuJippa, Nistor 1976, 222).
21. In 1876, in the gravel of the river Cibin’s bank,
under the bridge of the Burger gate, was found a
silver gulden (2/3 thaler) issued by the duke
Bernhard of Saxe-Meiningen in 1689.
22. A coin hoard composed of thalers was found
somewhere in this town in 1882.
23. A coin hoard was found in 1883 in
Hetauergasse (Nicolae Bălcescu street).
24. Many human skeletons and a coffin (definitely
medieval) were found during excavation works for
the substructure of the ASTRA palace at the
beginning of the 20th century (*** 1905, 167).
25. At about 400 meters northeast of the Sibiu
bypass highway - DJ 106 B (Sibiu – Ocna Sibiului)
junction, 17th -18th century pottery and iron objects
were discovered, indicating the place of a former
village (?).
26. During archaeological excavations made on the
site of the future Sibiu bypass highway in 2003
was observed a mound, not likely a tumulus. It is
situated 350 meters west of Muvi factory and at
about 125 meters south of the Sibiu bypass
highway.
In the 10 x 2 meters trench, oriented northeastsouthwest, at – 0,80 meters was revealed a single
modern brick. The item, found in the middle of the
trench, had the same orientation and a cardinal
cross was scuffed on its upper side. Thus was
confirmed the mound was an 18th century Austrian
landmark (meta).
27. Scattered late medieval – modern pottery was
found near the Ştefan cel Mare street - Sibiu
bypass highway junction (information A.
Georgescu).
28. In 2001, in the garden of the house situated in
the Small Square, no. 22, was found a small hoard
formed of 5 gold coins issued by the emperor
Franz Joseph. The coins’ denominations remain

unknown. The hoard was not recovered, being sold
immediately by the discoverer.
29. Recently, in the Turnişor neighbourhood,
behind a house’s brick wall, was found a hoard
consisting of about 50 silver coins (of 10 and 20
kreuzer). The hoard can be dated in the second half
of the 18th century and the first half of the 19th
century.
30. The traces of a construction seen on satellite
imagery and marked by construction materials on
the ground in the area situated between Turnişor
and Tilişca neighbourhoods belong to a 19th
century farm.
31. During public utilities works, human bones
were found several decades ago on Maşiniştilor
street.
Şalcău
In a valley was found a denarius issued by
Antoninus Pius.
Şeica Mare
Before 1880, a sestertius issued by Antoninus Pius
was found here.
Şelimbăr
1. On a terrace situated between DN 1 and the
Sibiu - Braşov railroad, near the Sibiu bypass
highway, were recovered Vinča and Petreşti
pottery and flints.
2. On the left bank of the Cisnădie stream, between
this and the Sibiu - Braşov railroad, was
discovered Vinča and Petreşti pottery.
Ştenea
The coin hoard mentioned by us (Munteanu 2012,
91) as being discovered at Ştenea (Stein), was
actually found at Dacia (Stein), Braşov district.
Turnu Roşu
In the school’s collection are exhibited several
items, found in different places near the village: a
stone ax, a stone mace and a roman clay pipe.
Veştem
1. In the place called Măgurice, Neolithic pottery
and flints were recovered (information Al. Bucur).
2. Near this village was found, in a clay cup, a
hoard formed of 16th century coins - 205 akce
(aspra) and a gold ducat issued by Matthias
Corvinus. The coin hoard is preserved in the
Brukenthal Museum’s collection.
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RESCUE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATIONS
ON TURNULUI STREET FROM SIBIU
Anca NIŢOI*
Claudia URDUZIA**
Vasile PALAGHIE***
Gheorghe Vasile NATEA****

Abstract: The subject of this paper is a rescue archaeological research conducted in 2013 at one of the
important entaring gates of the late medieval and modern city of Sibiu, situated on the Tower’s Street. The
Tower’s Street is placed within and over the former 4th and 5th fortifications line of the town. The research
allowed us an insight into the manner of how a bastion was elevated and connected with older fortifications.
Key-words: medieval archaeology, Tower’s Gate, Tower’s Bastion, Sibiu, 15th – 16th Centuries
Rezumat: Articolul prezintă cercetările arheologice preventive realizate pe parcursul anul 2013 în dreptul
uneia din cele mai importante porţi de intrare in oraşul medieval şi anume: Poarta Turnului. Actuala stradă
a Turnului este amplasata pe vechiile linii de fortifcaţie ale oraşului medieval, respectiv cea de-a patra şi
cea de-a cincea linie de fortificaţie. Cercetaările preventive ne-au permis observarea modului de legatură
între elementele celei de-a patra linii de fortificare cu cele ale celei de-a cincea.
Cuvinte cheie: arheologie medievală, Poarta Turnului, Bastionul Porţii, Sibiu, secolele al XV-lea şi al XVIlea
and in the 15th century - the ones from no 6, 7, 8,
13, and 22. These remarks are based on the gothic
elements placed on the buildings namely cross
style vaults, buttresses. (Avram, Bucur 1999, 428438).

Turnului Street is placed on the Lower town of
Sibiu, inside and above the fourth and fifth
fortification line of the medieval and modern city.
At the end of the street, nearby Cibin River, the
Tower Gate (plate 1. 1), an access point inside the
medieval town, was placed.

Although the architects and art historians had made
several studies regarding the historical evolution of
the street, archaeological researches are very few
conducted in this area. (Luca et alii 2003, 191203). Still, there are two archeological researches
conducted in the last ten years. The first one was
conducted in several time sequences within the
years 2003 and 2005. This was possible due to the
construction of a meat and milk market inside of
Sibiu biggest free market, the Cibin market1.
During these investigations part of the Tower
Bastion walls were uncovered.

The present street network is the result of several
interventions, the final one dating back to the 17th
century. This is the time when southern front of
house is finished.
On the same street, on the south western part, the
first meat market of the town is mentioned. During
the medieval times and even in the first part of the
modern period, the street along with all the
buildings erected in here had a semirural nature.
Even towards the 18th century, the street was
inhabited by a rural population.

Another
archaeological
investigation
was
performed between 2006 and 2007 (Beşliu
Munteanu 2008, 219) to a guild master house built
on the crossroad of Turnului street with the Wine
Fair street. The research revealed an older
inhabitation of this area, prior to the existing
structure, based on the archeological materials
found there (Niţoi 2008, 207) and also on the

The oldest houses have their oldest parts build in
the 14th century – the ones from no. 1, 4 and 14*
Brukenthal
National
ancanitoi@yahoo.com
**
Brukenthal
National
claudiaurduzia@yahoo.com
***
Brukenthal
National
geminarom@yahoo.co.uk
****
Brukenthal
National
gheorghenatea@gmail.com
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Museum,
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1

The archaeological reports concerning the excavations
conducted in here were given to the local authorities and
unfortunately were never published.
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manner in which the actual house was modified
and enlarged. (Beşliu Munteanu 2008, 224)

As mentioned before, attached to the gate’s walls,
part of the walls of the access gate was also found.
It has a 1.2 m width and a depth of 1.45 and it is
built in the same manner as the gate.

In these circumstances, the archaeological
investigations were more than necessary due to the
extended works that were to be done on this street.
So, between December 2012 and August 2013 the
Turnului street was excavated for upgrading.
Most of the archeological excavations were made
in three distinct places: inside and in front of the
Tower Gate, inside the Tower Bastion and also in
the Wine Fair Square.
a.

Between April and august 2013 the infrastructure
works conducted in this area revealed a bigger part
of the wall of the Tower Gate (Z 05), placed
somehow on the today’s street allowing us the
hypothesis according to which the medieval tower
was placed on the today’s street, the access into the
city being done throughout the PIM’s parking
place.
Regarding the configuration of the tower’s wall
one can see that it is oriented E-W, made of stone
and brick mixed with mortar. However, the
western part is made in a different manner, only
from stone and mortar. One could state that there
are actually two phases of the same building a
medieval and a modern one.

The Tower Gate2

The Tower Gate was part of the fourth fortification
line of the city, the exit point on the road to
Miercurea Sibiului, Sebeș and Alba Iulia. The gate
was built in the 15th century, in 1457 a document
attesting that its construction was finished. The
gate had a tower as an addition. The tower itself
had a ground floor and three floors (pl. 1.2.).
Additional fortifications were considered not to be
necessary due to the unfriendly surrounding areas,
easily protected with the existing fortification
system. Still by the end of the 16th century
considering the evolution of the siege system along
with the massive use of fire weapons, a Bastion
was added in front of the existing fortification3.

In order to verify this hypothesis another cassette
was made (C05) on the southern part of the tower.
The excavations carried out in here revealed a
situation present in almost all the medieval public
monument of Sibiu that is the existence of modern
and contemporary works made on the utility
networks (E-on Gaz, Electrica, Romtelecom, etc)
destroyed any date belonging to the medieval
period, any archaeological material being
untraceable.

The Tower Gate was located almost at the street in
front of today’s PIM factory. As mentioned before
it was part of the fourth fortification line of Sibiu
along with other entrance like the Ocnei Gate, the
Elisabeth Gate4 or the Cisnădiei Gate5. During the
researches several there were two cassettes
relevant to the research.

b. The Tower Bastion
The Tower Bastion was perhaps the only part of
the Turnului Street that was researched before
during 2003 -2005 during the construction of a
building from today’s Cibin market. The building
overlapped partially on the south western part.
Also the works conducted in 2006 (Tiplic 2006, 220, manuscript) on the infrastructure of the Cibin
market resulted into several archeological surveys
being executed.

Cassette no. 2 allowed us to research the north
eastern corner of the tower along with the wall that
was built behind the gate and the tower. The tower
has a foundation of 1.5 m depth made of stone
mixed with mortar. Above it the base of the tower
was built. The lower part was also made of stone
meanwhile the upper one was erected out of five or
six lines of bricks. Above this the walls were built
out of bricks mixed with mortar.

The present survey revealed the manner of
construction of the walls of the Bastion along with
way how the space form the inside of the Bastion
was subdivision. All these works were made in
more than six cassettes along with an open space6.

2

A detailed analysis of the excavations conducted on
the Tower Gate and the Tower Bastion are to be found
in Nițoi-Urduzia The Tower Gate and the Bastion
Tower from Sibiu from a historical and archaeological
perspectiv in Ziridava.Studia Archaeologica, 28 (2014),
in press.
3
The archeological researches were needed mostly
because the data regarding these two monuments were
scarce.
4
Luca et al a 2007, 314-316
5
Luca et al b 2007, 316-319

Cassette 1 revealed part of the wall of the Bastion
along with its construction manner. One could see
6

In this report we will only mentioned the important
parts, the details will be found in Nițoi-Urduzia The
Tower Gate and the Bastion Tower from Sibiu from a
historical
and
archaeological
perspectiv
in
Ziridava.Studia Archaeologica, 28 (2014), in press.
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the wall is placed transversal up to a depth o 3.6 m
and a width of 2.9 m. The foundation has 2.3 m
depth and is made out completely of stone and
mortar. It is placed on black soil over which a layer
of gravel and sand was found. The elevation of the
wall is made of stone and brick as it is the case of
the walls of the Tower’s Gate.

c. Wine fair Square
The segment of the Turnului Street with
archaeological importance was the Wine Fair
Square.
After the uncover of the hole space several chalk
pits were observed. From all of them a large
quantity of materials were recovered ranging from
pottery fragment belonging to the late modern and
early contemporary period up to large number of
bone fragment belonging mostly to cattle.
These elements allowed us to think that after the
chalk pits were no longer in use they were
transformed in garbage pits.

Cassette 4 was made during the exposing of the
superior parts of a subdivision wall. It is placed
almost vertically on the Bastion’s wall. It was a
deep foundation since it was uncovered at - 2.8 m.
It is made out of a mixture of stone and brick,
while the elevation is totally out of bricks mixed
with mortar.

Conclusions

The works conducted in this area offered the
possibility to uncover of a significant part of
subdivion walls of the Bastion. We were able to
see the modern groundlevel. On this wall we open
two cassettes in opposite direction to see the
chronological time frame of these walls.

The excavations conducted on Turnului street
allowed us uncovered traces of the medieval and
modern history of the town of Sibiu.
Unfourtunatelly the numerous interventions
determined by the modernizations perfomed on
this street during several periods of contemporary
history destroyed the biggest part of he medieval
layer and a fair large of the modern times also.

Cassette 8 was made on the north western part of
the wall up to 2.6 m deep. It revealed the
construction manner observed in the previous
situation can be traced; allowing us to state that in
is highly probable that the subdivion walls were
built in the same period.
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RESCUE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATIONS IN SIBIU,
CONSTITUŢIEI STREET, 2000
Petre BEŞLIU MUNTEANU*

Abstract: The archaeological report is about 1994 and 2000 year archaeological survey in Sibiu,
Constituţiei Street, due to the rehabilitation of the street. The archeological results were the uncover of the
inner precinct tower foundations, the foundations of the enclosing wall of a monastery and the 13th century
ironwork traces. Some wooden pillars for solidification of the ground were preserved.
Keywords: rescue archaeology, archaeology survey, medieval precinct, tower.
Rezumat: Raportul arheologic se referă la rezultatele asistenţei arheologice şi a unei minime intervenţii în
teren prin degajări de fundaţii şi taluzări de maluri efectuate în anii 1994 şi 2000 în perimetrul oraşului
Sibiu, strada Constituţiei. Substrucţiile relevate arheologic sunt: fundaţiile unui presupus turn interior din
incită medieval, de apărare a oraşului, fundaţiile zidului împrejmuitor al mănăstirii aflate la intersecţia
străzilor 9 Mai şi Constituţiei şi urmele unui atelier de fierar din secolul al XIII-lea. Câţiva piloni din lemn
din substrucţia zidului de apărare au fost conservaţi.
Cuvinte cheie: asistenţă arheologică, săpături arheologice de salvare, zid de incintă din Evul Mediu, turn.

The archaeology survey in 2000, Sibiu,
Constituţiei Street, a legal obligation of the
constructor, was carried out after the excavations
had disrupted the medieval and pre-modern
foundations. A rescue archaeology excavation took
place in the Elisabeth Church, a medieval
monastery transformed in parochial church after
the Lutheran Reform.

The archeological survey and rescue excavations
report in 2000 is about the medieval precinct, an
inner tower in Constituţiei Street, the monastery
precinct and ironwork. In 1987 the archaeological
issue was attached to the report.
In 1751 a military inspection noticed that the
segment of the precinct between the Ballbirer
Thurm and two Communications ThurmesKürschner Thurmes (Elisabeth Gate area) is so
destroyed so it needs to be rebuilt. In that segment
there was an inner tower without name.
(Reissenberger 1901, 397)

The main archaeological interest was the
identification of the Saint Francis Monastery and
the structure of the medieval defended precinct
(Plate 1, Photo 2,3)). Unfortunately, the trench in
2000 was the only one until now; a new
archaeological excavation was impossible to
perform.

There are some historical sources about the
medieval town fortification in the area of the
Elizabeth tower. Repairing the precinct wall, prope
vallum Elyzabet, Gaspar paid in August 1501 0,50 denars. (Quellen 1880, 353)

In 1987-1988 (Beşliu 1991, 78-84; Beşliu 1993,
12-31; Fabini 1991,74-77) was a large rescue
archeology due to the building of the new block of
flats in the area of an old church. The result of the
archeological excavations was unexpected. The
archaeological systematic excavation revealed
more archeological information in the railway
station area connected with the medieval precinct
and the Dominican Monastery.

In the oldest town counter register of vigilium
portum, the area is mentioned many times: circa
turrim Elyzabeth, circa Elizabeth, circa Elyzabeth
(Quellen 1880, 7-8); in September 1485: porta
Elisabet (Quellen 1880, 118); 12.03.1486: porta
Elisabet (Quellen 1880, 123); 13.08.1486: porta
Elisabet (Quellen 1880, 125); 15.07.1487 and
22.07.1487: a porta Elisabet (Quelle 1880, 127).
In the same place (circa portam Elisabet um das
bwxenhavs), in the winter of 1486, marshes were
filled with earth. (Quellen 1880, 122)

The archaeological information is an important
historical source. The archive documents are rare
and the modern bibliography is based on a few
documents without taking into consideration the
archeological data. (Fabini 2003, 78)

Arnold Pancratz knew that the name Salzgasse /
Constituţiei Street appeared in the 18th century

* The Brukenthal National Museum, p_besliu@yahoo.com
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(Pancratz 1935, 20). In fact, a house is mentioned
on Salzgasse/Constituţiei Street in the register of
the Town Hall in 1590 (Protocoalale 1958, 85);
another in 1594 (Protocoalele 1958, 9). In the 17th
century there is more bibliographic information
(Protocoalele 1958, 135, 158, 161, 181).

Conclusions
The stratigraphical profile and the dating of the
monastery before 1300 conclude that the knives
maker workshop is one of the oldest in town.
The two monasteries area was surrounded by
defensive walls. In Morandi and Sully plans
(Reissenberger 1910, figure 3) there is only one
inner tower in the south side, without a name (Plate
2). So, a brick structure with a thin outside wall
was mechanical uncovered. That structure was
rebuilt and the precinct wall becomes stronger. I
suppose that the outside tower wall was destroyed.
It is to be noticed that the marshy land was an
obstacle for constructors, who must build the
stone-brick wall on pillars.

Archeological information
The pre monastic site: hypothetical ironwork
The traces of ironwork were uncovered in the
southern of the archeological trench, in and outside
of church foundations. There were fragments of the
scabbard frames, a fragment of a little knife (spud),
the clinker and fragments of ceramics. The
building was a timber-earth one; the floor was
loam and chalk made. The stratigraphical profile
and the monastery dating before 1300 conclude
that the knives maker workshop is one of the oldest
in town.

Archeological pieces
Pottery
Photo 5
The fragments of ceramic vessels are red colored,
incomplete burnt and include all medieval forms.

The traces of the monastery wall precinct
The foundations of the precinct wall consists of 4
segments of stone-brick walls (2 X 0,70 m), 3
meters distance between, north-south direction;
another segment, east-west direction, is 2 X 1 m
and a different brick wall structure.

Iron pieces
Photo 4, 6
Fragment of a knife frame
Saint Elisabeth Church 2000, S1, grid square 3, 2,14 m
Length: 6,5 cm
Thickness: 0,2 cm
Brukenthal Museum, M 875

The traces of an inner tower
It is difficult to analyze the stone wall traces
uncovered on the Constituţiei Street near “Staţia de
salvare”. They look like the plan of an inner tower,
3 meters inner side, included in the medieval
precinct. The structure of the medieval precinct
wall is hard to explain. It is obvious the adjoining
of two structures (stone and brick foundation) in
different times. Finally, the precinct wall has the
width more than 2 m, but the tower wall, the
outside segment, is only 0,60 m. Obviously, the
inner tower belongs to a second phase of
construction(Plate 3, Photo 1).

Fragment of a knife frame
Iron wire; little hook for handle
Saint Elisabeth Church, S1, grid square 1, -2,20 2,70 m
Length: 9,5 cm
Thickness: 0,2 cm
Brukenthal Museum, M 8287
Fragment of a clasp knife
Rescue archaeology, 2001, Constituţiei Street
Length: 3 cm;
Width: 2 cm
Brukenthal Museum, M 9288

Nearby some wood pillars were uncovered (Photo
7). Like in other marshy place (eg. Ocnei Gate) the
wall foundations were constructed on a dense
wooden pillars structure and the construction
imposes a special organization of the ground (see
stratigraphy). In the archaeological rescue on
Constituţiei Street, 22 wooden pillars were
uncovered in approximately 1 quadrate meter: 8
pillars were preserved and inventoried.

Fragment of a knife
Saint Elisabeth Church, 2000, S1, grid square 1, 2,20 - 2,70 m
Length: 1,5 cm
Brukenthal Museum, M 9286

Stratigraphy

Fragment of a knife frame
Saint Elisabeth Church, 2000, S1, grid square 1, 2,20 - 2,70 m
Length: 5 cm
Brukenthal Museum, M 9286

For the local stratigraphy is relevant the burned
traces: two levels belong to the ronwork and two of
a medieval building. The area is marshy (Plate 4)
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Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,12 m
Width: 0,16 m; Depth: 0,16 m
Brukenthal Museum, M 8942/7

Fragment of knife
Saint Elisabeta Church, 2000, S1, grid square 1, 2,20 - 2,70 m
Length: 1,4 cm
Brukenthal Museum, M 9285
Wooden pillars
Photo 7

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,20 m
Width: 0,20 m; Depth:0,10m
Brukenthal Museum, M8924/8

Two pillars (M 8924/1, 8924/2) and a plank (M
8924/2) belonged to an enclosure. The others (M
8924/3 – M8924/8) belong to an artificial
stabilization of the ground. They are tree trunk
(oak?) ripped in two or three parts
Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000,Sibiu,
Street
Length: 1,08 m
Width 0, 13 X 0,13 m
Brukenthal Museum, M 8924/1

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,30 m
Width: 0,13 m

Constituţiei

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,45 m
Width: 0,17 m

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,06 m
Width: 0,12 X 0,12 m
Brukenthal Museum, M 8924/2

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,40 m
Width: 0,10 m

Plank
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,08 m
Width: 0,19 m
Depth: 0,10 m
Brukenthal Museum, M 8924/3

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,20 m
Width: 0,14 m

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,30 m
Width: 0,20 m
Depth: 0,10 m
Brukenthal Museum, M 8924/4

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,20 m
Width: 0,22 m
Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street r
Length: 1,20 m
Width: 0,13 m

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,40 m
Width: 0,12 m
Brukenthal Museum, M 8924/5

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,20 m
Width: 0,13 m

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,10 m
Width: 0,14 m; 0,11 m; 0,13 m
Brukenthal Museum, M 8924/6

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,20 m
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Width: 0,15 m
Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,42 m
Width: 0,18 m
Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,39 m
Width: 0,10 m

Length: 1,26 m
Width: 0,18 m
Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,45 m
Width: 0,10 m
Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,12 m
Width: 0,12 m

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,47 m
Width: 0,12 m

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
Length: 1,28 m
Width: 0,13 m

Pillar
Rescue archaeology, 2000, Sibiu, Constituţiei
Street
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LOVE, IN DIARY PAGES
Bogdan ANDRIESCU*

Abstract: The fashion of writing journals in which the individual notes daily the most important personal
events, appeared in the Medieval Western Europe from the beginning of the 17th century. References to
political and social events are made when they affected directly the life of that person. One of the most
important topics of the personal journals is “the matters of the heart”, the love for the loved one. From this
point of view, count Bethlen’s paper is one of the first of this kind in the framework of the memoirs writings
in Transilvania. The paper is written as a letter addressed to an imaginary lady (the French influence is
easily observed, such writings being enjoyed by the audience). He confesses to her, describing in detail the
physical and psychical torments that he suffers, as a result of her unshared love. The honesty of his
confessions, the thoroughness in describing the most intimate details, are a constant thought the entire
paper.
Key words: private life, Transylvania, memoirism
Rezumat: Moda redactării unor jurnale, în care individul consemnează, zilnic, cele mai importante
evenimente personale, apăruse în Occidentul medieval încă de la începutul secolului al XVII-lea. Referirile
la evenimentele politice, sociale, sunt realizate în măsura în care acestea afectau, în mod direct, existenţa
cotidiană a individului. În cadrul acestor însemnări, având un caracter intim, „problemele inimii”,
dragostea pentru femeia iubită, ocupă un loc important. Din acest punct de vedere, lucrarea contelui
Bethlen este una de pionierat, în ansamblul scrierilor memorialistice din Transilvania. Lucrarea este
redactată sub forma unor scrisori, trimise unei doamne imaginare (influenţa franceză este evidentă,
asemenea scrieri fiind mult gustate de publicul cititor). Cronicarul se confesează acesteia, descriindu-i, în
detaliu, chinurile fizice şi psihice pe care le îndură, ca urmare a iubirii neîmpărtăşite. Sinceritatea
confesiunilor, scrupulozitatea de care dă dovadă, în descrierea celor mai intime amănunte, sunt constante pe
parcursul întregii lucrări.
Cuvinte cheie: viaţă privată, Transilvania, memorialistică.
Love, with its achievements and failures fills a
special and sugestive place expressed in the
historical works (chronicals, diaries) in the
medieval West. Unfortunately, the theme itself has
not been among the chroniclers’ concerns, those of
the Transylvanian humanists, both Saxons and
Magyars. Their comments on this subject are
brought about, in most cases, by the death of their
wives. These tragic events cause rememberings of
the happiest moments spent in the couple. Many of
them are those related to the birth of children.
Chroniclers express their pain caused by the death
of their beloved wives and, at the same time, the
hope that the life lived with fear of God will ease
and help them to accede to Heaven.

and reach Heaven. He wants just as much to join
her. For his prayer to come true he asks the
Divinity to forgive all his sins. (Nekesch-Schuller,
1903, 237)

Exemplifying, a chronicler mourns his wife’s
death, after 17 years of marriage. She died after a
few years of suffering. He prays for her soul to be
received by God, in Heaven. He also expresses a
certain assurance that a soul tortured an entire life
by all sorts of diseases, will enjoy the grace of God

The most extensive references regarding this
matter are being offered in the work of Count
Nicolae Bethlen. Love, initially unrequited, then
forbidden for the future princess of Transylvania
(caused by her marriage with the prince of
Transylvania) will give him the occasion of

Financial reasons are often insurmountable
obstacles in carrying out some marriages,
exclusively based on love. Sometimes, these
material obstacles lead to true drama, suicide being
the final solution.
Also, committing adulterous acts is the
consequence, in numerous cases, of marriages
where large age differences represented an obstacle
in finding true love feelings, financial interests
counting firstly, excelling.

* Astra County Library Sibiu, bogdanastra@yahoo.com
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describing his feelings, in many cases conflicting
ones, which had consumed him. (Bethlen, 1736)
The habit of keeping diaries, where the individual
writes down, every day, the most important
personal events, had appeared in the medieval
West since the beginning of the 17th century.
References to the political and social events, are
present as far as these were directly affecting the
daily life of the individual. Among these notes,
having a certain privacy, „problems of heart”, the
love for the beloved woman, plays an important
part. From this point of view, the work of Count
Bethlen is a breaking new ground one, throughout
memoir writings in Transylvania. The work is
written as a letter, sent to an imaginary lady (the
French influence being obvious, those kind of
writings being very much apreciated by the
readers). The chronicler is confessing to the lady,
describing her, to every little detail, physical and
emotional sufferings that he endures, as a result of
unrequited love. The sincerity of the confessions,
the scrupulosity he shows, in describing the
intimest details, are constant throughout the entire
work.

for him to find the right words for detailing the
portrait, “[…] I have already told you something
about her waist, but I can not fully detail the way
that the rest forms a whole which is worth of the
admiration of the entire world”. (Bethlen, 1736,
23-25)
The chronicler confesses that he was really
charmed by the young girl’s beauty : “[...] I didn’t
let her out of my sight as long as the ball lasted, I
didn’t see anyone but her, all the rest became
unimportant to me”. Although he didn’t know her,
all sorts of life projects begin to shape up: “[…] I
imagined projects without number, which all ended
to the unification with this charming person”. The
passion gets so intense, in such a short period of
time, that the chronicler’s imagination starts
overflowing : “[…] I imagined projects without
number, which all ended to the unification with
this charming person, the equality of our
conditions, ages, evretything seemed to lead to our
future union”. He concluded then, full of hope and
satisfaction, that: “[…] I haven’t forseen any
obstacle that could oppose my wishes; I have
already been too busy with my new passion for me
to be able to imagine that something could
influence it”. It is worth mentioning however, that,
although the emotion completely dominated him,
he did not lose for any second a certain dose of
realism. This way, he analyses, as objectively as he
can, under the circumstances, the chances he had to
begin a relationship with this young woman. So he
concluded, full of satisfaction, that two essential
conditions were fulfilled in his case : the age and
the social status.(Bethlen, 1736, 27-28)

As a guest to the ball organised by the prince, the
chronicler is satisfied, in the beginning, with
standing aside and watching the congregation :
“[…] I wanted to check the ladies who were
dancing”. He really wants to write down about this
unfortunate moment in his life which “[…] it will
cost me dearly, he says, because it will mean the
loss of freedom during the most beautiful days of
my life”. Looking with admiration at the elegant
outfits and the grace of the ladies present, his
attention will be caught by “[…] a young lady aged
14 or 15, with a waist below average, but
extremely delicate, who was dancing, in my
opinion, having the finest grace from the whole
ballroom”. He instantly falls in love with her,
offering us a description of this ravishing female
appearance, “[…] her hair was as black as the
ebony, her complexion of an incomparable
whiteness; these bright colours were giving new
graces to this beautiful person. You could see in
her eyes full of heat, a noble modesty, a sweetness
which was irresistible. Her mouth, pretty small,
bounded by two lips, also wonderful because her
teeth were white and well arranged; her chin was
round, a little raised; all these perfections were
covering a face slightly more round than oval,
together with natural colours and an air of youth
which I know better but it is not easy for me to
describe it. Her collar around revealed her neck,
one might easily believed that she was as perfect as
the rest”. Then he cofesses that it was impossible

In the context, the chronicler continues the
introspection, concluding that, also physically, his
affinities with the young woman were more than
obvious : “[…] if she has a beautiful waist, I can
say the same about mine, it seems to me that mine
is quite well proportionate, I have also black eyes,
my Roman nose is a little more marked than hers; I
don’t have the mouth big enough; I haven’t heard
men disputing their beauty complexion”. He even
notes, without being accused of false modesty, that
he is a witty person, concluding then, by asking a
rhetorical question: “[…] at least we can see that it
benefits me; this way why doesn’t she find me
pleasant at all as much as I find her charming”?
(Bethlen, 1736, 29)
At some point, the chronicler gets out of this state
of daydreaming, “[…] which intended to delight
his imagination in a pleasant way, since the very
first dance”. This state will be replaced by an
emotional and feverish mood: “[…] I was
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trembling, I was having chills, I could hardly
breathe[…]”. Both his soul and his body experince
a state of terrible restlessness, started from the
indecision of inviting the sweet young lady to a
dance : “[…] as much as I wanted to approach her,
as much it seemed that I gave back”. This was the
moment when he realised that he was in love for
the first time in his life, he confessed: “[…] at last,
I felt a heartbeat that I had never felt before in my
life”. It is very difficult for him to overcome this
state of mental and psychic blockage : “[…] I
remained stand for a while, without power of
moving away of my place”.

prince led the young girl to her old place. It is the
moment when the young chronicler felt a relief.
The violent jealousy or “the madness”, the way he
called it, comes back quickly when more guests get
close to the girl to present their respects. (Bethlen,
1736, 30-31)
In the end, he finds the courage and invites her to a
dance, and all the time “[...] I tried to dance as
good as possible”. His outfit, “the traditional
Magyar costume”, gives him a sort of self
confidence: “[…] I think I looked pretty well not to
dislike to the beauty whom I was going to propose
the marriage and whom I should impress”.

In the end, he decides to get close to her, but, he
feels rapidly confused because “[…] I saw her, all
at once, surounded by eminent people from the
congregation; the prince couldn’t help himself to
send his respects to her”. Discouraged, in a first
stage, this one will become gelous, noticing in
dismay how, “[…] the prince seemed very eager to
express his compliments, which were due to this
beauty”. His spiritual emotions become very
confused, the chronicler writing down, few years
later, that he had a presentiment in that moment :
“[…] as if I had foreseen all the miseries and
sorrows that the love of that prince would have
caused me soon”. He feels the ground slipping
under his feet, violent jealousy invades his soul, he
feels like the most helpless man on Earth : “[…] as
if all the pains in this world took power over me, in
spite of the respect which I had to show to the
people who were forming this distinguished
congregation”. His regrets were specially related to
the moment when he had the opportunity to share
his feelings to the girl: “[…] but when I had a total
freedom of speaking, which I wanted, I found
myself without concentration and so very different
that I had been few hours earlier”, then continuing:
“[…] I did not know how to find the right words
for expressing the smallest part of my soul”. His
sadness was growing, being sure that he was the
only one from the congregation who, giving the
feelings towards her, would have had the right to
praise her, “to glory her”.

The entire dance was nothing but an opportunity
for the chronicler to self-study each of his
movements, but, to the same extent, to examine the
young girl. He realises the fact that he is not
indifferent for the young girl nor she is absent, and
she really likes dancing with him. He confesses
that he is charmed by her grace while dancing.
During the dancing, he tried to catch the
expression of her eyes. He felt more impulses of
kissing her but “[…] the respect that I carried for
her stopped me embracing and kissing her”. At the
end of the dance, he was definitely convinced that
the girl, looking into his eyes, could glimpse the
love he felt for her. Encouraged by the girl’s eyes,
he thought and tried: “[...] to make her understand
something about my wish to get to know her and to
admit what I felt for her”. Finally, he will end
telling her some words: “[…] I ventured to tell her
in private […] everybody loves you. My lady,
everybody admires you, nothing but true; but there
in no one in this congregation who feels stronglier
the effects of your beauty than I do today, for the
very first time I laid my eyes on you”. The girl’s
reaction was one extremely cautious : “[...] she
smiled to me, without telling me a word”.
(Bethlen, 1736, 34-35)
After the dance, the chronicler puts himself into a
corner of the congregation, his vivid passion
causing him great torture for his soul: “[...] I have
never suffered that badly in my life although, it
hasn’t been allowed to me to do it ”. On one hand,
as long as the young girl didn’t give him even the
slightest hope, his suffering soul risked to put him
into an embarrassing and ridiculous position in
front of the others. On the other hand, the burning
passion which overpowers him, affecting him to
such an extent, was not suitable for him as a man,
young nobleman in positive progress. His
weakness that dominated him could have affected
his social prestige. (Bethlen, 1736, 40)

When the prince will invite her to dance for the
second time, “[...] everybody clapped at seeing his
choice, I was the only one overwhelmed with
grief”. All at once, an entire world that he had built
and imagined by the side of the young girl, all his
plans crumbled, transformed “in fantastic
projects”. The second dance was for the chronicler
a real mental and physical torture to the same
extent, “[…] fire was up to my face and disturbing
my sight, which had made impossible for me to see
or hear anything”. Once the dance ended, the
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The night that followed the ball was a real torture,
the chronicler experiencing “[…] ongoing
agitations and fatal anxieties”. Before he goes to
sleep, he feels the desire to confess to his father,
feeling that “[…] this one does not disagree with
this love”. The conversation between those two
will continue the next day, father’s reaction being
sort of different of the one the day earlier “[…] he
mocked me, in a soft way, the next day I went
visiting him, but I did not answer to his banter”. He
will isolate himself into his room, embracing the
idea that, he could meet Isabela again anytime. He
will imagine the first date that he was going to
have with her. His state of mind were moving from
dreaming to cruel despair. The further discussions
with his father will not be encouraging at all, his
father’s attitude being full of sarcasm. In the
absence of his father he chooses to confide in his
valet. (Bethlen, 1736, 43)

than two hours, without any person interrupting me
or even talk to me”. The poor physical condition
will get worse: “[...]I felt like I was living in a
constant decay, and this reason forced me to ask
for something to drink or take” (medicines). These
ones will reinvigorate his weakened body, falling
into a deep sleep after that. (Bethlen, 1736, 45-49)
Meanwhile the preparations for the prince’s
marriage took place. Isabela had little time to
decide if she agrees with the prince’s proposal of
marrying her – only one day. The marriage
contract was signed by those two on the battlefield,
the prince being forced to leave in a military
campaign. He is convinced that the prince was also
feeling the same intensity of love as he felt towards
the young girl. On the other hand, he does not hide
his fear that this situation does not disliked the
beautiful girl, and that, in such a short time, she
succeeded in becoming a prince’s wife, her rise
being completely remarkable. He manages to
overcome the dominated state of grudge towards
the prince, trying to describe his physical looking
as briefly and objectively as he could: “[…] he
wasn’t more than 40 years old, he had a mediocre
size, but well-built, he had blue eyes, a big nose, a
bright skin and a soft aspect […] but he diddn’t
have that air of majesty which inoculated respect
and drew people’s love”. Being out of objectivity,
the analogy suggests that he is being superior to
the prince in this regard. (Bethlen, 1736, 54-55)

His father’s returning , the news that he brings will
have a devastating effect on the young man’s
psychic: the prince has just announced that he
would get married to a young lady called Isabela.
The news will disturb him: “[…] it was impossibe
for me to say more, my face expression changed
immediately, I lost my voice and consciousness
and I remained faint on the floor”. Worried, the
father and the valet will give him first aid, lying
him down on a bed. „I stayed for a long time
without being able to recover, with all the attempts
they tried on me”. In the end, he will return of his
fainting, however falling into “[…] such a big
spiritual void, that I left speechless for a long
period of time”. He will not remember the reason
which drove him to that mental and physical
condition. He will ask the valet and he will find out
what happened. He will lose his consciousness
again, fainting, “[…] which spread a general
consternation among his entire family, nobody
believing that I was still having the power to resist
to such frequent attacks”. Worried about the boy’s
condition, the family will call for the advice and
services of a doctor. After he examines him
attentively, the doctor, without finding out the
causes of his disease, will ask the family members
for details. But these ones will stash the causes that
drove the young man into his severe depretion.
However the doctor will prescribe him a number of
medications “[…] some essences to strenghten my
stomach and to come into my senses”. A state of
mental freeing will follow the prolonged fainting,
the losing of his consciousness, the weakness:
“[…] my eyes were filled with tears and my voice
just stopped”. The state will be extended: “[…] I
was abandoned in this painfull situation for more

Awakened from a long sleep the young man will
ask his valetul if it is a fact or rumor the marriage
of the prince with the beautiful Isabela. To protect
him, the valet answers him that it is just a rumor
for the time being. The young man’s hopes will
renew, the idea of declaring his love, dominating
his mind and soul again: “[…] nothing could stop
me from running and declaring my love”. But he
will not be able to do it, his weakness confining
him to bed.
In the end, he will find out the bitter truth, the
prince’s marriage with the beautiful young girl was
a reality. Meanwhile, the valet will inform him
about the prince’s decision to appoint his father
chancellor and the young man captain of the
gentlemen. He will follow the medical advice very
strictly, and in few days, recovering and feeling
better, he will go to the prince with his father to
thank him. On the advice of his father, he will
make great efforts for hiding his love for the
princess: “[…] we will be lost if you don’t hide
your love for the princess”. Everybody present will
congratulate him for his new position in which he
has just been appointed by the prince. In spite of
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his efforts, he will not be able to hide few tears at
the sight of the young girl, but the solemnity of the
moment that he was taking part in was an excuse,
an explanation for his emotion, no one of those
present knowing the real reason of his precarious
mental state he was finding himself in. (Bethlen,
1736, 60-61)

because I know this is not your natural colour”.
The young man’s answer will make her blush and
stepping away feeling clearly nervous and
uncomfortable: “[…] because I was born only to
live for you, and I had to die because I lost the
hope of being able to completely satisfy you”. The
young man will not regret the way he addressed to
her, considering as necessary to admit the real
reason for which he had accepted the position
offered by the prince. However he regretted the
boldness, „the insolence”, realising that he could
be sent to death. He can not hold his content,
thinking that his words intimidated the young lady,
her colour rose ravishing him to the highest degree.
(Bethlen, 1736, 85)

Stepping back then together with his valet,
between those two will be a dialog that it will be
proved to be useful for the young man. The valet
will advise him not to commit any reckless, by
revealing his love feelings to the young girl or the
prince. This gesture could have been cost him even
his life. He will need to reconcile with his new
situation, the fact that he could be able to see the
princess daily, due to his new appointment as
captain of gentlemen, being a consolation . The
young man will reflect on his valet’s advice, the
new perspective giving him a sort of satisfaction:
“[…] I had found the definition of the gentle love
…that moment I had decided to serve the princess,
without any other hope but making her knowing
about my passion for her”. The whole night he will
reflect on the conduct that he should follow in
future. (Bethlen, 1736, 62-63)

At one point, the prince will get ill, the young
captain being responsible of taking care of him and
his health, “[…] I was therefore beside his bed all
the time.” It was an opportunity for him to see the
princess more often, an occasion for him to delight
his soul by watching and admiring her, although
“[…] she was avoiding carefully my eyes, so that
sometimes I found myself in embarrassing
situations, so that I couldn’t even hide my sorrow
in front of the princess”. The princess was totally
impassive, “[…] she did not give me any hope
which could make me believe that I was calling her
forth any pleasure”.

He will resign to this new position, hoping to meet
the princess again as soon and often as possible .
The occasion will not be kept waiting, the next day
this one satisfying the prince’s order to bring her
some oranges, bought from a Greek merchant. He
will address the princess overwhelmed with an
intense emotion. The princess will answer him
respectfully, “[…] with warm words, kindly ones,
which touched the bottom of my heart”. However
he will be convinced that, the precarious state of
his health was the reason why made the princess
behaving affectionately. (Bethlen, 1736, 71)

The young man’s states of gealousy were
sometimes so intense that they made the young girl
laugh, “[…] several times I noticed her staring at
me and a laughter, on pretext of a joke”. Other
times, the princess retired to her bedroom feeling
embarrassed “[…] and she was leaving me in a
state which must have been provoked her mercy
beyond doubt”. (Bethlen, 1736, 110)
One evening, those two were taking care of the
prince’s state of health, as usual. At one point, he
will make an “insolent” gesture towards the
princess. Thus, when “[…] her hand was so close
to my face that I could kiss it, I did not think for a
minute if I was allowed to afford this liberty […]
this was made with such a passion and a
satisfaction for my part, that it would be
impossible to imagine, when you could not
describe the entire force of love”. Being
embarrassed, “[…] the princess moved her hand
gently and, without saying a word, or showing any
trace of sadness, left the apartment and did not
came back anymore”. The regrets he will make to
himself will be violent. On one hand, he will worry
because “[…] the prince’s grudge might follow
him if he found out of such a behaviour”. On the
other hand, the consequences of his action could

The following days, the prince being forced to
leave his palace in order to go in a military
campaign, the young man was around the princess
in many occasions“[…] watching her with his eyes
full of passion”. The young man’s valet knew the
woman who was always near the princess. The
valet will reveal her all the secrets that the young
man had shared with him. The looks of the young
man in love, being more and more persistent, the
princess will ask for
her governess advice
regarding this somehow embarrassing matter.
Without expecting such a question, this one will
reveal her that the young man is in love with her.
Not fully convinced by that, she will want to hear
it from the young man. Thus, one day, the princess
noticing the pale colour of his cheeks, will ask him
about the reason of his physical slight illness “[…]
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have been harmful to him in view of the fact that
“[…] I would never be able to see such a charming
thing”. The regrets will torture him all night long:
“[…] I couldn’t but blame myself of depriving me
of the only pleasure that I could hope for my love
[…] If I weren’t allowed to see her I would die!”
One thought tortured him mostly “[…] the thought
of dying full of despair of insulting the princess
and me having worth her sorrow”. (Bethlen, 1736
112-113)

[...] I know you suffer for me [...] but then I myself
tolerated all your glances and speeches that were
inspired by such a blind passion [...]”.(Bethlen,
1736, 120)
The young man tries to convince her that it was not
his intention for any second to cause her any
inconvenience, the respect and consideration he
felt for her would stop him behaving
disrespectfully: „[...] God forbidden, I have never
had any intention that could hurt your virtue in any
possible way because I resperct you too much”.
The young man will answer her deeply sad,
swearing her that „[...] I will supress even the
smallest desire that could make you suffer and you
will never see in my eyes, nor in my speeches, nor
in my actions, anything that could make you
suspect this vivid and pure passion which started in
my heart. (Bethlen, 1736, 121)

The next day, early in the morning, remorseful,
walking through the garden, he will try to find his
peace of mind, expecting the worst. He will be
seen by the princess. She will come to the young
man and call him, asking him to pick some cherries
for her. Deeply moved, full of compassion, fearing
at first, she will ask him to put an end at all these
“[…] the tenacity which became annoying”,
insisting on the fact that “[…] I also started to fear
that, further, you are not strong enough to prevent
such a breaking lose later that could lead to a
considerable injustice in future and be the cause of
your ruin”. She will advise him almost as a perent
do: “[…] you should put all these feelings of a
passion so little rational down […] or, if you are
witlessness or unable to overpower such a
damaging love, you don’t have any other option
but to leave the Court”. She will feel also obliged
to remind him that she is married “[…] you know
the commiment and the duty I have to the prince
that I had married” considering that “[…] it would
be an ungratefulness too big of my part if my
ingratitude were not at least as equal as his
constant gestures of tenderness towards me”. Last
but not least she asks him: “[…] to prevent the
unhappiness that my anger and indignation could
bring”. The princess ended this speech with a
nearly threatening voice “[…] she articulated these
last words using such an imposing tone of voice”
but at the same time “[…] so gentle”. (Bethlen,
1736, 115-117)

The princess wanted to assure him that she had no
doubt regarding this matter „[...] pure passion”, but
her position would be in danger if she answered his
feelings. (Bethlen, 1736, 122)
The young man will be extremely surprised when,
at the end, the princess suggested him to meet
again in the garden „[...] after the prince will fall
asleep”. He is happy but also vexed with the turn
that events had taken, „[...] this princess who
seemed to me so far so unwilling in offering me
even the slightest mark of her affection, had fixed
me an appointment and asked me to meet her again
in the garden, in order to declare me her feelings?
[...] what should I think of and what should I
guess?” (Bethlen, 1736, 123)
Happy but vexed, full of anxiety and hope, he will
go to the meeting four hours earlier, „[...] there, my
soul freed of any other thoughts, opened the way
for my imagination and I was making thousands of
plans of a claimed happiness which unfortunatelly
existed only in my mind”. He is possessed by
conflicting emotional states, „[...] I was feeling in
peace [...] but I was flattering myself thinking
about that lovely idea [...] but I didn’t spend much
time in that state of mind, because I was feeling the
disappointment at the same time”. Thoughts
nagging at him, he sits on a bench and a dullness
overpowers him, „[...]a deep sleep though, during
which I could see so very real all that I was feeling
deep inside my heart”.(Bethlen, 1736, 124)

The young man’s answer will melt the anger of the
young princess. He will answer her with a
declaration of his love, telling her: „[...] Your
recent marriage led me to the gates of death and I
stepped back in spite of eveything; the pallor on
my face, its sadness is a clear evidence [...] it was
impossible for me to give up my love and the only
thought of getting away from God is so cruel, that I
can not wish anything but death to shorten my
agony faster”. (Bethlen, 1736, 118)

The princess comes in the garden at the stated time
being surprised finding the young man sleeping.
The created situation will cheer her up, but „[...]
She couldn’t help herself laughing”, for which, the
young man will be embarrassed and feel as if he
„came out of the blue”. His clumsiness will go on,

The princess will express her sincere compassion
for the suffering she caused to him unwillingly,
„[...] but, seriously, what do you want me to do?
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resulting „[...] more and more laughters of the
princess”. (Bethlen, 1736, 125-126)

princess will upset the young man so much that
„[...] tears started running down on his cheeks”.

The princess told him that, due to the confused
political situation, she and the prince, had to leave
Alba-Iulia for hiding of the enemies, in the castle
of Deva. She knows every little detail about the
political situation from the principality, revealing
the political and military maneuvers of the former
prince against her husband, to the young man. She
especially emphasizes the prince’s flaws „[...]
which give the opportunity to his enemies to
develop their own strategies; he is little constant
and firm in his decisions; he listens to those who
suggest him to abdicate all too easily”. (Bethlen,
1736, 126-129)

He will go on with his lamentation hoping that
„[...] all his actions don’t cross the most resonable
and respectful lines” and declaring that „[...] I was
born only to love you and to stop myself
disappointing you all my life”. The reaction of the
princess will be unexpected, this one declaring that
„[...] she respects his feelings” but, „[...] do not
hope, love me but without hoping of anything,
everything is against us, my situation, the situation
I am in, there are obstacles everywhere and I will
not be able to cross them”. On the other hand, she
asks him to stop with his declarations of love,
otherwise she is forced to „[...] forbid him to see
her anymore” and, „[...] with a kind of emotion” in
her voice, she told him that she did not feel the
same for him. (Bethlen, 1736, 133)

He will meet her again in the garden of the castle
at Deva, few weeks later. Noticing his sadness, she
will ask him for the reasons which caused this state
of mind. He will answer her that his grief is caused
by unshared love. He will surprise her with a new
declaration of love, her reaction being extremely
harsh: „[...] why do you always want to do things
capable of making me angry?” This reaction of the

The princess will leave the Principality, and the
chronicler will not make any other reference
regarding this unfortunate love until the end of the
work.
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OBJECTS AND PRODUCTS OF POTTERS’ GUILD FROM THE COLLECTIONS OF THE
BRUKENTHAL NATIONAL MUSEUM AND ASTRA MUSEUM FROM SIBIU
Karla ROŞCA*
Raluca Maria FRÎNCU**
Abstract: The article presents objects of the Potters’Guild from the collection of the Brukenthal National
Museum and products of the same guild that are hosted in the collections of the Astra Museum, namely wine
cups that were used during the meetings of the guilds and the neighbrohoods.
Key words: Potters’guild, wine cups, neighbrohoods
Rezumat: Articolul prezintă obiecte ale breslei olarilor existente în colecţiile Muzeului Naţional Brukenthal
şi produse ale acestora din colecţiile Muzeului Astra, mai ales căni de vin folosit la întâlnirile breslelor şi
vecinătăţilor.
Cuvinte cheie: breasla olarilor, căni de vin, vecinătăţi
Transylvanian crafts experience, beginning with
the XIV-th century, a large development because
of guilds’ appearance. For 400 years, Sibiu was
one of the biggest craft center from the region, here
it was issued, on the 9th of November 1376, the
first statute that settled the way of guilds’
organizing from Sibiu, Sebeş, Sighişoara and
Orăştie (Vlaicu et alii 2003, 64). The provisions of
this statute settled the way of leading of the guild,
established the data of choosing the new
leadership, the rights and obligations of the
organization’s members, but also the fines that had
to be paid in case the statute’s provisions were not
complied. The craftsmen mentioned in documents
are: tanneries, leather men, butcher men, baker
men, blacksmiths; furriers, cutler men, weaver
men, tun men and not least, potters. The latter were
obliged to pay their participation to the guild with
„two florins, two pounds of wax, two tuns of wine,
and a feast” (Vlaicu et alii 2003, 64). The potters’
presence in this document demonstrates the craft’s
development and importance, providing the
necessary vessels for food preparation and building
the tile stoves (Pascu 1954, 69).
Crafts’ evolution and craftsmen’s increasing in the
XV-XVI-th centuries led to the issuing of new
statutes for each branch.
In 1539 The Saxon University issued a new statute
for the potters’ guild from Sibiu, from which there
were removed the „bad, unusuful or unnecessary
decisions” (Vlaicu et alii 2003, p. 327). Within the
eight articles, the statute presents the rights and

obligations of the guild’s members. In the first
article the guild’s members were notified about the
material obligations that had to be paid when
entering the guild; therefore an apprentice would
pay to his craftsman 4 florins and two pounds of
wax. From article number two we find out that the
fine paid by the worker who got married before
presenting the craftsman work was of two florins,
and the craftsman work consisted of a pot of 4
buckets (40 liters). The one who aspired to the
craftsman statute had to pay to the guild a fee of
six florins and for the meal, through which the
acceptance within the guild was recognized, one
florin. Article six presents the craftsmen’s
obligation to listen to their heads’ orders, otherwise
they had to pay to the guild one pound of wax;
lying or rank speeches adressed between craftsmen
were punished with two pounds of wax; quarrels
ending in fights or bloodshed were punished with a
fine of one silver mark. Guilds’ big worry was
avoiding
damaging
competition
between
craftsmen. In this document an important article
refers to compulsary membership in the guild. If
the craftsman had a good financial situation and he
did not register in the organisation he was
forbidden to practice the craft. Within the villages
where until 1539 there were no guilds the craft was
practiced by the
„Rieplern” and „Stören”
(„Rieplern”, Pfuscher” or „Hudlern”, did not learn
the craft according to „rippeln” guild’s request,
which means a wavy lifting of the pot on the
wheel, considered to be unprofessional, lacking of
skill. „Störer“ represent skilled potters who work
outside the guild) (Roşca, Klusch 2009, 200). In
order to protect their interests related to their

* Astra Museum Sibiu; karlaszente@yahoo.com
** Brukenthal National Museum; ralucafro@yahoo.com
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practiced craft, in the XVI-th century (Vlaicu et
alii 2003, p. 435), in Sibiu it was constituted a
Union of potters’ guilds, that comprised the guilds
from the most important craft centers of
Transylvania, obtaining in 1589, unique statutes
from the Saxon Congregation (Pascu 1954,
pHaving an important economical and social role,
guilds had also military role. Defending the city’s
walls was their obligation, according to the
document issued to Sibiu on 11th of September
1556, the potters’ guild participated, together with
the tins, to defending Haller Bastion (Vlaicu et alii
2003, p. 368). Arms and ammunition supply of the
guild’s tower was made from its funds; in an
inventory from 1575 we find out that in the
Potters’ Tower there were: 4 harquebuses, 3 half
harquebuses, 2 halberds, two armors, 4 hand guns,
two breastplates, two powder barrels Vlaicu et alii
2003, 368).
The same importance the guilds had on the
economical plan, neighbourhoods had it on the
social plan. Saxon neighbourhoods from
Transylvania were the only forms of local groups
from Europe, relatively pure, that were kept alive
until modern times, which were never feudalized
and interacted with the modern state under their
old form. Adopting the guilds’ model they were
leaded by a father, they had identification objects
such as - the box where they kept the documents
and money from fines and contributions, the sign,
the seal, the flag and they were guided by
statutes. In the „Judgement Day”, which had place
in the Ash Wednesday, was elected the
neighbourhood father - Nachbarhann, the young
father – Jungerer Nachbarvater and the Elders
Council - Altschaft. On the feast that followed the
„Fasching”, the wine improved and befriended the
spirits, or it became the reason for new
punishments for next year (Roşca, Klusch 2009,
201).
The guilds and the Neighbourhoods were in
Transylvania, until the XIX-th century, because of
their roles, viable institutions that coordinated and
influenced the whole economical, social and
cultural life of urban communities.

CATALOGUE
Guild objects
1.Potters guild sign from Biertan (foto 1-2)
Workshop: Transylvanian
Commissionar: potters guild
Material/ Technics: wood; painting, brass, beating
Dimensions: L: 16,4 cm; W: 14 cm; T: 1,1 cm
Brief description: Guild sign made of soft wood,
having the form of a heraldic shield. The sign is
painted dark brown, on one side is written in white
the inscription: „Töpfer Altschaft Zeichen”. On the
other side is written also in white the year 1766,
and in the bottom there is drawn a stylized flower.
On the upper part of the piece there is set in four
rivets, a brass ring for hanging. The decor,
representing vegetal spiral ornaments, is made by
sculpturing.
Inv. no.: M4198 / 4625
Brukenthal National Museum, History Museum –
Altemberger House
2. Potters Guild Box from Sibiu (foto 3)
Workshop: Transylvanian;
Commissionar: potters guild
Material/technics: wood; carving; iron; painting,
forging;
Dimensions: L: 72 cm; H: 56,5 cm; W: 41 cm;
Dating:1883
Brief description: potters guild box worked in
vulgarized baroque style, has rectangular form,
carved legs and raised cover. The box’s exterior
was painted in yellowish brown oil colour. The
interior face of the cover presents on gray fond the
inscription: „Für die Ehrsame Töpfner Zunft /
Paulus Löw Zunft Meister / Daniel Kaufmann
Beisitz Meister/ Samuel Foris Zunft Schreiber/
Michael Lienert / Thomas Schuster junger Zunft
Meister / Joseph Mild Beisitz Meister/ Martin
Wagner/ Karl Thazl/ Michael Schneider/ Samuel
Pillner/ Michael Budeker”; on the right bottom
corner is signed: „C. Moefert”. The box has two
handles, two painted hinges from cast iron. In the
interior of the box there is a drawer where there
were kept the guild’s money.
Inv. no.: M5059 / 14671
Brukenthal National Museum, History Museum –
Altemberger House
Bibliography: Doina Nägler, „Guild Boxes
Collection of Brukentha Museuml”, in Studies and
Communications, Brukenthal Museum, vol.13

Potters’ guild is identified in our museums’
collections both through specific objects, sign, box,
as well as through products worked by potter
craftsmen. We analized guild and neighbourhood
pots present in great number in our ceramics
collection of ASTRA Museum from Sibiu/ “Emil
Sigerus” Saxon Ethnographic Museum to bring
into focus the two organizing forms that guided
economical and social life from Middle Ages until
Modern Age.

3.Potters Guild Sign from Sibiu (foto 4-5)
Workshop: Transylvanian
Commissionar: Potters guild from Sibiu
Material/Technics: brass, casting
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Dimensions: H: 11,9 cm; W:11,7 cm
Dating: 1860
Description: Potters guild sign made of brass, in
shape of heraldic shield. On one side there is the
inscription: „VOR STEHER DER EHRSAME
TOPFNER INNUNG 1860”; and on the other side
the name: „Michael Lienerth”. The sign has
hanging ring from the same material.
Inv. no.: M 7672
Brukenthal National Museum, History Museum –
Altemberger House

Dating:1722
Dimensions:H:47cm; Db:17,5cm; Dg:25cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth
equipped with handle. Decorated through
applications of zoomorphic, avimorphic and
geometrical motives. On the neck, on the body, on
the handle level there are rosettes. On the jug body
there is the inscription: AN-1772. Initials T.S.L.
Inv. no.:2533-C/8303 B
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu

Potters guild’s products

3.Wine Jug (foto 9)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, ornament in
projection and applied, burned twice
Colour: brick, green
Assignment: Rupea, Braşov
Origin:Apold, Sibiu
Dating: 1747
Dimensions: H:41cm; Db:18 cm; Dg:25,5 cm
Brief summary: Wine jug with biloba mouth
equipped with handle, decorated on the whole
surface, with applications in projection which were
afterwards incised. Decorative motives: floral,
fitomorphic and skeomorphic. Illegible inscription:
Vivat ihr r..., plaw surrounded by the initials
SG.SA. CA, on both sides of the handle „rein
Laß...FGSHein“. The piece probably belonged to a
neighbourhood and the initials are of the
Neighbourhood fathers.
Inv.no.: 4677-C
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu

1.Jug (foto 6-7)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, decorated
by incision, burned twice.
Colour: brick, green
Assignment: Drăuşeni type , Braşov
Origin: Buyed with 10 K from Joh. Klettner from
Biertan
Dating:1700
Dimensions: H:26cm; Db:12,8cm, Dg:2 cm
Brief description: Jug with voluminous body,
flattened on one side, where there is the
inscription: Dieser Krug ist nicht zutrauen man
muß dem Meister/ Zum Ersten mal daaiß (darauß)
zu trincken /Geben so wird man das nach sicher
darauß trincke, , framed in geometrical, floral and
anthropomorphic motives. On the opposite side
there is a second inscription: ANO 1700 SHKF. As
shown from the inscriptions the jug was probably
the property of a guild from Biertan and it was
used to craftsmen’s meetings.
Translation: You must not trust in this jug, You
must first give the craftman to drink from it. Doing
so you can safely drink from it. .
Inv. no.:1021-C/4590 B
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
Bibliography:: Karla Roşca, Horst Klusch, Guild,
Haban and Manufacturing Ceramics from
Transylvania, Honterus Publishing House, Sibiu,
2010

4.Wine jug (foto 10)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, ornament in
projection, applied and painted by brush, burned
twice.
Colour: brick, green, brown
Assignment: Sibiu
Origin: Cisnădioara - Sibiu, Emil Sigerus
Collection, SKV Museum
Dating: 1757
Dimensions: H:35,5cm; Db: 17cm; Dg: 26,3cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba circular
mouth, equipped with handle, with centrally
disposed decor. The illegible inscription is painted
in heart form framed by a wreath made of floral,
fitomorphic motives and an antropomorphic mask.
According to old inventory register the piece
belonged to a Neighbourhood.

2.Wine Jug (foto 8)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, ornament in
projection, burned twice
Colour: brick, green
Assignment: Ocna Sibiului
Origin: Apold
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Inv. no.: 2019-C/8300 B
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu

Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, ornament in
projection, applied, burned twice.
Colour: brick, green
Assignment: Ocna Sibiului, Sibiu
Origin: Slimnic, Sibiu, it was bought with 7
florins from craftsman David
Dating:1772
Dimensions: H: 41,5 cm; Db: 19,3 cm; Dg: 26 cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth,
curved body, divided into eight slices of melon,
wide handle with “festooned” edges and three
drinking teats. The jug surface is decorated with
applied high buttons and stamped rosettes,
centrally there is a small medallion with two birds,
presenting floral motives on the interior side and
the inscription: ANNO 1772, painted by horn in
black.
Inv. no.: 1882-C/2307 B
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu

5.Wine Jug (foto 11)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, ornament in
projection, applied and incised, burned twice.
Colour: brick, green
Assignment: Nocrich, Sibiu
Origin: unknown
Dating: 1761
Dimensions: H: 41cm; Db: 19cm; Dg: 25 cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth
equipped with two lateral handles. The decor is
centrally placed and represents antropomorphic
(two masks) and geometric motives. Inscription.
Georg Gast. Der Schönberger Brüderschaft....Joan
Orelt......In translation this jug was made by the
potter Georg Gast for Johann Orelt from the Sons
Association from Dealu Frumos.
Inv. no.:5367-C
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
Bibliography:: Karla Roşca, Horst Klusch, Guild,
Haban and Manufacturing Ceramics from
Transylvania, Honterus Publishing House, Sibiu,
2010

8.Wine Jug (foto 14)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, applied
ornament and brush painted inscription, burned
twice
Colour: brick, green, brown
Assignment: South of Transylvania
Origin: unknown
Dating: 13.of May 1776
Dimensions: H: 38 cm; Db: 19,3 cm; Dg: 22 cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth
equipped with handle. The decor is realized by
applied rosettes. The inscription is painted: „Lustig
ihr Brüder, seid frölich in Eurem Essen und
Trinken mit eigenem Mund“ and in translation:
“Brothers be happy, eat and drink with your own
mouth!” The jug belonged, according to the
inscription, to a sons’ neighbourhood.
Inv. no.:5005-C
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu

6.Wine jug (foto 12)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, ornament in
projection, applied and incised, burned twice.
Colour: brick, green, dark brown
Assignment: Sighişoara, Mureş
Origin: Valea Viilor, Sibiu
Dating: 1765
Dimensions: H: 38 cm; Db: 19,3 cm; Dg: 22 cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth
equipped with handle. The is centrally placed (a
heart with an incised inscription) and lateral
(applied masks and rosettes). The piece is dated
with applied figures 1765 and the signs of a Sons
Neighbourhood. On the jug’s body there is a
monogram M.V and the inscription:BRUDER LAST
UNS LUSTIG Seyn DEN DER Wein FLIEST
GUTT HINEIN in translation: Brothers be happy,
because there is wine pouring inside!
Inv. no.:1222-C/8306 B
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu

9.Wine Jug (foto 15-16)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, applied
ornament, incised, brush painted, burned twice
Colour: brick, green, brown
Assignment: Sebeş, Alba
Origin: Gârbova, Sibiu, Emil Sigerus Collection,
SKV Museum
Dating: 1778

7.Wine Jug (foto 13)
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Dimensions: H:33,4cm; Db:19,5cm; Dg:26,2cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth,
equippes with one lateral wide handle, decorated
with an incised motive and a mask to the base. The
jug body is decorated with applied rosettes, which
depict a small garnet apple and decorative motives
incised in grape shape. The jug presents the
monogram TM and the year 1778. According to the
sign from the base of the handle, the piece
probably belonged to a neighbourhood.
Inv. no.:1764-C/8296B
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
Bibliography:: Karla Roşca, Horst Klusch, Guild,
Haban and Manufacturing Ceramics from
Transylvania, Honterus Publishing House, Sibiu,
2010

Dimensions: H:28,5cm; Db:13,2cm; Dg: 14,2cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth,
equipped with handle. The jug’s body is decorated
with the chess table motive, and stalks disposed in
horizontal bands. Cebtrally and under the handle
there is a yellow medallion with the initials I.F,
probably the potter craftman’s stamp. At the base,
the jug is horn painted with the inscription
„A.1812.I:F“.
Inv. no.: 1739-C/596 A
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
Bibliography:: Karla Roşca, Horst Klusch, Guild,
Haban and Manufacturing Ceramics from
Transylvania, Honterus Publishing House, Sibiu,
2010
12.Wine Jug (foto 19)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, applied
ornament, burned twice
Colour: brick, green
Assignment: Sibiu
Origin: Sibiu, SKV Museum
Dating: 1818
Dimensions: H:42cm; Db:16,3cm; Dg:22,5cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth,
equipped with handle. On the jug’s body, centrally
it is decorated with a heart of leafs, inside which
there is applied a mask and nine rosettes. On the
lateral sides the jug is decorated with three masks,
rosettes and dated 1818. The decor on the jug’s
body suggests that it belonged to a neighbourhood.
Inv. no.:2022-C/8302 B
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
Bibliography:: Karla Roşca, Horst Klusch, Guild,
Haban and Manufacturing Ceramics from
Transylvania, Honterus Publishing House, Sibiu,
2010

10.Wine Jug (foto 17)
Material/Tehnică: clay, sand, mica, oxidant
combustion; The piece is modelled on the potter’s
wheel, applied ornament, burned once
Colour: brick
Assignment: Sibiu
Origin: Sibiu, SKV Museum
Dating: 1791
Dimensions: H:38,8cm; Db:19,5cm; Dg: 26,2cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth,
with strongly spherical body, equipped with one
wide and flat handle. On the jug’s body, there is
centrally applied in projection a leaf garland,
which presents on the interior a potter’s wheel with
a water jug on it. On the interior side of the garland
there is dated 1791 and the initial T, probably from
Töpfer. On the exterior side of the garland there are
applied the initials M.W, probably of the active
partner. The jug was made for the potters’ guild
from Sibiu.
Inv. no.:2030-C/8304 B
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
Bibliography:: Karla Roşca, Horst Klusch, Guild,
Haban and Manufacturing Ceramics from
Transylvania, Honterus Publishing House, Sibiu,
2010

13. Wine jug (foto 20)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, ornament in
projection, applied and incised, burned twice
Colour: brick, green
Assignment: Ocna Sibiului, Sibiu
Origin: Făgăraş, Braşov, donation
Dating: 1818
Dimensions:H.38cm;
D
basei:
15,7cm;
Drim:15,8cm
Brief description: Wine jug af the Harness Guild
Brotherhood from Făgăraş, with round mouth

11.Wine Jug (foto 18)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, brush and
horn painted ornament, burned twice.
Colour: brick, blue, yellow, brown and green
Assignment: Bistriţa
Origin: Ilva Mare, Bistriţa-Năsăud
Dating: 1812
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equipped with two handles. The jug’s body is
decorated with the life treei framed by two birds
and applied rosettes. At the maximum diameter
level and under it ther is an inscription in Gothic
German: PRO ANNO 1818 MIECHAEL
SCHUSTER lost diese Kanne Machen Vor die
Gürtler Bruderschafft. Diese Horn ist Gemacht
Worden ins Fogarasch bei - Johanns Mans Zunftmeister - de 10-ten September(?) - Johann
Ongert- Georg Friczman (?.
In translation“ PRO ANOa 1818. MIECHAEL
SCHUSTER The Harness Guild from Făgăraş
ordered in year 1818 this jug with handles for two
guild craftsmen, to the potter Johanns MansJohann Ongert- Georg Friczman (?) “.
Inv. no..1060 C/8471 B
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
Bibliography:: Karla Roşca, Horst Klusch, Guild,
Haban and Manufacturing Ceramics from
Transylvania, Honterus Publishing House, Sibiu,
2010

“Ano 18_31den 16-ten April”. On the jug’s bottom,
decorated on the top side with flower garlands it is
painted the inscription: Gemacht worden/ von
Samuel Rohrman/ von Mediasch Geburtig ein/
Present de Hafner Bruderschaft/ als der 1-te Alt
Gesel in Sches-/ burg den 26-ten April/1831. From
this inscription it is clear that this work was made
by Samuel Rohrman from Mediaş, first senior of
journeymen:
Inv. no.:2017-C/4550 B
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
Bibliography:: Karla Roşca, Horst Klusch, Guild,
Haban and Manufacturing Ceramics from
Transylvania, Honterus Publishing House, Sibiu,
2010
15. Wine Jug (foto 23)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, glaze,
oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled on the
potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, ornament in
projection, applied and incised, burned twice
Colour: brick, white-yellow, green and brown
Assignment: Sighişoara, Mureş
Origin: potters’guild from Sighişoara, Mureş
Dating:1835
Dimensions: H:32cm; Db:15,4cm; Dg:23,7cm
Brief description: Wine jug of journeymen potter
brotherhood, with biloba mouth equipped with one
wide handle. The decor is made of a girdle of five
applied water jugs and a garland made of leaves
inside which there is incised the inscription:
Vohrsteher/Georgüs/ Behrr,/ Muchall/Grell/ 1835/.
The jug was made for the potters’ guild from
Sighişoara.
Inv no.:2018-C/4551 B
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
Bibliography:: Karla Roşca, Horst Klusch, Guild,
Haban and Manufacturing Ceramics from
Transylvania, Honterus Publishing House, Sibiu,
2010

14.Wine Jug (foto 21-22)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, ornament in
projection, applied and incised, burned twice
Colour: brick, white – yellow, green and brown
Assignment: Sighişoara, Mureş
Origin: potters’ guild from Sighişoara, Mureş
Dating: 1831
Dimensions: H:32cm; Db:14,5cm; Dg:18,2cm
Brief description: Wine jug of journeymen potter
brotherhood, with biloba mouth, equipped with one
wide handle. The jug’s body is decorated with a
girdle made of nine applied water jugs, four of
them have above painted the initials: M.St, I.B.,
St.R., G.P. Centrally there is incised a girdle made
of leaves and flowers, inside which it is the
inscription: „Beyde/ Beisitzer Meister/ Georg
Berr,/ Michael Grell,/ Stephan Berr,/ Alt Gesel./
Samuel Bohrman,/ Jung Alt Gesel,/ Georg Hintz“.
These are the names of two craftsmen, of a guild’s
head and of the senior head of journeymen. On
both sides of the central decor there are other two
inscriptions:”Die Edle Haffner Kunst ./ Wirdt
leider nur zu oft,/ von manchen Taugenichts
verstimmelt und verhutz“ and „Ein guter Haffner/
muß auch gutes werkzeug haben/, und seine Seele
oft/ aus dieser Kanne laben“; in translation “A
good potter must have good tools and fill his soul
using this jug” and “Potter’s art is unfortunately
very often disproved by some people” On the
handle area there are painted two inscriptions:
“Bey Michel S. Wagner Gemacht worden”and

16.Wine Jug (foto 24-25)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, glaze,
oxidant combustion; The jug is modelled on the
potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, incised ornament,
burned twice
Colour: brick, white – yellow and brown
Assignment: Sighişoara, Mureş
Origin: Sibiu, S.K.V. Museum, donation from
Emil Sigerus
Dating: 1889
Dimensions: H:31,3cm; Db:14,2cm; Dg: 25 cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth
equipped with one handle, decorated with an
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central area of the jug, the potters from Sebeş
decorated this jug with girdles, signs of
neighbourhood, and the initials of the most
important persons from the community. On the
jug’s
body
there
is
the
inscription:
“Nachbarschafts-Kanne
I:H:
Nachbarvater
C.F.J.S., 1843, Mühllbach”, from which we deduct
that this is a neighbourhood jug made by a potter
with the initials I: H, for the Neighbourhood
fathers C.F and .J.S from Sebeş.
Inv. no.: 1063-C /8997 B.
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
Bibliography:: Karla Roşca, Horst Klusch, Guild,
Haban and Manufacturing Ceramics from
Transylvania, Honterus Publishing House, Sibiu,
2010

applied girdle. The jug’s body is painted with
floral motives, centrally a heart is represented
inside which there is a plow and the inscription
Georg Ziegler Wolkerdorf nr.34-1889, 1/5Mai, in
translation:. Georg Ziegler Vulcan nr.34-1889, 1/5
Mai. Under the heart, from a pot there starts two
branches with leaves that frame an inscription
found on both sides of the heart:”Hald mein
Frennd ich bin ja lehr Füll mich an so bin ich sind
wasser nicht denn nur zum Wein bin ich zugericht.
Hald mein Frend ich bin ja lehr, füll mich an sobin
ich schiver schenke an die Gläßer von mir, ein
saust Kallh bei dier. Bein Gott nicht lin“.
Translation: “Stop my friend, I am empty. Fill me
in so that I will be full. I am for water, I was not
prepared for wine. Stop my friend. I am empty, fill
me in and then I will become harder. Pour me in
glasses...”. The jug probably belonged to a
neighbourhood.
Inv. no.: 1221-C/14.569 B
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu

19.Wine Jug (foto 28)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, glaze,
oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled on the
potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, brush and horn
painted ornament, burned twice
Colour: brick, white-yellow, blue
Assignment: Drăuşeni, Braşov
Origin: unknown
Dating: 1863
Dimensions: Î: 24,5 cm; Db:11,3 cm; Dg: 14,3 cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth
equipped with one handle, which is ended in the
inferior side in a snail shape. The piece centrally
presents the inscription: „Eures Leben euch zu
freun ,schenkt euch diesen Krug ein, trinkt ihn aus
und legt ihn nieder, füllt ihn wieder.“ ; in
translation: “To enjoy life, pour in this jug, empty it
and fill it in again”. On the superior and inferior
sides the inscription is framed by the chess table
motive, at the base it is dated 1863.
Inv. no.: 2188-C
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
Bibliography:: Karla Roşca, Horst Klusch, Guild,
Haban and Manufacturing Ceramics from
Transylvania, Honterus Publishing House, Sibiu,
2010

17.Wine Jug (foto 26)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, applied and
incised ornament, burned twice
Colour: brick, green
Assignment: Sebeş, Alba
Origin: Slimnic, Sibiu
Dating: 1850
Dimensions: H:31cm; Db:15,5 cm; Dg: 20 cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth
equipped with handle. The jug’s body is decorated
in projection with applied rosettes and the
inscription “Johann Sihvert, Die Februarii 30 XX
1850 VIVAT”. The jug probably belonged to a
neighbourhood.
Inv. no.: 3800 C
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
18.Wine Jug (foto 27)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, applied and
incised ornament, burned twice
Colour: brick, green
Assignment: Sebeş, Alba
Origin: Sibiu, S.K.V. Museum
Dating: 1843
Dimensions: H:39cm; Db:20,5 cm; Dg: 28 cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth
equipped with handle. The decor is disposed on the

20.Wine Jug (foto 29-30)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, glaze,
oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled on the
potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, ornament in
projection, applied and incised, burned twice
Colour: brick, white-yellow, green, English red
Assignment: Copşa Mare, Sibiu
Origin: Sighişoara, Mureş
Dating: 1873
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Dimensions: H:36; Db:20; Dg: 26
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth,
with beak, without handle. Under the beak, there is
projected a roses girdle supported on the superior
side by two angels. On the interior and exterior
sides of the girdle it is incised the inscription:
Diese Kane wird verehret von Fried. Morth
Topfner Meister in Gross Kopisch. An das ehrsame
u. gelobte…bei Kirchen? U. Schulunterricht? In
unser Crist Ewangelischer Gemeinde in Gross
Kopisch. Welche Nahmentlich sich bis im Kranze
der Engelem und unter dem Angesicht Jesu Cristu
im finden. Sollen leben Hoch? Hocuh u. mit einem
Wiwort Hoch solange es de wille Gotes erlaubt.
Gross Kopisch am 28 December 1873. Translation:
This jug is donated by Fried. Morth, the potter
craftsman from Copşa Mare, to the honored and
praised church and to the Evangelical Church
from Copşa Mare, which are protected by angels
and in Jesus Christ’s care. Live long, upper and
upper, as much God allows! Copşa Mare, 28 th of
december 1873
Inv. no.:1801-C
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu

22.Wine Jug (foto 32)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, ornament in
projection, applied and incised, burned twice
Colour: brick, green
Atribuire: Valea Hârtibaciului
Provenienţa: bought from Katharina Bartesch
from Avrig, Sibiu.
Dating:1884
Dimensions:H: 38cm; Dg: 25cm; Db: 20,7cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth
equipped with one handle. On the jug’s body,
centrally it is decorated a heart inside which it is
incised the inscription „I.Weber, K.baier, Peter
Auner, M.Meterr. 1884“ , A. Knecht I.K.. The jug
belonged to a Neighbourhood.
Inv. no.:1059-C/4688 B
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
23.Wine Jug (foto 33-34)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, glaze,
oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled on the
potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, incised ornament,
burned twice
Colour: brick, white - yellow
Assignment: Sighişoara, Mureş
Origin: Sibiu
Dating: 1891
Dimensions: H: 40,5 cm; Dg: 25cm; Db: 18 cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth
and flat handle. The decor represents a heart inside
which appears the name of Jon.Schwarz and the
date 1891 1/11, underneath there are various tools
necessary to agriculture: plaw, harrow, rake, fork,
scythe, flail, barrel, vineyard knife, vine, glass. On
both sides of the heart there are two inscriptions:
„Hald mein Freund ich bin ja lehr, vül mich an so
bin ich schwer. Aber nur mit Wasser nicht denn
nur zum Wein bin ich gericht. Schenk die Gläser
von mir so kehrt ein jeder Gast bei dier ja ein
Wiehwaht hoch ... Glück, Freude, Lieb und Wein,
braucht ihre Lebensbahn, und die reinste
Himmelssonne, reicht ihnen allen Segen dar, sei
wohl in ihr Herz begehrt, Diese Gaben zwar klein,
jedoch von Herzen rein, wandeln Sie auf Rosen
lange Zeit, bis die Ewigkeit:” In translation:“ Stop
my friend, I am empty, if you fill me in I will be
heavier. But do not fill me in with water because I
am prepared for wine. Pour in glasses, so that
every guest enters your house with pleasure. One
needs luck, pleasure, love and wine on the life’s
road and the most brightning sun on the sky, they
are necessary for blessing. All these must be asked
by your heart. These gifts, although they are small,

21. Wine Jug (foto 31)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, ornament in
projection, applied and incised, burned twice
Colour: brick, green
Assignment: South of Transylvania (?)
Origin: Şura Mică, Sibiu
Dating:1876
Dimensions: H:40cm; Dg: 29cm; Db: 20 cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth
and wide handle. On the central of the piece it is
applied a heart inside which it is incised an
inscription, partially illegible: zu einen frohen
Bauern Leben/ Muß der Schöpfer(?) Wein auch
geben/ Dann ohne ….(?) und ohne Wein/ Muß das
Leben allend sein/ Komt das trinken nur
der…/dann lauf ich nicht mehr vor dem Todt /
Vivat/ Es leben die Kleinschelker/ Oktober
……..1876. .On both sides of the heart there are
incised two identical inscriptions: „Gewidmet/
Georg Draser/ Itrenträger/ Johann Geiger/
Nachbarvater/ 1876.“, a life tree, framed by two
pairs of women with baskets full of fruits and
vegetables. As deducted from the inscription, the
jug belonged to a neighbourhood from Şeica Mică
Inv. no.: 2020-C/16.690 B
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
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but clean as your heart, are always walking on
roses”.
On the handle J. Platz, probably the potter’s name.
The jug belonged to Neighbourhood.
Inv. no.:4208-C
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
Bibliography:: Karla Roşca, Horst Klusch, Guild,
Haban and Manufacturing Ceramics from
Transylvania, Honterus Publishing House, Sibiu,
2010

Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, glaze,
oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled on the
potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, incised ornament,
burned twice
Colour: brick, white- yellow
Assignment: Sighişoara, Mureş
Origin: Sibiu
Dating: 1904
Dimensions: H: 31 cm; Dg: 22,5 cm; Db: 16 cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth
equipped with one dusty handle. The decor
represents a heart inside which appears the year
1904, the name and city: Johann HelwigLandmann in Deutsch Kreutz, and under it a
stylized plow. On the lateral sides there can be read
the inscriptions: „Hald maein Freund ich bin ja
leer vühl/füll/ mich an so bin ich schwer schenk die
Glässer aus mir ein sonst kehrt kein Gast bei dir
mehr ein! Winhwaht, Wihwaht zum Trank“ and „
Hald mein Freund ich bin ja lehr, vühl mich an so
bin ich schwer aber nur zum Wasser nicht
nachfüllen, denn nur zum Wein bin ich zugericht,
Wihwaht, Hoch, Hoch“. In translation:“Stop my
friend because I am empty, if you fill me in I am
harder. Pour in glasses, so that every guest enters
your place with joy. Cheers! Cheers! Stop my
friend, I am empty. Fill me in so that I will be full,
but not with water, with wine. Vivt! Up, up!”
On top of the handle there is another inscription:
Johann Loell, and on the handle J.P. (J. Platz),
probably the potter that made the jug. The jug
belonged to a Neighbourhood.
Inv. no.: 4209-C
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu

24.Wine Jug (foto 35-36)
Material/Technics: clay, slip, oxides, plumb
glaze, oxidant combustion; The piece is modelled
on the potter’s wheel, slipped, glazed, applied
ornament in projection, burned twice
Colour: brick, green
Assignment: Ocna Sibiului (?)
Origin: Sibiu
Dating: the XIX-th century
Dimensions: H: 34,5 cm; Dg: 24 cm; Db: 17 cm
Brief description: Wine jug with biloba mouth
equipped with handle. The piece centrally presents,
in a medallion made of points and oak leaves in
projection, a double – headed eagle with crown
and the initials L and R. The maximum diameter of
the jug is decorated with a girdle symbolizing the
stylized life tree. The jug belonged to a
Neighbourhood.
Inv. no.: 4680-C
ASTRA Museum Collection / “Emil Sigerus”
Saxon Ethnographical Museum from Sibiu
25.Wine Jug (foto 37-38)
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DOMENIAL RECORDS AND MONASTIC LIFE
THE ARPAŞUL DE JOS MONASTERY

Susana ANDEA*
Avram ANDEA**

Abstract: The paper presents, in the first part, some general considerations regarding the past of the
Romanian monasteries of Transylvania, their legal and ecclesiastical status, and the methodological
principles used in their investigation.
In the second part the paper deals with a case study illustrated by the monastery of Arpaşul de Jos village,
Sibiu county. The reconstruction of its history – with its complex spiritual, cultural and economic function −
is achieved on the basis of two unpublished documents from years 1753 and 1764, preserved at the Cluj
Directorate of the National Archives, in the collection of the Teleki of Luna family.
Keywords: Orthodox monastery, monastic teaching, book inventory, monastic property
Rezumat: Lucrarea prezintă în primele pagini consideraţii generale referitoare la istoricul mănăstirilor
româneşti din Trasilvania, statutul legal şi ecleziastic alături de metodele de cercetare. Partea a doua
prezintă un studiu de caz, anume mănăstirea din Arpaşu de Jos, judeţul Sibiu. Creionarea istoriei acesteia
cu funcţiunile spirituale, culturale şi economice se bazează pe documente nepublicate din anii 1753, 1764
păstrate în Arhivele Naţionale, filiala Cluj, colecţia familiei Teleki de Luna.
Cuvinte-cheie: mănăstire ortodoxă, învăţătură monastică, inventar de carte, proprietate monastică
The history of Romanian monasteries in Făgăraş
region is difficult to reconstruct due to the lack of
sufficient sources on their foundation, founders
and donors. In most cases we are unaware of how
these monastic buildings were founded, or of how
their inhabitants lived. Also, detailed inventories
for monasteries which record their movable and
immovable properties or registers containing the
names of benefactors or donors who were
mentioned at holy service are only extant from
later periods, beginning with the 18th century.

candle holders and candelabra, crosses and plates),
records on books used by the monks, or various
official documents that incidentally mention them.
Toponymy and oral traditions of the locals have
also been observed; these stand as evidence for the
existence of these monasteries nearby villages,
many of them also confirmed by written evidence.
A more recent result in revealing the places of
monasteries no longer existent is yielded by
archaeological research and excavations, which
have already proven useful and efficient.

The scarcity of documents can largely be explained
by the disfavoured status of Romanian monasteries
belonging to the Orthodox faith, excluded from the
“received” (recepta), that is, officially recognized
religions of the country.

In addition to their usual spiritual role, the monks
of Romanian monasteries were also organizers of
schools, preparing priests, deacons, cantors and
school teachers highly needed by churches and
village schools. By this role the history of
Romanian monasteries is also part of the history of
education. It comes as no surprise, therefore, that
towards the mid-19th century the one-time didactic
function of Romanian
monasteries
was
rediscovered in the context of discussions on the
fate of Romanian education (Gazeta Transilvaniei,
X, 1847, 313).1

Due to the lack of direct evidence, researchers
dealing with the history of these monasteries had to
make use of indirect sources, such as architectural
characteristics, inscriptions, objects that belonged
to them (bells and censers, icons and shrouds,
*
“Babeş
–
Bolyai”University,
Cluj
Napoca;
Eandeas@yahoo.co.uk
** Romanian Academy of Science, andeaavram@yahoo.co.uk
This work is part of the project financed by the Ministry of
National Education CNCS-UEFISCDI, nr. PN II-ID-PCE2012-4-0579; the title of the project is Între public şi privat.
Practici ale scrisului în Transilvania (sec.XIII-XVII) (Between
Public and Private. Uses of Writing in Transylvania [13th-17th
century), project manager: Susana Andea.

1

See the letter addressed on 1 October 1847 to one of
the gazettes of Braşov, proposing that several
monasteries of Transylvania (Şopteriu, Nicula, Strâmba,
Petrid, Berchiş, Măjina şi Silvaş) be reactivated as
schools for the neighbouring villages.
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One of the over thirty monasteries of Făgăraş
region, or Olt County as called by the locals, was
founded nearby the village of Arpaşul de Jos, a
settlement located on the road between Braşov and
Sibiu. Here, in an oak forest called Podeiul by the
locals a clearing was cut and a monastery built,
dedicated to the Assumption of Mary. The material
remains of this settlement have long been
preserved, indicating its placement and standing as
evidence for the church of the monastery and the
monks’ cells. From here, it was easy to cross the
mountains to Wallachia (Grama 1935, 1-3, see also
Pâclişanu 1919, 152; Meteș 1936, 75-76).

Jos or in the churches of nearby villages contain
various records that stand as evidence for their
donors.
One of these donors was priest Ion Niacşa, “son of
priest Rad from Arpaş-de-Jos” [“săn <fiu> popii
Rad den Arpaş-de-Jos”] who donated to the church
in 1727–1728 a Euchologhion or Molitvelnic
(prayer book) printed at Târgovişte in 1713. After
a while the book ended up, under unknown
circumstances, in the Orthodox church or the
neighbouring village of Lisa (Iorga 1906, 124). In
that very year another donation was made, of the
Gospel printed in Bucharest in 1723, accompanied
by a similar note (Iorga 1906, 124). This same
priest Ion also donated to the monastery in
1733−1734 two other books brought from
Wallachia: a Triodion from Râmnic (1731) and an
Octoechos from Bucharest, printed by Stoica
Iacovici in 1709 (Iorga 1906, 43).

The published urbaria of Făgăraş region from the
17th century contain no record of monastery at
Arpaşul de Jos (Prodan et alli 1970; Prodan et alli
1976). Supposedly the Calvinist church hierarchy,
to which the Romanian church of Făgăraş district
was subordinated, restricted the development of
local monasticism with the exception of those
founded on estates owned by the boyar and
princely families of Wallachia.

The records on the books preserved thus the name
of Priest Ion, one of the oldest and most generous
spiritual supporters of the monastery. He was the
son of priest Radu of Arpaşul de Jos, who is
mentioned as ”Popa Radu boier” in several
documents of pawning or warrant between years
1682 and 1719 (Teleky 15, f.6). Supposedly, Priest
Ion was ordained in Wallachia and this was where
he had probably acquired some of the four books
printed in Târgovişte, Bucharest or Râmnic.

The earliest record of the Arpaşul de Jos monastery
comes from the investigation undertaken in several
villages of Făgăraş region on the orders of
Emperor Charles VI in July 1726. On this occasion
several boyars complained about Count József
Teleki occupying two mills and a mill place,
restricting their access to mountain pastures and
usuring the Albota mountain. Moreover, he
forbade them to produce their own liqueur for
private use and ignored their traditional innkeeping
privilege. According to the 1726 investigations, the
abuses peaked with the lord’s measures of
punishment against two blind inhabitants of the
monastery in the village forest, fined with 12
florins for selling liqueur (Meteș 1935, 283-284).

Such books were quite rare, although useful both
for the monks and the youth who were taught in
the monasteries to read, write, and sing as well as
the ordinance of holy mass, to become priests and
cantors in churches. These activities, as well as the
functioning of a school explained the presence of
schoolmaster Toma, who sold a Chiriacodromion
(a gospel book) printed in Bucharest (1732) to
priest Stroe of the neighbouring village of Drăguş
(Iorga 1906, 92).

This is to say that, according to this document, the
monastery or rather the small monastic site of the
village had already existed in July 1726. The
boyars’ complaints fail to mention the age of the
monastery, or to name the two inhabitants. The
monastery was located on the Teleki family estate,
whose forcible and hostile practices however could
not destroy it. On the contrary, the monastery
surrounded and financially supported by the
villagers and people from the neighbourhood
consolidated in the course of time, increasing its
fortune and the number of its inhabitants.

Monk Isaia of Arpaşul de Jos was also an
inhabitant of the monastery, who donated an
Antologhion (a kind of sermonary) printed at
Râmnic (1737) on 7 July 1757 (Literat 1999, 178).
The financial support that the locals granted to the
monastery made possible not only its survival but
also its increasing wealth as apparent from the data
of an official conscription from 1748 preserved in
the archive of Făgăraş County. This conscription
indicates precisely the location of the monastery
and records the number of monks and nuns, as well
as its properties. The records reveal that the
monastery was located ”on the property of Count
Teleki, the monastery, whose priest was Iuon, had
5 monks and 6 nuns. Properties: 2 oxen, 2 horses, 9

Since they needed religious books for their clerical
functions and prayers, these were soon donated to
them by the village priests and the villagers. Most
missals donated to the monastery and preserved
later in the Orthodox parish church of Arpaşul de
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cows, 12 heifers, 7 goats, 17 beehives, place for 4
buckets of autumn sowing, 3 buckets of spring
sowing, and 2 of corn.” (Bunea 1902, 333)

also met with the landlord’s resistance and
possibly also violence, eventually defeated by
priest Iuon’s tenacity and persistence.

The same amount of assets, both immovable, in
arable land, and movable, in livestock, big and
small, and a hayfield of 6 cartfuls of hay is also
mentioned in another, later conscription (Pâclişanu
1919, 152). This seems like a large amount of
assets, but in proportion with the relatively high
number of inhabitants of the monastery, it is rather
average. However, the situation was more serious
because of the social and legal status of serfdom of
the monastery and its founder, priest Iuon, who had
to pay to the landowners of the Teleki family the
taxes and tithes for sown fields and small
livestock.

The document signed by priest Iuon in 1753
reveals that the monastery of Arpaşul de Jos was
founded on noble land, near a serf village, the
founder priest himself being a serf. This was not a
singular situation, as similar cases were found in
other parts of Făgăraş land or throughout
Transylvania (Miron 2009, 409-426; Cârstea 2008,
Motogna 2009). By right, the land of the
monastery was subordinated to the foreign nobility
rule of the Teleki family. More precisely, the land
came to be used by the monastery after
deforestation of a part of the common forest of the
village, accepted by the community and,
supposedly, also accepted by the landlord for a
while. Deforestation was a practice allowed for
serfs with large families, interested in extending
the arable land for their own use, for which they
were temporarily exempt from paying taxes.
However, in case of the monastery and probably
also in connection with the confessional problems
at the middle of the century, the Teleki family
considered that priest Iuon failed to take into
account their nobility rights, holding him
responsible for not meeting his feudal duties. As a
result, they constrained him to sign a ”letter of
pledge”, a sort of contract under oath, on meeting
his obligations regarding the use of the goods
belonging to the monastery, as well as the
regulations regarding the fate of these goods on his
death.

An unpublished document from 11 May
1753(Teleki no15, 5-6), signed in Cyrillic letters
by priest Iuon, called by the signing parties a
”letter of pledge”, a real contract under oath kept in
the Teleki of Luna family archives (published in
the Appendix of this paper) describes the
foundation conditions of the monastery, the
amount of payment that the founder priest had to
pay to the landlord, as well as the fate of the
monastic goods after the founder’s death. These
provisions are completed with the inventory of
goods remained after the priest’s death, compiled
on 2 August 1764 (Teleki no15, 8).
These documents reveal that the monastery
possessed significant wealth on account both of its
landed property and the movable goods gathered
by the founding priest and the community of
monks along the years, as a result of deforestation
and use of local resources. The same source of
information shows that the reconstruction of the
history of the monastery must not be reduced
solely to its spiritual and cultural functions, but the
material and social working conditions that
underlay its foundation and existence must also be
taken into consideration. This proves the complex
history of monasticism in Transylvania, as shown
by these documents on the foundation of priest
Iuon of Arpaşul de Jos.

The contract was written in Hungarian on 11 May
1753 in Streza Cârţişoara, a village also owned by
the Teleki family, in front of Mihail Iantsi, pastor
of the Calvinist church of Făgăraş, and Ioan of
Tăurenii de Sus (Felsőbikfalvi), sworn assessor of
the supreme court of justice of the nobility of
Făgăraş. From the very beginning of the’”letter of
pledge”, priest Iuon admits his serfdom as a
perpetual serf of Teleki family. He admits to
having built the house and the small monastery
church against the landlord’s will, to fallowing and
cultivating land around the house against their
orders, and failing to pay his taxes and tithes for
the arable fields and meadows. He regrets his
insubordination and inadequate behaviour in front
of the law, accepts his obedience to the landlords
and administrators of the estate, in exchange for
permission to continue living in the “small house”
on the condition of paying his remaining and future
taxes for using the clearing around it.

All this confirms once again that the goods and
rights of Orthodox monks in Transylvania were not
regularly acquired by donations and privileges
granted by the landowner, but derived from the
right of clearance and deforestation and use of the
land for their own livestock. From this perspective
the property acquisition of Arpaşul de Jos
monastery was a long and difficult process,
accompanied by hostility and all sorts of
pretensions of the Teleki family. Supposedly, they

In what follows, the document stipulates the free
and life-long use of priest Iuon of the house and
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other buildings around it, emphasizing again that
the land used by the monastery was nobody’s
property but part of the common land of the
village, belonging by right of ownership to the
Teleki family. Priest Iuon agreed that after his
death all of his belongings would return to the
noble family, agreeing that he would not pawn or
alienate it in any way during his lifetime. Also, he
agreed to pay a yearly tax of 9 Mariengroschen
(that is, 2 florins and 55 denarii.) to the Teleki
family before St. Michael’s day, plus the tithes for
the autumn and spring crops, and the tithe for the
beehives from which he was exempt for year 1753.
Priest Iuon also agreed not to allow the building of
any houses in his neighbourhood without the
landlord’s consent, or informing his landlord or his
administrators about any such attempt. He also had
to watch for the forest, taking care that no damage
is made, and also keeping strangers from damaging
it, while also having to communicate to the
landlord or his servants the names of the
trespassers in case of conflict or confrontation.
Consequently, priest Iuon had to take on a whole
series of obligations in exchange for keeping the
monastery, obligations that he had supposedly
fulfilled as long as he lived.

of a private library, consisting of 6 books and
estimated to almost 40 thalers.
Apart from these goods, the inventory of 2 August
1764 also lists a priest’s gown, a horse drawn cart,
and several animals taken by Lévai for the
landlord: 2 oxen, 2 horses and 2 cows, one with
calf. Also, there is a sum of 100 Hungarian florins
given to the inhabitants of Feldioara with an annual
interest of 10 measures of wheat, a debt for the
state tax of 2 Rhenish thalers safe 2 kreuzers (or 8
denarii) and another one of 5 Hungarian thalers for
his servant, a lad called Mihail Grama, with priest
Constantin as guarantor for it. It seems that priest
Iuon also had remaining corvée to Adam Teleki
since his man Lévai had him harvest 27 stacks of
rye for his master.
By all these details the inventory also reveals, in a
way, the problems and hardships of everyday life
of the monastic community of Arpaşul de Jos.
Despite all the efforts of priest Iuon, lacking
official protection and being at the mercy of the
Teleki family, the monastery remained poor, the
monks had to face the deficient living conditions of
the region. Therefore the inhabitants of the
monastery, in addition to the spiritual duties of
priests Iuon and Isaia and the teaching duties of
schoolmaster Toma, had to undertake other
occupations as well, from land cultivation to
animal breeding and beekeeping. Only all these
resources together allowed them to make a living
and fulfil their obligations towards the landlords.

Priest Iuon died sometime at the end of July 1764,
since the inventory of his belongings left as
inheritance, according to the 1753 “letter of
pledge”, to the Teleki family was written on the 2nd
of August in Arpaşul de Jos. On this occasion
several movable properties were also recorded and
assessed, some from the monastery, others
deposited at priest Constantin and priest Stănilă
(the latter from Viştea de Jos), and yet others at
two servants of the Teleki family, named Ádám
and [Mihály] Lévai. The inventory starts with two
rifles, 60 denarii each, one in the possession of
Ádám, another of priest Constantin. Then follows a
chest from Braşov evaluated for 84 denarii, a
useless wardrobe, a cauldron for polenta worth 1
thaler and 36 denarii, a rusty axe worth 3 denarii,
and a ragged mantle. According to the estimations,
these were modest and invaluable objects.
However, there is special case regarding the record
of religious books owned by priest Iuon: a book of
psalms worth around 1 thaler and 36 denarii, a
Pentecostarium worth cca. 7 thalers, a New
Testament worth cca. 6 thalers, a Triodion of cca.
10 thalers, and a Menaion worth around 13 thalers,
summing up to 37 thalers and 36 denarii. Another
religious book, a hymn book (Catavasier), was
estimated to 2 thalers and kept by priest Stănilă of
Viştea de Jos. Priest Iuon had therefore something

As for the church of the monastery, since the
founder himself describes it as a “small church”,
most probably it was a modest building as
monastery churches in Romanian villages usually
were. From an architectural point of view the
church could have had no special value, its only
interest being the pilgrimage organized by the
believers at 15 August, on the feast of the
Assumption of Mary.
These claims are also valid for the “small house”
of the monastery built by priest Iuon, since the
cells of the monks, including the school building,
could only be modest in size and crowded for the
number of dwellers and the children learning there.
As regards the legal status of the belongings of
Arpaşul de Jos monastery, one should mention the
remarks of a tax committee, contained in a report
on 15 October 1767, created for establishing the
general situation of monasteries and their
properties in Făgăraş region. This investigation
was considered necessary because in the meantime
most monasteries in the region were destroyed by
General Buccow’s violent actions, and the land of
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these establishments came into the possession of
villages as community goods (meadows and
pastures), of village churches or members of the
nobility. For Arpaşul de Jos, contrary to the
content of the document written on 11 May 1753,
the report claims that the monastery was built on a
piece of land bought by priest Iuon from the
villagers for 40 Hungarian florins, that the founder,
being a serf himself, redeemed himself from
serfdom by donating the place of the monastery to
his master, the nobleman László Teleki, lord of the
village (Miron 2009, 423-424).2 We think that this
is an insinuating presentation of the origins of the
monastery’s landed estates, as it was in fact a legal
fiction that would legitimate to the tax office – the
true owner of the village belonging to the fiscal
domain of Făgăraş region − why Teleki
incorporated a common village, and later monastic,
property into the seniorial reserve of his own
estate, obtained by inscription or pawning.

Appendix
11 May 1753, Streza Cârţişoara
Én alábbis meg irt Popa Iúón, kiis születésem
szerint Alsó Arpási, Méltoságos Groff Teleki urak
ős őrőkős jobbagya voltam s vagyok, és mostan
kalugiyer képpuen lakom, ugyan Méltoságos Grof
Teleki urak Alsó Arpási határán, epitett házban,
ugyan általam epitett kis templomacska mellett, de
mivel ezen házam mellé, Méltoságos Groff Teleki
földes urak akaratya ellen, valamint az házamat és
templomacskát epitettem, ugy bizonyos szántó és
kaszáló helyeket is irtattam és magamnak
Méltoságos urak főldéből tisztitattam meleyektől is
a Méltoságos urak kemény parantsolattya ellen
sem taxát, sem a szántó és kaszáló főldekből
dézmát nem adtam, és a Méltoságos urak
akaratyának illetlenül opponálvan parantsalattyak
szerint a Méltoságos uraknak kellett volna. Ezen
kicsiny magam, de csúpán a Méltoságos urak
főldeken
épitett
házacskámból
és
alkalmatosságomből is ki mennem; törvénytelen
cselekedeteemet azért és en- gedetlenségemet
magam is megbánván, alazatos instántiammal
recurráltam ittenn lakó Meltoságos Groff Teleki
László ur ő Nagyságahoz és Meltoságos Groff
Teleki Samuel, Sándor és Mihály urak gondviselő
biráihoz, hogy továbbis azon házacskámban meg
hagyananak, az ahoz valo irtoványaimnak
birodalmával együtt most egyszersmind az edig
meg nem adatt taxát egészen meg fizetvén, ilyen
meg irt conditiok alatt:
1 mo. Mind házam, mind minden
epületem, ugy minden szánto és kaszáló helyeimet
‘s irtoványaimat, melyeket most birok, kertemet és
mindenemet, melynek főlde senkinekis Also
Árpason birodalmában nem volt, hanem osztatlan
kőzőnséges falú de Meltoságos Teleki főldes
urakat illető főld volt, holtam napjáig szabadoson
fogom birhatni, á mai napon ki járt határozása
szerint, ugy mind azonáltal.
2 do. Hogy midőn Isten rendeléséből
holtam tőrténik, mind ezek maradni fognak
Meltoságos Groff Teleki egész fámiliára, de mig az
Ur Isten életben tartana is ezen jokból, leg
kevesebbett is el nem idegenitek semmi uton
modon, sem zálogban nem vetem, addig pedig mig
élek.
3 tio. Taxát fogok esztendőnként fizetni a
Meltoságos familiának Szent Mihály naponként
kilencz kilencz máriásokat. A szénáman kivül
(mivel még felfogott kertemnek nagyobb része
irtatlan, s csak erdő) valamint más jobbagyok
mindenféle dézma alá való marhaimből,
méheimből (melyből ez egy most folyo
esztendőben, alázatos kérésemre, jóakaratból a

The monastery was generally held to be destroyed,
burnt down on Buccow’s orders (Pâclişanu 1919,
152), then later, based on the above mentioned
Specificatio, “two little cells were built in which
Orthodox monks settled” (Pâclişanu 1919, 152).
On the basis of the inventory recorded on 2 August
1764, it is evident that the monastery and at least a
part of its properties still existed at that time. It
should also be noted that the monastery buildings
are also represented close to Gostaia stream
(Kosztoja Bach) nearby Arpaşul de Jos on the first
military map drawn up by topographers between
1769 and 1773 (Lukács 1999, 53).3 To conclude,
the monastery of Arpaşul de Jos survived until an
unknown date the destructions ordered by the
Greek Catholic Bishop Petru Pavel Aron and
executed by General Adolf Nikolaus von Buccow
and the Gubernium of Transylvania.

2

“Pagus Also Arpas habebat super extirpatitio pariter
exstructum monasterium; locum eius monasterialem
apprehenderat prius caluger quidam Popa Iuon
nominatus iobbagio alias Excell[entissi]mi D[omi]ni
comitis Ladislai Teleki de Szek ab incolis dictae
poss[essio]nis A. Arpas in flor.h. 40 idem post hoc
caluger Excell[entissi]mo D[omi]no Ladislao Teleki,
quia et Sua Excellentia eidem qua iobbagioni
schismatico taxam iobbagionalem annuatim praestari
solitam
ad
dies
vitae
penitus
relaxasset,
praememoratum locum monasterialem transposuit et
hodiedum praelaudatus Ecell[entissi]mus D[omi]nus
Comes possidet”
3
Österreichischen Kriegsarchiv Wien, Kriegs-Charte
des Grosz Fürstenthums Siebenbürgen 1769-1773,
Sektion 255. B.IX, a.715).
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dézma elengedtetett) minden őszi és tavaszi,
mindenféle vetéseimből, a dézmát nagy hüséggel
kifogom adni.
4 to. A Meltoságos familia hire nélkül
magam mellé házat épiteni meg nem engedek, és
ha azt észre venném azonnal vagy a Meltoságos
uraknak, vagy itt nem létemben gondviselő
embereinek hirt fogok tenni.
5 to. A melletem lévő erdejére a
Meltoságos uraknak a mennyire tőlem kitelik jó
lélekkel fogok vigyázni, és sem magam kárt nem
tészekk, sem ha mást észre vennék kárt tenni,
tehettségem szerint meg nem engedem, és ha azon
kártévő emberrel nem birnék, nevét, vagy itt lévén
a Meltoságos uraknak absentiájakban gondviselő
embereiknek hirekké tenni elnem mulatom és
mindenekben a Meltoságos urak javára lenni
hüségessen igyekezem.
Melly dolognak nagyobb erősségére adtam
ezenn saját kezem irásával és pecsétemmel, az
alább corámizálo betsületes nemes emberek
presentiájában meg erőssittett magamat e szerint
lekőtőtt levelemell.
Signatus Strésa Kercsesora, ma 11 Maÿ
Anno 1753 IUON POPA <in Cyrillic script>
Coram nobis regiis
Michaele
Iantso
et Johanne F<első> Bikfalvi
Fogarasiens pastore m. p.
Inclyt. Sed. Supr. Nobilium Fogaras

- egy rongyos kődmőn
- két darab kőnyv az edgyik Soltár (!)
circiter thal. 1 Dnr. 36
másik
Pintyekostár............................
circiter thal. 7
Uj
Testamentum.................................
circiter thal. 6
Triod..................................................
circiter thal. 10
Menyik
(!)
…….................................
circiter thal. 13
Also Visten Popa Sztanilánál
- papi nyakban való szent őltőzet
- egy kőnyv Katavasziernik hivják, régi,
thal. 2 az árra
- egy loszeker
- a mi pénzecskéje volt ugy tudják
kőzőnségessen az Árpásiak hogy azon papnál
tartotta.
- a Főldvári lakosoknál vagyon interesre ki
adva thal. Hung. 100 id est száz, esztendei
interessu buza cub. 10.
- Levai uram vett kezéhez az uraság
számára: őkrők nr.2, két tehenet, az edgyik
bornyas, két lovat.
N. B. Az portioban maradot res
restantiariussá Ren. Thaler 2, négy krajtzár hiján.
Egy Mihály Gráma nevű legénynek, ki is
szolgája volt, maradot adossá Thaler Hungaricales.
5 Popa Kosztandin kezes, bizonsági vagyanak kik
is hitelessen fateáltak
Levai (Teleki 15, f.13)4 uram arattatott
egy főldben 27 kalangya rosot, a főld Ádámé.
<In another later handwriting>: Ezt
gondolom Vessenyei Daniel (Teleki 15, f.9)5 ur
tartott meg maga kezesen. Signatus Kercsesoora 7
apr. 1769 Teleki László.

ecclesiae
L.

S.

iuratus assessor m. pr. L. S.
On the verso: in the original, leaf 6: 1753 die 11
Maii, Popa Iuon obligatoriaja <in another
contemporary handwriting>
_________________
Direcţia Judeţeană Cluj a Arhivelor
Naţionale, Fond Teleki de Luna, Nr.15, f.5 şi 6.

Translated from Romanian by Emese Czintos

2 August 1764, Arpaşul de Jos
Az meg holt Popa Ivonrol marattanak
holmi portékok, eszerint, 1764 die 2-da A(u)gusti.
- Két puskák Nr-o 2
egyik 8 kőblős Ádamnál vagyon, meg ér
circiter Dnr. 60 a másik vagyon Popa
Kosztándinnál, 10 kőblős, circiter Dnr. 60.
- egy száros küsziny (!) Brassai lada.....az
árra circiter Dnr. 84.
- egy szekriny............................................
nem jo semmire.
- egy mamaliga főző úst................ circiter
az árra thal. 1, Dnr. 36.
- egy rosdás fejsze.....................................
circiter Dnr. 3 <rupt>

4

Mihai Levai appears in a forbiddance act from 12
September 1758 involving the inhabitants of Streza
Cârţişoara, as administrator of László Teleki.
5
This Daniel Vessenyei appears in a document from 11
May 1774 as “tisztartó”, that is, administrator of László
Teleki
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GERMAN BANKNOTES FROM THE COLLECTION OF THE BRUKENTHAL MUSEUM –
THE MUSEUM OF HISTORY „CASA ALTEMBERGER” FROM SIBIU (1906-1918 AND 1923)
Nicuşor Dănuţ IVĂNUŞ*

Abstract: This article sums up German banknotes issued between 1906-1918 and 1923, a time during which
the hyperinflation left Germany in financial chaos**. The banknotes are presented chronologically, starting
with 1906 and up to 1918 and then it is continued with the ones issued by the German Railways from 1923.
Keywords: Germany, mark, Imperial Bank Notes, German Railways, million, billion
Rezumat: În acest articol prezentăm bancnote germane din anii 1906-1918 şi 1923, când inflaţia galopantă
a făcut ravagii în Germania. Bancnotele sunt prezentate în ordine cronologică începând cu anul 1906 până
în 1918 şi continuă cu cele emise de Căile Ferate Germane din anul 1923.
Cuvine cheie: Germania, bancnotă, Căile Ferate Germane, milion,

This article continues with the presentation of the
German paper banknotes – the years 1906-1918
and 1923 1 with the banknotes issued by:
Reichskassenschein (The Imperial Treasury
Notes), Darlehnskassenschein (State Loan
Currency Note), Reichsbank (Imperial Bank
Notes), as well as Deutsche Reichsbahn Berlin
(Imperial German Railways Berlin) and
Reichsbahndirection
Königsberg
(Regional
Railroad Office Königsberg/Prussia), along with
the issues of other German cities. In August 1923,
the Deutsche Reichsbahn Berlin issued the first
banknote in value of 1 million German marks, and
in November, during the hyperinflation, the 20
billion mark banknote came out (Standard 2002,
624-625)2.

-

Size: 95 x 60 mm
Black on light green and lilac
underprint. Red serial number
and seal. White paper. Back
green without underprint.
(Standard 2003, 500, nr. 50)
2. 1 Mark4 (Fig. 2)
- Like nr.1 but blue serial
number and seal.
3. 2 Mark5 (Fig. 3)
- 12.08.1914
- Size: 111 x 70 mm
- Black on red underprint. Blue
serial number and seal with
light red pattern over entire
note. Back with light red
underprint. (Standard 2003,
500, nr. 55)
4. 5 Mark6 (Fig. 4)
- 5.08.1914
- Size: 125 x 80 mm
- Black
on
gray-violet
underprint. Germania at left
and right on blue back. Seven
digit serial number. (Standard
2003, 500, nr. 47)
5. 5 Mark7 (Fig. 5)
- 1.08.1917
- Size: 125 x 80 mm
- Black and purplish blue. Girl
at upper right. Back black on

The banknotes issued during the above mentioned
period of time, are presented briefly, in categories
and in ascending order as far as the values are
concerned. First of all, the main color is presented,
as well the background, if available. Afterwards
follows the color of the serial number and the one
on the other side, along with the description of the
figures (where available).
1. 1 Mark (Fig. 1)3
- 12.08.1914
*Muzeul Naţional Brukenthal; dan_ivanus@yahoo.com
** See also the article German Banknotes from the Collection
of the Brukenthal Museum - The Museum of History „Casa
Altemberger” from Sibiu published in the review Sargeţia, IV,
(XL), New Series, 2013, p. 413-432.
1
We used the term banknotes for all the issues of paper
money, no matter who the issuing was
2
English 20 Trillions
3

4

MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1305/24
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1303/53 a, b;
6
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1303/55 a, b;
7
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1303/57 a, b;
5

MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1303/2 a, b;
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12. 100 Mark14 (Fig. 12)
- 7.02.1908
- Size: 161 x 102 mm
- Dark blue on light blue
underprint. Red serial number
and two seals. Medallic
women's head supported by
two
women
on
back.
(Standard 2003, 499, nr. 33)
13. 1.000 Mark15 (Fig. 13)
- 21.04.1910
- Size: 187 x 109 mm
- Dark brown on tan underprint.
Seven red serial number and
two red seals. Allegorical
figures of Navigation and
Agriculture on back. (Standard
2003, 500, nr. 45)
14. 1.000 Mark 16 (Fig. 14)
- Like nr. 13, but green serial
number and seal.
Deutsche Reichsbahn Berlin (German Railroad)
15. 5 Millionen Mark17 (Fig. 15)
- 22.08.1923
- Size: 148 x 86 mm
- Dark brown on lilac and light
green. Winged wheel at upper
center. Watermark: Interlaced
squares. Uniface. (Standard
2002, 624, nr. S1013)
16. 10 Millionen Mark18 (Fig. 16)
- 2.09.1923
- Size: 136 x 72 mm
- Black on lilac and lightbrown
underprint. Winged wheel in
underprint. Light green paper.
Watermark: Interlaced squares.
Uniface. (Standard 2002, 624, nr.
S1014)
17. 100 Millionen Mark19 (Fig. 17)
- 25.09.1923
- Size: 132 x 75 mm
- Black on brown and light violet
underprint. Light green paper.
Without black star near serial
number. Watermark: Interlaced
squares. (Standard 2002, 624, nr.
S1017)

green and blue underprint.
Eight digit serial number.
(Standard 2003, 500, nr. 56)
6. 10 Mark8 (Fig. 6)
- 6.10.1906
- Size: 140 x 89 mm
- Dark green and olive-green.
Women standing holding palm
branch at right. Seven digit
serial number. (Standard 2003,
497, nr. 9)
7. 20 Mark 9 (Fig. 7)
- 20.02.1918
- Size: 140 x 90 mm
- Dark brown on carmine
underprint. Minerva at left,
Mercury at right. Back brown;
man in armor at left;
allegorical woman at right.
(Standard 2003, 501, nr. 57)
8. 20 Mark 10(Fig. 8)
- 21.04.1910
- Size: 135 x 90 mm
- Blue. Eagle at upper right.
Back red and blue. Seven red
digit serial number. (Standard
2003, 499, nr. 40)
9. 20 Mark 11 (Fig. 9)
- 19.02.1914
- Size: 137 x 90 mm
- Like nr. 12. Watermark:
geometric ornament MARK.
10. 20 Mark 12 (Fig. 10)
- 4.11.1915
- Size: 140 x 90 mm
- Dark blue on light blue
underprint. Two men with
sornucopias filled with money
at upper center. Man and
woman on back. Seven red
digit serial number. (Standard
2003, 501, nr. 63)
11. 50 Mark13 (Fig. 11)
- 5. 08.1914
- Size: 150 x 100 mm
- Black and lilac-red on gray
underprint. Germania at left
and right on green back. Seven
red digit serial number.
(Standard 2003, 500, nr. 49)
8

14

9

15

MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1303/59 a, b;
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1304/229 a, b;
10
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1303/61 a, b;
11
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1303/67 a, b.
12
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1303/63 a, b;
13
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1303/65 a, b;

MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1303/66 a, b;
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1303/31 a, b;
16
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1303/44 a, b.
17
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1304/54
18
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1304/24
19
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1304/218
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18. 1 Milliarde Mark20 (Fig. 18)
- 18.10.1923
- Size: 155 x 85 mm
Black text on green and blue
underprint. Steam locomotive in underprint.
Back olive; City views of Cologne, Mainz at
top; Steel works in Rheinhausen, Castle of
Hambach at bottom; Pfalz of Caub in the
Rhine at center. Light green paper. Watermark:
Interlaced squares. (Standard 2002, 624, nr.
S1020)
19. 200 Milliarden Mark21 (Fig. 19)
- 5.11.1923
- Size: 142 x 85 mm
- Black on gray underprint. Pink
paper. Winged wheel in
underprint.
Uniface
(Standard 2002, 624, nr.
S1025)

Conclusions:
This article is part of a general study on the
German banknotes issued before and after the First
World War from 1906 to 1923. Its purpose is to
present the banknotes issued in the years 1906 to
1918 and 1923. Together with German banknotes
from 1919 to1923 (see article published in Sargetia
IV (XL)) and the necessity money from 1921 (in
press, in Sargetia V (XLI)) we are able to draw a
very rich picture of the contents of our collection,
providing to all interested specialists and non
specialists – important information on the German
banknotes in the possession of the Museum of
History Altemberger House.
The highest denomination before 1923 was 50,000
Mark. By early 1924, it reached 100 Billion
(American 100 Trillion) Mark. In the late-1923
currency reform, 1 Rentenmark was exchanged for
1,000 Milliard Mark (American 1 Trillion Mark).
In late-1924, Rentenmark was renamed
Reichsmark. Reichsmark notes continued in
circulation until the end of WWII.

Reichsbahndirection Königsberg (Regional
Railroad Office Königsberg/Prussia)
20. 5 Millionen Mark22 (fig. 20)
- 18.08.1923
- Size: 130 x 95 mm Green.
Uniface. (Standard 2002, 632, nr. S1303)

20

MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1304/52 a, b;
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1304/98;
22
MNB-MI, nr. inv. 1304/143;
21
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ABBREVIATIONS
MNB-MI
nr. inv.

The National Museum Brukenthal – The History Museum „The Altemberger
House” from Sibiu
number of inventory
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AN ANALISYS OF SIBIU CITY’S EVOLUTION, 1990 – 2014
– FROM A COMMUNIST CITY TO AN EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE –
Răzvan C. POP*

Abstract: The present article is trying to observe how a Romanian city developed in the last 24 years. It is
very important to observe such a evolution due to the fact that Romania had been part of the Communist
countries of Europe, a situation that developed it`s cities in a different logic than the way that the Western
part of Europe continued to develop. The main way of treating the research needed upon this article was
analyzing the official urban documents of Sibiu. Also we used a much needed field research. The main result
is the compared parameters between the different successive urban documents that shaped Sibiu since 1990.
The main lines that led to the fulfillment of this complete process consisted of the rehabilitation of the
historic heritage, reintegration and connection of residential areas with the institutional or recreational areas,
city greening, reorganization and flow of road or flight traffic, as well as relocation of industrial activity
outside of built-up areas.
Key word: Urbanism, Heritage, Citygreening, Residential Area
Rezumat: Prezentul articol incearcă să observe cum un oraş din România s-a dezvoltat în ultimii 24 de ani.
Este foarte important să observăm o astfel de evoluţie din prisma faptului că România, fiind parte a blocului
comunist, a avut un alt tip de dezvoltare decât restul Europei. Principala metodă de tratare a acestei cercetări
a fost compararea şi analizarea documentelor urbanistice ale municipiului Sibiu. De asemenea, am folosit o
mai mult decât necesară cercetare de teren. Principalul rezultat al cercetării a fost compararea parametrilor a
diferitelor documentaţii de urbanism care au structurat Sibiul începând cu 1990. Principalele linii de
dezvoltare a Sibiului au fost şi sunt, reabilitarea patrimoniului istoric, reintegrarea şi conectarea zonelor
rezidenţiale cu cele instituţionale sau recreaţionale, înverzirea oraşului, reorganizarea traficului rutier şi
pietonal dar şi relocarea siturilor industriale în afara zonelor construite.
Cuvinte cheie: Urbanism, Patrimoniu, Înverzire Urbană, Zone Rezidenţiale
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
In terms of urban and architectural forecasts, the
Romanian state chose the development policy of
the biggest urban centers, a policy of increasing the
urban area at the expense of the rural one, based on
the “acquis communitaire”, which was negotiated
beginning with the year 2000. From the legislative
arrangements that led to the transformation of rural
environments in some urban areas, especially in
the social criteria to complex ways of analysis and
urban development strategy, the Romanian
government used a number of methods that have
facilitated the development of urban centers.

This type of an analisys, of how the city of Sibiu
has developed in these twenty years, that passed
since the transition from the Communist regime to
the European Union, becomes unique due to the
absence of such an analisys, due to the lack of the
required complete documentation and also due to
lack of an updated historiography, that was
incorrectly integrated in the Romanian scientifical
concept.
The historical context in which we will capture the
evolution of Sibiu city is very important for the
European context. The city of Sibiu, as an
administrative part of the Romanian state has been
subject to transformation, from a city belonging to
a Communist state into a city which is part of a
democratic system step that is finished with
Romania’s integration into the European Union
and by chosing Sibiu as the European Capital of
Culture, both events taking place in 2007.

Immediately after the fall of the Communist
regime, Romania has initiated a series of local
analysis proposing new concepts of urban
development and new strategies and forecasts in
order to develop the urban areas. The error of this
step, which was an essential one, was its excessive
length. Therefore, when the results were finalized,
Romania had already moved on to a different
reform process. Thus, all these new urban

* County of Sibiu, Heritage Office, razvan@razvanpop.ro
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development regulations have become outdated
and did not correspond to the Euro-national reality.
Even so, many of these regulations still exist and
are being implemented nowadays both in the big
cities and in the small villages. Bucharest, the
capital of Romania, is perhaps one of the best
examples.
Since the year 2002, the Romanian government has
resorted to a series of new urban analysis, adapted
to the European Union legislation, which led,
eventually, to the creation of new urban rules and
new General Urban Plans in several Romanian
cities. Still, the percentage of these cities is low.
Bucharest itself is dealing with an urban legislation
which is more than 15 years old.
Sibiu is a positive example in this respect.
Submitting the application for the admission of the
historical centre of Sibiu to the UNESCO World
Heritage List, as well as the application file,
together with the city of Luxemburg, in order to
become the European Capital of Culture generated
a series of studies that eventually led to the
adoption, by the local municipality, of a new Local
Planning Regulation and a new General Urban
Plan (PUG), in 2011.
The main lines of Sibiu’s development are
transforming the city from a purely industrial city
into a modern one, with residential areas and a
superior quality of life. This concept of urban
development can be captured in all similar cases in
Romania.
For Sibiu, the main strategies of its development
are preservation and rehabilitation of historic and
architectural heritage and its integration into the
inner context of the city, especially in a European
cultural and tourist context. Another important
strategy was "greening the city", through a series
of processes that lead to environmental protection.
We emphasize also a scaling traffic of any kind for
a streamline urban traffic.

almost impossible, due to the bureaucracy of the
local administrative system. The only documents
that could be identified, with the help of the Chief
Architect of the city of Sibiu and of the experts
from the Department of Quality Control and
Inspection of Construction Works from Sibiu
Townhall were the "Systematic Sketch of Sibiu",
dating from 1985 and a document regarding a new
PUG of Sibiu, endorsed by the MLPAT, from
1990. The latter document was the basic line in the
creation of the PUG, adopted nine years later.
A special feature is analyzing the documents on the
urban rehabilitation of the historical center of
Sibiu. In the year 2000 it was published the
"Charter for the Rehabilitation of Historical
Center", which is an attempt to resolve the issues
raised by the advanced degree of deterioration of
historical buildings. This was followed by the
adoption of "Rules for the Historical Area of
Sibiu" in 2001, by the Local Council. Perhaps the
most important study on the state and local
architectural heritage is the work: "Nomination of
the City of Sibiu, the Historical Centre, for
Inscription into the World Heritage List",
published in 2005 in order to foreshadow the entire
application file of Sibiu into the UNESCO
Heritage. In PUG/ 2011 was passed an act called
"The Foundation Stage to Determine the
Significance of the Protected Area with the
Realization of Cultural Values". This act allows an
analysis of the present situation of the architectural
heritage.
We were unable to recall a work of synthesis
devoted to the evolution of Sibiu since 1990.
Specialists in architecture and urban history have
not turned, yet, this period of time into an analysis
and research theme. Due to this reason we resorted
to an analysis regarding the way the regulations
were adopted by the local administration of Sibiu.
This analysis was carried out from May to June
2011 by the author, the interest being to capture
deviations from local urban compliance.
All these aspects are giving this study a unique
note, by its willingness to consider the whole
period of more than 20 years that have elapsed
since the entry of Romania and Sibiu into a
democratic regime and until present days.

THE MAIN URBAN REGULATIONS
The basic source of information for this article was
the urban regulations and analysis adopted by the
City Council of Sibiu, during 1999 – 2011.
Therefore we mention the General Urban Plan
(PUG) of Sibiu from 1999 and the General Urban
Plan (PUG) of Sibiu from 2011, the two
fundamental acts of Sibiu’s local legislation.
A sensitive issue was to identify the legal basis of
the Sibiu’s urban organization before the approval,
in 1999, of the PUG. As mentioned before,
although there was an immediate regulatory urban
initiative, Sibiu found itself, for eight years, under
some Communist urban regulations. To our
surprise, the identification of these regulations was

A GENERAL ANALYSIS OF SIBIU CITY’S
EVOLUTION
Since 1990, Sibiu has made small steps in the
recovery of cultural and historical heritage and its
reorganization as city. Gradually, Sibiu turns into a
financial city (the only Stock Exchange in the
Balkan area, outside a capital city is located in
Sibiu), and also in an academic and cultural one. In
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lucrative migration to EU countries and also local
migration from the city to the neighboring towns, a
common phenomenon in all European countries.
Thus, Sibiu requires a definition of a metropolitan
area.
Given these data and the analysis of housing
growth of Sibiu from 14 330 in 1992 to 15 086 in
2002 (Statement 2011, 62), experts projected a
population growth at about 170,000 inhabitants in
2027 – these data should be considered together
with forecast growth of motorized traffic by 60%
(Statement 2011, 72 ). In this context, Sibiu has to
face the increasing flow of population and also
with the population living in its metropolitan area
(this area will be formed by a minimum of two
towns and eight or nine villages).
In terms of the area developed by the city of Sibiu
and considering the data from 1999 and 2011, we
find a series of changes regarding the evolution of
the land, a land used for the city’s main functions.
If, in 1999, there were 24,99 ha given in use for the
public interest, in 2011 there was a total of 260.10
hectares. Evolution figures are significant but we
should not understand a massive building that took
place in Sibiu between the two PUG's. What we
need to understand is the analytical quality of the
two documents, being obvious that the 1999 PUG
was superficially created. Such developments are
to be found in all other urban functions, which can
be seen in the chart below.

1994, the Havana (Town Planing 2011, 130)
International Conference defines Sibiu as an active
and growing historical area. This structure will be
a major evolutionary direction of further
development of the city. If, socially speaking, the
historical heritage couldn’t have been recovered
(the German population represented today only one
percent of the total number of the inhabitants),
Sibiu has intensified its efforts to recover the
architectural and cultural heritage. In these
conditions, in 2004 (Town Planing 2011, 90 ),
Sibiu starts the process of recovery of its cultural
heritage by officially reintroducing its historical
German name, Hermannstadt.
The city is currently organized on approximately
5,000 ha of residential area. According to the
population census from 1992, Sibiu had a number
of 169,610 (Town Planing 2011, 90 ) inhabitants.
Today, according to data of the census conducted
in 2011, Sibiu has a population of approximately
139,000 inhabitants. This stabilization around
150,000 (Statement 2011, 58) inhabitants was
achieved in the last half century, with the increase
of the population, due to the Communist industrial
expansion. In the recent years, one can note a
negative migration in the city of Sibiu, mainly due
to the constant decrease of the number of
inhabitants in Romania. The 1991 census counted
about 22 million inhabitants, while the data of
2011 census gives us the approximate 19 million
Romanian citizens. Other secondary causes are
TYPE OF AREA
Central area
Residential area
Industrial area
Agricultural area
Green area
Communal management area
Car traffic area
Railway area
Airway area
Special destination area
Institutional area
Urban construction area
Area for urbanization
Heritage area
Rebuilding area
Other areas
TOTAL (incorporated land)

1999 PUG (Ene et al. 1999, 1 )
24,99 ha
1.710, 62 ha.
690,71 ha.
85, 77 ha.
362, 56 ha.
64,74 ha.
147,69 ha.
80,92 ha.
211,90 ha.
78,06 ha
–
–
–
–
–
21,40 ha.
3.478,60 ha.

Table 1.
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2011 PUG (Zoning 2011, 1)
42,5 ha
1.555 ha
720, 80 ha
44,50 ha.
566,1 ha.
68,3. ha.
803,9 ha.
120,3 ha.
217,60 ha.
19,9 ha.
877,7 ha.
1057,5 ha.
300,3 ha.
120,3 ha.
5.121,70 ha (Framing 2011, 1)
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In 2011, Sibiu’s new PUG proposes a significant
increase of the incorporated land, thus reaching a
total of 5.121,70 ha, meaning approx. 45% of
Sibiu’s territory. The number of districts is almost
double compared to the old PUG, counting 14 of
them, as follows: the Historical Centre, Gusteriţa,
Hipodrom (divided in four sub-districts), Josefin,
Lazaret, Ştrand, Terezian, Tineretului, Trei Stejari,
Turnişor, Ţiglari, Valea Aurie, Vasile Aaron and
Veteranilor. The large number did not come from a
major growth of Sibiu. The difference comes from
a new approach regarding the organization of the
urban spaces from inside the city.
To this number we can add the agricultural land,
forestry, the under-water land and also other fields
(Framing 2011, 1 ). We note a consistent decrease
in what concerns the land for grazing or hay but,
overall, the agricultural fields still have a double
surface comparing to the forest.
Ever since 1999, most of the land has become the
private property of the citizens. Out of 573,299
square meters, representing the properties within
the city, 375,532 square meters belong to
individuals or societies (Town Planning 1999,
10 ). The difference is owned by the Romanian
state or by state companies and especially by the
Sibiu City Hall or directly.
A special feature worth analyzing is a different
concept proposed by the two fundamental
documents regarding the structure of the main
urban core, around which the entire city is to be
structured. The 1999 PUG proposes the nucleus of
the city outside the historical centre, around Unirii
Square (Town Planning 1999, 21). Around
Unirii Square were found the most important
institutions of the local administration – the City
Hall, the Prefecture, but also educational
institutions, such as the local university and
cultural institutions, such as the local theatre and
The House of Culture. Another decisive factor for
this choice was the trade – economical area that
developed in close proximity, by the existence of
the most important department store in the city and
by the construction of a stately building for the
financial institutions.
The 2011 PUG suggests a return to the traditional
core, structured around the historical squares,
located in the historical center of Sibiu (it is also
true that the core suggested in 1999 is located, in
some extent, near the historical centre of the city).
The rehabilitation of the three central squares and
the nomination to be included in the UNESCO
heritage, the revitalization of the most important
cultural institutions of Sibiu, mentioning here the
Brukenthal Museum and local government
decision to bring the main office of the city in this

area led to a rethinking of the structure of city
development, by reintegrating the historical area, it
regained an active urban environment. Moreover,
the vision is to create a central axis between Sub
Arini Park – Unirii Square – Coposu Boulevard
and Balanta (Statement 2011, 133). Factory area,
this axis with a structure designed around the
central nucleus throughout the city of Sibiu. The
purpose of this axis is to organize around it the
entire city of Sibiu.
The fundamental difference between the two urban
development plans is the approach regarding the
land and life of citizens in this space. If the PUG
from 1999 has proposed a regulation to correct the
situation, keeping the parameters of development
already initiated in previous years, under the dome
of a time series of precise rules, the PUG adopted
in 2011, proposes a new vision of development of
Sibiu.
The main directions (Zoning 2011, 1 ) for the
development of this plan, directions which will
draw the city’s development in the coming years
consists in the delimitation of the institutional and
residential areas from the industrial and
agricultural areas (by creating industrial sites in
areas bordering the city and filling in the
residential or the heritage areas); the development
of the cultural-educational areas (by creating a
university campus and also by building a
international standard conference center); the
rehabilitation of architectural and historical
heritage; creating a network of green spaces (green
corridors marked by the integration of the rivers
that cross the city), smooth traffic (through traffic
corridors from south to west and from north to east
and integrating all 685 (Data Base 2007, 1-14)
streets of Sibiu in this system). The medieval –
historical identity of city and its economic
development are the essential directions of Sibiu in
the future.
The XXI century Sibiu announces changes in its
evolution compared to the last century and this
process can be seen through a rigorous analysis, in
situ. After the year 2000, the construction’s
volume increased, industrial facilities were
concentrated in the northern city and major urban
areas increased in residential areas.
The year 2011 found Sibiu with six axes defining
urban development and reorganization. These will
be areas that will help the city to make its
necessary reengineering. The architects and
planners intention is to connect the far away
neighborhoods with the downtown area;
restoration of industrial areas; reorganization of the
heavily populated residential areas; restoration and
creation of active public spaces active inside the
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residential areas; increasing the green
ecological (Statement 2011, 135) elements.

and

The most serious problem of Sibiu was and still is
the demolition of historic heritage areas. The
Communist regime, in its conception of resizing
and reshaping the historical areas, demolished or
reconfigured in Sibiu monuments such as the
Franciscan monastery from XIIIth century on 9 Mai
Street, elements of the Medieval town (also from
Turnişor and Guşteriţa Medieval urban texture)
such as streets in the Lower Town, the Medieval
City Cemetery opened in the XVIth century, parts
of the Medieval citadel and of the Vauban citadel,
buildings from different centuries (the oldest being
over 500 years old in Pescarilor Street), buildings
that belonged to the Habsburg military
administration such the Honved Soldiers Barracks
and the “90 Barrack” as and also urban monuments
such as the statue of St. Nepomuk from the Big
Square, the statue of emperor Franz I of the
Habsburgic Empire located on “Invalizilor”
Promenade or the statue of I.G. Duca, former
Prime-minister of Romania in the democratic
period situated in front of the Financial Office on
Victoriei boulevard. In addition to this, authorities
have resorted to the construction of industrial
space within the historical area, virtually
destroying the uniformity of the historical centre.
For an accurate documentation we must remember
that some places were restored in the same period
of time (at the end of the 7th decade), such as the
city’s fortifications, the Butcher Guild House in the
Small Square or buildings that hosted local
institutions in different historical times as the
former town hall of the city.
After 1990 this process has ceased to be planned,
but individual demolitions have continued to make
way for new real estate projects. We can also speak
about the owner’s lack of interest, even if the
owner was the Romanian state. In 2000, the poor
condition of Sibiu’s built heritage alerted the
relevant Romanian and international institutions.
After a lack of institutional interest that lasted for
years, the local administration, helped by both
national and international institutions resorted to a
strategy concerning the restoration of the historical
centre. Thus, ‘The Document for the Restoration of
Sibiu’s Historical Centre” was adopted in 1999 and
the process began in 2003 (Băcilă et al. 2001,
90). The ultimate goal of this strategy is the
reintegration of the historical area into the city’s
overall organization. More than that, this heritage
has to become the main core of Sibiu’s
development. The most important step was taken
by the Romanian Ministry of Culture, which
submitted the application for Sibiu’s historical
centre to the UNESCO World Heritage List.

RESTORATION
AND
URBAN
REINTEGRATION OF THE HISTORICAL
CENTRE
Restoration of Sibiu’s heritage was the most
audacious project of the local municipality. Sibiu
has about 200 ha. of a heritage area. We are
including here the Medieval city, the former
Medieval villages of “Turnişor” and “Guşteriţa”
today quarters of Sibiu, the two quarters organized
in the XVIIIth century and named “Terezian” and
“Josefin” after the Habsburg emperors Maria
Theresia and Joseph the IInd and also the “Maieri”
Quarter, the residential areas from the XIXth
century and early XXth century, such as the “Trei
Stejari” Quarter (the name comes from a former
brewery founded in this area) or elements from
“Lazaret” neighborhood. We have to add here a
series of archaeological discoveries from the
Neolithical and Iron Age settlements, Roman
settlements (Pinter et al. 2003, 214). Also we add
to this heritage are list the historical cemeteries like
the Officers Cemetery in Ştrand Quarter, the
Municipal Cemetery. Another important aspect to
be taken into consideration are the industrial
historical sites such as the former factories from
Berăriei Street, or “Balanţa” Factory, the railway
depot and the former brick factory in the Quarter
of “Ţiglari”. We can add to these some other
spaces, still not taken into the heritage discussion,
but which are quickly moving to a historical
monument status, recalling here the area of villas
that were built in the last century. We are

nominating here only the cemeteries and the
industrial sites that are not part from the
historical quarters, already mentioned.
Even nowadays, Sibiu is still dealing with an
analysis of its heritage areas. The Heritage List
refers to a series of buildings and urban furniture
elements, but they do not cover more than half of
the built heritage of the city. A series of statues,
fountains, buildings and architectural spaces are
classified as historical monument only when they
are in danger of demolition.
There are currently more than 225 (Monuments
2004, 1) classified monuments in the historical
area (medieval city and near districts), plus 20
other monuments of plastic art (Băcilă et al.
2001, 1 ). To this we can add about 24 other
monuments that are in the process of being
classified.
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Nomination of Sibiu as the European Capital of
Culture in 2007 brought a decisional, financial and
cultural advantage to this approach.
Criteria (Băcilă et al. 2001, 103) chosen by the
Romanian authorities are highlighting a unique
living space, to limit East to West, an area of
exceptional living traditional culture, as Sibiu was
the cultural centre of German ethnics living
Romania. Another criterion was the existence of a
space with exceptional elements of architecture
and technology. Sibiu, a good example for Central
European medieval city is unique in the world due
to the existence of no less than seven squares that
are connected by pedestrian passages.
The designated area for inclusion in UNESCO
Heritage complies largely with the medieval
fortified town (Alba Iulia Boulevard (at

The 1999 PUG suggests a first demarcation to the
historical space, this demarcation being largely
respected until now. Also, the PUG marks a first
demarcation of the archeological research areas
(Băcilă et al. 2001, 1). Due to the few studies of
this type made by that time, the areas were scarce
and incomplete. The 2011 PUG made an expansion
of space by including asset preservation districts
from the 18th – 19th centuries, by including fortified
enclosures from Gusteriţa and Turnişor quarters
and by including some industrial areas (Town
Planning 2011, 15).
For the first time, in 1999, there were suggested a
series of measures for the recovery of the city’s
architectural heritage. These measures include the
creation of pedestrian passages between historical
sectors, of promenades and green spaces outside
the fortifications (it was actually a returning to the
interwar aspects of the buildings). Also, areas
affected by industrial interventions were to be
converted into recreation and tourism services
(Băcilă et al. 1999, 10). Although these
provisions have been replicated by subsequent acts
of urban regulation, many of them weren’t
implemented. The only positive example was the
creation of a walkway between all the central
squares and main pedestrian street and some side
streets of the old city. In a bid to highlight the
historic area, the local government resorted to
positioning of street furniture and arranging special
recreational facilities. It also proposed a new
system of traffic organization, which aims to cut
and streamline traffic in the Historical Center.
Some streets have remained one-way traffic, some
other urban elements were introduced and also
some decisions of traffic restrictions (Băcilă et al.
1999, 15 ) were taken.
Even so, some buildings currently support a
number of wrong interventions made by their
owners. In some cases, the base was covered with
marble and concrete, while in other cases plaster
use was prohibited. The most common case of
circumventing the regulations is that of modifying
the appearance of traditional roof structure, with
attics, replacement of skylights or by simply
opening them.
An analysis of the monumental complex gives us
some information on its structure. Thus, Sibiu has
a medieval structure of the streets and parcels in
the old city (Băcilă et al. 1999, 7). There are
some differences between the two areas of the
Medieval town, the Lower Town and the Upper
Town. Medieval and Renaissance buildings can be
found mainly in the Upper Town; in the Lower
Town predominantly are the Baroque buildings.

Soldisch bastion) – Armelor Square –
Dârstelor Street – Pânzarilor Street – Cibin
Square – Croitorilor Street – Pulberăriei Street
– Zidarilor Street – Ocnei Street – Pielarilor
Street – Rotarilor Street – Hurmuzachi Street –
Constituţiei Street – 9 Mai Street – Blănarilor
Street – Funarilor Street – Manejului Street –
Corneliu Coposu Boulevard – Gimnasticii
Street – George Bariţiu Street – Berăriei Street
– Unirii Square – Andrei Şaguna Street), a total
of 76 hectares(Nomination 2005, 16). This
protected area is surrounded by a buffer area,
which includes largely historical neighborhoods of
Sibiu (Josefin Terezian and Trei Stejari quarters),
with a total of 107 ha (Nomination 2005, 16 ). To
this day, the file was not accepted by the UNESCO
Council and Assembly.
Sibiu has applied to restoration programs for urban
areas and some historical monuments. These
programs were conducted by local, national and
even international experts. The best example is the
help of the German government that provided
specialists and financing support through the
“German Program for International Cooperation”
(GTZ).
Ecclesiastical buildings have been restored,
fortifications, public buildings and street furniture
elements. A necessary and important interest was
granted to the archaeological study of the city. All
three central squares (the Large Square, the Small
Square and Huet Square) were fully investigated.
An important aspect of this process was to
constantly inform the citizens on the matter of
historical heritage, on how this heritage can be
protected. More than that, the owners were
receiving financial assistance in order to protect
the historical buildings (Nomination 2005, 148 ).
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The Heritage area is mainly a residential and
institutional space. Here are located the units of
local government. Also, we find the main
educational, medical, cultural institutions. Also the
ground area of each building is organized in the a
commercial purpose.
An immediate and easily perceived effect was the
increased number of tourists. If in 2002, in Sibiu
there were 436 accommodation spaces in the city’s
hotels, in 2005 they get to be 1374, adding another
500 spaces in motels and guesthouses near the city
(Nomination 2005, 16).
At this time, rehabilitation and resizing of the
historical area may be considered the main success
of the urban strategy of the city. The process is
continuing today. From this point of view, Sibiu
has become an example for the Romanian cities
which want to start a similar process. We can
mention here the restoration of historical centers of
Bucharest or of the main Transylvanian cities, such
as Alba Iulia, Bistriţa, Braşov, Cluj Napoca and
Timişoara.
BUILDINGS
AREA

INSIDE

SIBIU’S

are in this area including here Ibis Hotel, another
tall building.
Although this is the general case of the city, we
can say that the highest buildings in Sibiu are built
right next to the historical centre, mostly being
built in the last twenty years. Creating these big
buildings near the heritage area, situated Sibiu
outside the criteria for preserving historical areas
and also for the UNESCO criteria. We add to the
examples already mentioned of Ramada and Ibis
hotels the Financial Headquarter in Dumbrăvii
Road or the Golden Tulip Hotel in Şcoala de Înot
Street.
New buildings are to be found also in the protected
areas (Băcilă et al. 1999, 9). During Communist
era, the local authorities resorted to these solutions
whenever they found available space inside the
medieval perimeter or when they decided to
replace an old building (demolished or collapsed).
Thus, we can find a modern flat with apartments,
built during the 1960-1970 in the lose proximity of
the three central squares. Inside Sibiu’s Habsburg
neighborhoods, the solution found by the
Communist authorities was to expand these
neighborhoods with new buildings, mainly flats,
with a new architectural type. Such solutions have
continued during the transition to the democratic
regime, but in the end this harmful process was
completely banned throughout the historical area.
In recent years, considerable effort is being made
in order to give to these buildings the uniform
aspect of the historical area. The buildings are
subject to changes of alignment or mass. Parasitic
buildings were removed by demolition (Băcilă et
al. 1999, 12 ).
The new residential area of Sibiu, defining
neighborhoods built in the second half of the
twentieth century, was also subject to new
regulations for the organization, the desire to be
reintegrated into the active circuit city, as already
mentioned. Town planning regulations from 1999
(Town Planning 1999, 28-30 ) made the first
residential zoning, the purpose being to stop their
chaotic arrangement. Thus they separated fourteen
residential areas with a maximum height
equivalent to three levels of vertical construction.
Four areas were proposed as areas with a
maximum floor height, and two areas were
connected to these parameters, that are areas of
rural origin (we refer here to the two villages
merged in Sibiu). Although these regulations were
adopted twelve years ago, still a number of
neighborhoods, mostly residential, are isolated
from the downtown area, while in others, the

MODERN

Sibiu is a second-rank city in Romania. The lack of
a metropolitan area makes Sibiu losing ground to
urban competitors from the rest of the country.
However, in recent years, some steps have been
made in this regard. The last five years have
produced a series of joint projects with
neighboring towns and villages of Sibiu in the
prospect of defining the metropolitan area. Thus, in
the last years, the local administrators are working
on a emergency hospital project, a landfill project
and a traffic project, all of which are made with the
neighboring villages of Sibiu (Statement 2011,
44 ).
The area near to the historical center was
reorganized relatively easy because it was, in some
regards, part of the architectural heritage or it was
in a good condition, in terms of buildings and
utilities. From the beginning, this area was
designed as a natural continuation of the historical
space. Therefore, the defining elements of this
space are similar to those of the heritage area. A
good example is given by the high buildings from
this area, that should be just as high as the
buildings from the historical area. Step by step,
new floors are added, and thus the peripheral area
becomes the highest one. A good example, in this
case, is the recent building of Ramada Hotel, built
upon a former part of the Vauban fortifications and
built higher than all the others constructions that
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municipal development is not controlled
(Synthesis 2011, 13).
In the last decade, residential areas have lost their
original role, adding to its other functions, such as
the economic or cultural. Seemingly trivial, this
change references in reality one of the most
important phenomena that has been subjected Sibiu
(like in any other city in Romania). The
Communist concept of urban mononuclear
arrangement, in which areas for operating the
urban environment were defined (cultural,
industrial, utilitarian and residential function)
crashed into the Western concept of a city’s
multinuclear organization.
For Sibiu, the old residential areas have been
organized in micro urban spaces that include a
range of functions in their definition. A good
example is the residential area defined by
Hipodrom quarter, the most extensive and crowded
district of Sibiu. This area planned as a living
space and also as a space of minimal commercial
services became one of the most active areas of the
city. This district has a strong commercial and
economical utility, an educational one by bringing
in this area a part of the local university, a cultural
one (the only cinema in the city, cinema “Arta” in
Aurel Vlaicu square, is located in this district) and
also an institutional function, because of the large
number of public institution located here.
Inside the residential areas built during the
Communist period, there were a number of
measures taken in order to improve the residents
quality of life. They were allowed to change the
appearance of building facades, waterproofing or
restoration of adjacent buildings by arranging
green spaces, recreational or parking spaces. Also,
issues such as fencing the building or repair the
roofs were prohibited. Even so, the city suffered
from an aesthetic, structural and organizational
point of view, due to an unstoppable and totally
illegal wave of building attics on the blocks.
Another important aspect of the city is
restructuring its commercial area. Sibiu becomes
warmer, more attractive because of the improved
facades, the exposed logo of different companies
and the increasing advertising space (Nomination
2005, 142). Often they do not have the desired
positive outcome for all areas. Many companies
and their advertising spaces were established in
residential areas, at the ground floor of the tall
buildings.
In the recent years, the local administration’s
interest was to properly equip (GUP 2011, 1)
these new areas. Thus, the green areas and the
district’s inner traffic were reorganized. The

regulations issued by PUG 1999 were kept also in
the PUG 2011.
The new strategy of the PUG 2011 was to correct
urban development. For the city’s new residential
areas, the document suggests a development of the
ecological space and a redesign of traffic outside
(Zoning 2011, 1 ) the new districts. There are also
planned new urban spaces, such as streets or
squares (Statement 2011, 175), as well as the
goal to put a considerable distance between
industrial and residential areas. Another goal is to
eliminate the phenomenon of fragmentation by
isolating peripheral neighborhoods (Statement
2011, 37) surrounding the city, such as Veterani
quarter, Guşteriţa and Turnişor quarters, Ţiglari
quarter or Valea Aurie quarter.
These regulations are necessary for urban
reconfiguration, Sibiu being now different
compared to 1990 and above the national average
in terms of quality of life.
PLOT, ALIGNMENTS,
HEIGHTS.

VOLUME

AND

Inside the heritage area, the international, national
and local laws require compliance of historical
parameters. Thus, the historical alignment is
unaltered by the intervention of recent years. If we
deal with new buildings inside the historical areas,
the constructors are required to keep the old
alignment of the street as well as the height or the
initial surface (Băcilă et al. 1999, 13 ). Inside new
areas of the city, the initial alignment is highly
respected, without major anomalies.
Historical plots were kept in a large percentage.
Where it has been altered, they started with the
restoration of archaeological historical situation.
Unification plots for the construction of large
buildings were and still are prohibited (Statement
2011, 12). Even so, attempts to break the
historical plot occur frequently and they are largely
canceled. A counterexample can be mentioned in
the case of Andrei Şaguna Street were a local
contractor is still trying to unify three historical
plots into one new plot with the purpose of
building a commercial center. Until now his
attempts were canceled
Plotting (Town Planning 1999, 35) the new areas
of Sibiu was done in two stages, a massive one
during the Communist period and another at the
beginning of this century. The latter follows a
series of regulations agreed in the entire city. Thus,
a plot does not exceed 150 square meters for
buildings and 200 square meters for the
construction of houses. Front facing the street
should not exceed eight meters in what concerns
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lined buildings and twelve meters for then isolated
ones. Parcel width must not exceed 40% of the
occupied land.

ELEMENT
Street front - houses
Street front - blocks
Street front - isolated buildings
Depth - houses
Depth - blocks
Area - houses
Area - blocks
Area - institutions
Width
Angle structure

Starting from this year, Sibiu’s standard of
parceling was modified. Changes can be seen in
the chart below.

PUG 1999
8 meter
12 meters
–
–
–
200 mp.
150 mp.
–
40%
–

PUG 2011 (Town Planning 1999, 19)
6 meter
12 meters
20 meters
25 meters
20 – 25 meters
150 mp.
250 – 350 mp.
400 – 500 mp.
–
90 degrees

Table 2.
A special interest was to create a uniform and quiet
approach between the historical and the new areas,
by a gradual elevation of buildings. Even so,
despite all regulations, this approach was not
achieved. We recall here the situation of buildings
in areas close to historical centre which are the
highest buildings throughout the city, the
difference being at least ten floors between them
and neighboring buildings on the margins of the
historical area. This case I have detailed in
previous pages, the height of the two hotels
Ramada and Ibis in Unirii Square being the bets
examples.
The new areas have to respect a general rule for the
area or the street. New buildings are built with only
one measure of 0.5 meters below the cornice or
one meter below the surrounding buildings (Băcilă
et al. 1999, 14). The measures are valid for the
entire building and not only for the facades. In the
young areas of the city there was a local solution to
solve the volume and height system, depending on
the proximity to the historical centre (Town
Planning 1999, 24 ).
Any change, for parceling, height or volume must
be made according to the area where the building
is situated.
This step of the analysis is subject to the difference
between theoretical rules and ground rules.
Although there is a local and national legislation
regarding this issue, the local real estate wave led
to major flaws in the construction system. No less
than 60% of Sibiu’s streets have anomalies on the
massiveness and height of new buildings. Often the
local administration resorted to demolition of old

buildings, replacing them with new ones that did
not follow the rules of any area. Try to imagine a
three to four floors building, in an area with one
level houses or with double surface buildings. This
phenomenon concerns not only Sibiu, but the
entire country.
At this point, to prevent such errors, in each area of
the city there is a maximum height and mass
regime, a number determined in accordance with
the geotechnical characteristics of the land (Town
Planning 1999, 20).
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Sibiu was set to face a special situation in this
regard. In the early 90's, the entire city’s urban
system was outdated or expired. The complete
system has not been replaced by now, but the
percentage is encouraging, exceeding an 80% of
the old system.
The first intervention took place in the historical,
area where pipes put into service in early twentieth
century were replaced a century later. In 2003 and
2004 there were works of replacing the water tank
and pipe system that brought water to the
resident’s homes (Nomination 2005, 148). Water
treatment system was moved outside the city of
Sibiu (Town Planning 1999, 78). Subsequently
arranged stations were placed to serve at a distance
of 300 (Town Planning 1999, 87) meters of the
area. Water, in fact, was the main concern of local
government. There have been changes in
branching and metering system. Since 2001 the
authorities started the process to restore the city's
sewer system, realizing an installation opening of
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significant number of green areas, wishing to
condense a large number of people.
The only important arrangement was continuing
transformation of Dumbrava Forest in a
recreational area and cultural organization by
arranging the largest open-air museum in Romania.
The first action for the restoration of this space,
essential for the existence of a modern city, was
the prohibition through the General Urban Plan in
1999 to construct buildings in the forest and
agricultural areas of the city (Town Planning
1999, 9), except military buildings and urban
facilities.
The next step was arranging new forest areas, the
old ones being protected by law like parks within
the city. The values given for relief are also
protected. Therefore, green spaces are protected by
local laws. They come down to the area of spaces
in the residential areas with major density. The old
city's parks have been restored between 1992 and
1993 (Statement 2011, 108).
Green spaces, alleys and playgrounds were
arranged in block of flats areas. Where they were
blocked by illegal constructions, the latter were
destroyed. Protection curtains (the most important
being that one between the local airport and the
adjacent neighborhood) were also arranged in these
areas. Any further arrangement should not be
polluting.
A special interest was shown in Cibin River
(Statement 2011, 71). It was rehabilitated and
now they are trying its urban reintegration (a
general problem of water courses that cross the
cities of the country). Arrangement of recreational
spaces was one of the methods chosen.
Arrangement of drainage of water courses within
the city was prohibited, their passage being
accomplished only by bridges and walkways.
The arrangement of aquatic recreational areas is
somehow in conjunction with this mayor interest
shown in Sibiu city, swimming pools practically
not existing in Sibiu in the mid-90s. The old
swimming pools were modernized, and in 2008 the
arrangement of a new aquatic area with a total area
of 181.556 sqm (Beach 2008, 7) has been
questioned, including the sports area.
The local public administration decided to organize
the city's greenhouses in order to maintain old and
new landscaped green spaces.
Today, Sibiu city consists of fifteen large and
medium-sized parks (Green Areas 2010, 2 ), each
being built in the neighborhoods of the city. A
number of four neighborhoods have not a park in
their composition. The total area is 320.889 sqm
(Green Areas 2010, 2 ), but more than two thirds

50 to 50 meters (Băcilă et al. 1999, 20 ).
According to City Hall’s data, this process was
completed up to 95 percents (Synthesis 2011,
14 ).
In the historical area, one of the main interests was
the reinstallation of historic urban systems. The
best example is the recreation of the medieval
fountain located in the Large Square, the city’s
central square. As a particular aspect, new forms of
public furniture, mainly fountains, appeared in the
historical open spaces that were restored by the
City Hall, as the examples in Târgul Vinului Street,
Nicolae Bălcescu Street, Friedrich Schiller Square,
the Veterans Promenade or ASTRA and
Tineretului Parks. This case was put into action as
well in the modern area, the fountain in Aurel
Vlaicu Square being the best example.
In the context of historical area’s restoration,
improvements were made regarding the urban
system. House pipes were connected to collection
pipes and drain ground (Băcilă et al. 1999, 20).
Electricity and gas systems were also modified. In
this case, all the cables, including the network of
telephone, internet or television (Băcilă et al.
1999, 23 ) cables were put underground. In the
historical area, from a total of 121 streets at least
than half percent are not with underground cabling.
This process was not yet complete in many areas
and Sibiu still has cables above ground.
In the historical area the elements of public
lighting have changed with new ones which took
over the design of electric lighting first installed in
the city of Sibiu. Also, the main monuments were
illuminated by light spots, in order to put them in a
better record. All electrical systems designed at
this time were required to have a protective
corridor of 20 to 30 meters. In what concerns the
gas network, this passage was to have a length of
50-60 meters (Town Planning 1999, 87).
Heating is the most deficient chapter. Although the
authorities initiated its modernization, the process
is far from completion. In Sibiu, the heating is
performed at 100% with polluting methods, with
no building to be heated by solar capture.
GREEN SPACES. THE CIBIN RIVER.
In 1990 the municipality faces difficulties on
ensuring a green environment to citizens. Since the
arrangements that took place in the late nineteenth
century, the community did not organize any other
green space. The coverage percentage of all green
areas in the city was lower at the end of last
century than at its beginning. In this case, the
communist regime led to the destruction of a
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are represented by a single park, the SubArini
Park. 24 squares with a total area of 76.972 sqm
are added to these, as well as other twelve green
spaces with an area of 186.916 sqm (Green Areas
2010, 2 ). There are also four green spaces in high
density residential areas, with an amount of 41.913
sqm and four street alignments with an area of
32.200 sqm (Green Areas 2010, 3). Five of Sibiu
markets have a landscaped green area.
A network of green spaces, sports centers,
recreational spaces and parks was thus achieved.
(Zoning 2011, 1) Local authorities' intention is to
expand this network by arranging other such
spaces in poor areas of the city. When arranging
new streets, for example, the project mandatorily
incorporates green spaces (Town Planning 2011,
23 ), including defining their parameters.
Sibiu city can argue that at this time it managed to
develop green corridors that go deep into the center
of the city. One is represented by historic parks,
the second being represented by the Cibin River.
Preservation of four major areas of rare natural
habitat was also achieved. (Synthesis 2011, 14 )

penetrations and new reconfigurations are assumed
in the future. Because of rail lines crossing the city,
the authorities’ desire is to build many passages
that will make the connection between the eastern
neighborhoods and the Historic Center (Zoning
2011, 1). Multiplying bridges over the Cibin River
is also intended.
Today, Sibiu city has 343 ballasted streets, 209
asphalted streets, 39 concrete streets, 38 paving
streets and other 17 not-asphalted streets.
(Statement 2011, 80 )
The public transportation service did not suffer
major changes, the elements set during the
Communist or inter-war period just being
modernized. The fleet of buses, minibuses or citybuses was totally renewed. A black dot of the city
is given by quitting the ecological transport
through trolley buses. Instead, they resorted to
achieve a green traffic by drawing a route
completely dedicated to cyclists (Zoning 2011,
34) in 2011. The creation of access ramps for
disabled people (Zoning 2011, 34 ) was also
proposed. The latter had not been implemented but
they are mandatory for all future facilities. All
these changes are made in effort to improve access
in the municipality of Sibiu.
A problem solved with difficulty by local
authorities was that of building a bypass road of
the municipality. The idea was born from the
danger of choking traffic in the downtown area,
choking due to heavy vehicles that crossed the city
daily. Plans of this future road were drawn since
1990, but it was inaugurated only in 2011. The
bypass road of the municipality of Sibiu is part of
Pan-European Corridor no. IV.
In terms of flight traffic, the airport built in the 60s
was abandoned to build another one in its
immediate vicinity. It was inaugurated in 2007 and
it is currently the second airport in Romania
regarding the traffic capacity.
The railway traffic remained the least changed,
only the main station was rehabilitated in these 20
years. In the coming years, arrangement of
passages over the railway is a concern, this
practically crossing the bordering area of
downtown (GUP 2011, 1).

ROAD SERVICE, RAILWAY TRAFFIC AND
FLIGHT TRAFFIC
The idea of reforming the traffic system came
along with the rehabilitation of historical heritage.
This process also involved the arrangement of pay
parking, street parking lots built on one-way
streets.
In 2003 (Nomination 2005, 150 ), the Traffic
Commission of the municipality of Sibiu resorted
to a series of measures to restore traffic in the
historic area. Thus, traffic under historical
monuments was prohibited and some areas have
become strictly pedestrian. Two years later, the
Traffic Management Plan was adopted in the
Historical Center. This act established pedestrian
zones, speed limits, traffic directions of streets or
parking areas (Nomination 2005, 150). In the
new area of the city, parkings began to be arranged
at a distance of maximum 75 meters (Town
Planning 2011, 82 ) from the area that serves. The
last provisions fixed facilities at a distance of 250
meters (Town Planning 2011, 22).
In addition to the reorganization of traffic in the
historic area, the town planners have proposed the
implementation of a subway and some
underground parking in the immediate vicinity of
the above-mentioned area (Băcilă et al. 1999,
17 ). None of these projects were achieved. Several
city streets were enlarged to handle increased
traffic (Town Planning 2011, 82 ). Street

INDUSTRIAL,
AGRICULTURAL
COMMERCIAL SPACES

OR

Industrial spaces have suffered the most serious
reconfiguration. If the end of the communist
regime left industrial areas scattered throughout
Sibiu city, these 20 years have meant an ongoing
effort to coagulate these areas in spaces on the
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outskirts of the city, thus recovering the classical
concept of development of Sibiu city.
The industrial area could be found in the
immediate vicinity of the Historic Center, seriously
impairing its value. It could also be found within
the green area of the city, in the binding spaces
between the rural areas now neighborhoods and the
city's original core, and at all exits of the city, one
of the neighborhoods arranged under the
communists taking the name of the brick factory
nearby, being called "Ţiglarilor" neighborhood.
In common with the first standards adopted by the
municipality, a process of gathering all industrial
facilities in two areas called industrial sites in the
adjacent Western and Eastern neighboring area has
been initiated.
In the last two years the relocation or closure of
most areas within the city was managed.
Technological risk areas have provided protection
through a special regime, the interventions being
made only upon a notification of the municipality
(Town Planning 2011, 18).
Agricultural area hasn’t undergone major changes,
roughly maintaining the same area and same
functions. The municipality has banned, however,
the arrangement of micro enterprises (Town
Planning 2011, 66 ) with the activity of
processing meat because of the olfactory pollution
they can cause. Most industrial - agricultural
aspects have been moved outside the city of Sibiu.
The municipal area includes all the necessary
services of a city. Burial area is 391.991 sqm
(Green Areas 2010, 2 ), cemeteries in the city
representing the largest area of the city
management. Areas of supplying people with
services are added, the most relevant being the
landfill (Town Planning 2011, 75 ) which was
moved in the outside part of the build-up area.
Today, a greening and reorganization project of the
city sanitation system is analyzed. Growth and
slaughter of animals by the city inhabitants was
prohibited in Sibiu.

historic area, by the emissions attacking any
building in the city.
In 2000 (Nomination 2005, 146), the Local
Council decided to ban economic investments that
produce pollutants or contaminated air near the
historic area. This decision is not even now fully
implemented.
Between 2002 and 2004 (Nomination 2005,
146 ), the Regional Environmental Protection
Agency conducted a series of measurements
analysis. The Analysis and Resources Insurance
Plan in the municipality of Sibiu in 2008 (Town
Planning 2011, 16) is added to these studies.
They have revealed a level of pollution with
nitrogen, sulfur dioxide and carbon monoxide.
Traffic situation, Sibiu crossing lines were a
serious issue, the pollution area with gas emissions
passing by the outskirts of the heritage area.
Running waters of Sibiu had an average degree of
pollution. (Nomination 2005, 147 )
Olfactory pollution is caused by the food industry
within or near the city. Major pollution comes
from heavy traffic, decreasing with the opening of
Sibiu bypass road. Binder's Lake, a lake in the
northern part of the city, heavily polluted with
sewage, was rehabilitated at the end of 2010
(Town Planning 2011, 16). Another aspect of
local pollution comes from lack of sanitation
(GUP 2011, 1) in some areas.
A greater focus on improving air, water and soil of
Sibiu city has been shown in the last years. Despite
these efforts, the ecological transport in the city
was abandoned, there is no space for recycling
electrical and electronic equipment and the
inhabitants of Sibiu city are not properly informed
about local pollution risks.
A major danger comes from landslides due to
agricultural and industrial interventions in the hilly
area of Sibiu and the Cibin river valley. The
municipality has taken a number of measures by
arranging slopes, maintaining natural dams,
planting trees, performing anti-erosion works and
by prohibiting industrial activity.

POLLUTION AND NATURAL HAZARDS IN
SIBIU CITY

CONCLUSIONS

Gotten out of hand 20 years ago, pollution was one
of the major hazards on the quality of life in Sibiu
city. Chemical, noise or olfactory pollution was
due to disinterest showed by administrative
structures of that time. Pollution has been one of
the factors that permanently attacked the historical
heritage of the city by a heavy road service, by the
factories that operated on the outskirts of the

Like all cities in Romania, Sibiu city was forced to
go through rebuilding urban structure. The
communist regime left behind major injuries
needed urgent cauterization.
The road network and natural hazards that threaten
the city needed restructuring and rehabilitation
works.
The main lines that led to the fulfillment of this
complete process consisted of the rehabilitation of
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the historic heritage, reintegration and connection
of residential areas with the institutional or
recreational areas, city greening, reorganization
and flow of road or flight traffic, as well as
relocation of industrial activity outside of built-up
areas. The slow adoption of the basic regulatory
documents of urban organization made these
processes to be more delayed. The first General
Urban Plan of Sibiu was adopted only after nine
years of the administrative regime change.
The most important success of the local public
administration was rehabilitating the historic space.
It was renovated, restored, clothed with appropriate
street furniture, being the main progressive core of
the city.
Sibiu city has made the transition from a
mononuclear city to a multinuclear city; several

neighborhoods became complex environments of
urban life.
Sibiu city has grown in size, it has remained
around the figure of 150,000 inhabitants and it has
succeeded to become the main tourist center of
Romania.
Unfortunately, the legislative provisions are not
fully met, as recent years have seen a number of
anomalies that are difficult to correct. The reality
in the papers is different from reality on the
ground. Sibiu city shows difficulty at this time in
preventing local pollution and arranging new areas
of the city or proper fitting of the entire city.
The transformation process of Sibiu city in an
European city is still ongoing, a number of aspects
being not completed. The prime need of the
moment is defining a metropolitan area of the
municipality of Sibiu.
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